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INTRODUCTION.

INT the following pages we propose to sketch some of

the leading topics relating to the future of the United

States and the Dominion of Canada. "We shall trace the

outlines of the principal regions of habitable country in.

North America, and describe those parts of it which have

fallen to the lot of the Dominion, as well as their relative

situation, with regard to each other and to the United

States. We shall relate the chief resources of these two

countries
;
and also their debt, population and other

attributes.

We shall recount some of the errors committed by

Great Britain with regard to her North American Colo-

nies. We will show that since the close of the rebellion

in the United States since the social and political re-ad-

justment of the Republic the policy of Great Britain

with regard to these Colonies has been greatly changed ;

how that the Dominion of Canada is at full liberty to

shape her own future in any way she may please ;
that

it is the destiny of small and comparatively weak and far

scattered communities, like the settlements in the Do-

minion, to be incorporated with Great Powers
;

that if

the fusion of the national communities of England, the

union of England and Scotland in 1707, that of Ireland

with Great Britain at the beginning of the present cen-

tury, that of the old thirteen colonies in 1776, that of the

two Canadas in 1841, and that of the union of the
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Canadian ami other Provinces in, 1867, were necessary, it

is equally necessary that the branches of the Anglo

Saxon anil other families in North America, should unite

Avith each other, as predicted by the Right Honorable

John Bright: "For one vast Confederation stretching

from the frozen north in unbroken line to the glowing

south, and from the Avild billows of the Atlantic west-

Avard to the calm Avaters of the Pacific main. Such a

confederation," said Mr. Bright,
" would afford at least

some hope that man is not forsaken of heaven, and that

the future of our race- may be better than in the past."

We shall show that the United States and Dominion

of Canada belong as it were to each other that they arc

the geographical and commercial complement of each

other
;
that their union has long been an open question,

which has been frequently discxissed in the Provinces and

States, and by many leading statesmen in Great Britain.

How that the tics and interests which bind these Ameri-

can nationalities to each other are nuich stronger than

those Avhich link these Provinces to the British Empire.

And hoAv that the Provinces are utterly defenceless in

the event of war Avith the United State.-;.

To those who have read the former Avorks of the

Avriter relating to these Provinces, and who may peruse

the following pages, a Avord of apology is due.

Having carefully noted the development of tl;e re

sources of the country, and also the official and other

reports representing \a>t areas of unoccupied lands, suit-

able for settlement in nearly all the Provinces and Terri-

tories of British North America, the Avriter was led to



believe that this country was capable of being formed

into a nation a nation able before now to sustain

national obligations ;
and was highly pleased to entertain

this view of the future. Having, however, collected the

most reliable information in relation to the geography

and resources of this country, and, having, as a land sur-

veyor and otherwise, had occasion, during the last forty

yeai-s, to traverse large sections of some of the Provinces,

we have learned that but little reliance can be placed on

many of the statements made with regard to the re-

sources of British North America. It is now obvious

that this immense region, with the exception of a few

isolated and comparatively limited areas, is not fit for

settlement. And, therefore, acting under the dictates of

conviction, we feel it a duty to abandon ground which is

no longer tenable.

Apart, however, from these views of the future, the

work, we hope, will be found to contain much useful in-

formation relating to the United States and British

North America. We have placed together an account

of the chief resources of both countries, and thus enable

the reader to compare and draw conclusions which cannot

fail ere long to engage the serious attention of their

inhabitants.

A. M.
PORT ELGIN, NEW BRUNSWICK,

February, 1879.
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THE FERTILE AND INFERTILE REGIONS
OF NORTH AMERICA.

UNDF.U this head we purpose, in a brief article, to trace

the mi! lines of the fertile and infertile regions of North

America; ami particularly, those relating to the United States

and the Dominion of Canada.

The resources of North America are so vast, and the spirit

of progress so broad, Hint it is not easy, at this early stage of

its history, to mark out the future with any degree of preci-

sion. Every year agricultural operations are being extended

over greater areas of highly fertile lands, and new mines of

wealth are bring opened; hence commerce is being extended

far and wide. There are many circumstances and events

which the hand of time carries along that tend to disarrange

our calculations. It is only by estimating the probabilities

as well as we can. after we have measured the resources, and

marked the progress r.iade. and by taking the balance of

probability as a guide, that we may arrive at a reasonable

approximation.
There is no part of the world where the surface of the

country, and ihe conditions of climate and production, are so

varied as in the habitable part of North America. The
United States in the centre, is l>ounded by the Dominion of

Canada on the North, and by Mexico on the south: and e;.ch

i - hounded on the west by the Pacific Ocean, and on the cast

by the Atlantic. Tin- lands adjoining the Pacific, as well as

tiiose bounding on the Atlantic, the high table lands of

Mexico, the low lands of it* (lull' coast, the great plains of

the wot. the States and Provinces in the east, and the Arctic

Slope of the Dominion, have each conditions of climate and

production which diner very much from either of the others.

In a word, the drought of the west and humid atmosphere of

the ea>t, the heat of the south and the cold of the north,

indicate great extremes. The effect of these extremes on the

human system are equally marked. The fevers prevalent in

the Gulf Slates, and the pulmonary complaints common
in the Eastern States and Province;, are not known in the

Stall- of Colorado and other high lands of the West. Indeed,

Hie colored race, in thcjr cotton plantations adjoining the



Gulf of Mexico may he happy in the midst of fevers, and
under the burning heat of the southern sun. The1 Icelanders

mi^iit feel equ-i'ily at home and equally happy amidst the

horrors of a Winnipeg winter; and the Esquimaux prefer

remaining in the iey regions of the North. But these

extremes are not congenial to the Anglo-Saxon and other

progressive races of the human family, who prefer the more

happy medium which this great region possesses. Hence the

more central regions between the Arctic Slope and the (!nlf

of .Mexico, and spreading eastward towards the Atlantic

Ocean, and southward over Mexico, will be the home of the

great family of mankind in North America.

And the differences in climate also indicate difference in

the products of the soil. Cotton, rice, sugar and tobacco

are peculiar to the South. Indian corn cannot be raised to

advantage as far north as the Dominion of Canada; and

wheat, except in the Ontario peninsula, is but a small crop
in the Eastern States and Canadian Dominion.

The destiny of North America may be said to be deter-

mined on the west by the " Great Desert," and on the north

by the Laurent ide Mountains. These boundaries, which are

well diTmcd, divide the fertile lands from the great infertile

regions of the west and north.

As the mountain ranges inihiencc the climate, and limit

in a great measure the extent of fertile lands, a brief descrip-

tion of them cannot fail to be interesting.

The United States and the Dominion of Canada are tra-

versed in a north and south direct ion by three ranges of

mountains, besides subsidary ranges; andcros-wi e. between

the (Julf of St. Lawrence and the centre of the continent, by
the Laurentide Mountains ju -t referred to.

The caslcrn range, generally known as the App dachian or

Allegliany Mountains, rise in the Clasp-'- Peninsula, south

of the St. Lawrence, in the Province of Quebec, and extend

in a system of parallel ridges, in a south-westerly direction,

nnd nearly parallel to the Atlantic Ocean, about 1,:5((0 miles;

passing through the States of Vermont, New York. Pennsyl-
vania, Maryland, Virginia, the two Caroii:i::s a:id Tennessee,

into Alabama. The summits of this range are from one

thousand to four thousand feet ab.ivc th;- sea. The r.inge has

various local names: Near the City of Quebec, it is known
as the Notre Du:uc Mountain;; and farther south, as the New
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HatnpsLire Mountains; in New York, as the High Lands; in

Pennsylvania, as (lie South Mountains; and in the other

States, generally as the Blue IJidgc. In Canada, the Gulf and
Ifiver St. Lawn-nee separate tlie ran.sre from the Laurent ide

Hountains. And south-westward, the Hudson, Delaware,

Susquehaiina, and other Atlantic rivers pass through the

chain. It was on the eastern slope of this range, from the

(iulf df St. Lawrence southward, where the chief part of the

early settlements, north of Mexico, were formed. It is now
inhabited by a large population. And, though large areas

of the country ary unfit for cultivation, yet there are nume-
rous and extensive farm districts yielding largely. Many
populous cities and towns, numerous seats of manufacturing

industry, and vast accumulations of wealth, characterize this

section of the American continent.

On the opposite side of the continent, near the Pacific

ocean, there are two ranges of Mountains, known in Cali-

fornia as the Coast and Sierra Nevada ranges. The former

has its southern terminus at the bay of San Francisco, and

follows the Pacific coast northward through the States of

California and Oregon into Washington Territory, where it

unites with the Sierra Nevada range. In California the

latter is about one hundred miles east of the coast, and

observes a course nearly parallel to it. It is about seventy
miles in width, and is known in Oregon, Washington Terri-

tory, and in British Columbia, as the Cascade Mountains.

The coast range in California is divided into a number of

nearly parallel ridges, with an aggregate breadth of about

forty miles. Between these ridges there are extensive valleys

of highly fertile lands. Between the coast and Sierra

Nevada ranges lie the Sacramento and San Joaquim valleys,

extending north and south, one valley being a virtual con-

tinuation of the other. It is known as the Great Valley, and

is about 4~>0 miles in length, by an average width of about

forty miles. These valleys are traversed by numerous

streams, which afford sufficient water to irrigate large sec-

tions of them in the event of droughts. And the Sierra

Nevadas comprise two parallel ranges, with numerous

valleys between. All the valleys near this part of the Pacific

coast converge as they extend northward, and ultimately

disappear in a sea of mountains. In California, these valleys

contain about forty millions of acres of the most fertile

lands to be found on this continent.



The summits of the roast ranges are about eight thousand

feet, and some of those of the Nevada and Cascade .Moun-

tains, from ten to fifteen thousand feet above the sea.

The dominant range of the continent is the Hooky Moun-
tains. It extends from the Gulf of Mexico northward far

into the arctic regions, where it unites with all the other

ranges on the Pacific side of the continent. The base of this

range varies in width from twenty to sixty miles, and its

summits arc from eight thousand to sixteen thousand fe< t

above the sea. On the line of the Central Pacific Railroad,

this range is about nine hundred miles east of the Sierra

Nevada Mountains; in British Columbia, these two ranges are

only from one hundred to one hundred and twenty miles

apart. San ford Fleming, the chief engineer of the Ca-

nada Pacific Hailroad survey, says: "The Hooky Mountain

zone observes a general parallelism with the Pacific coast,

and in British Columbia is from.''!) 1
) to 4'M miles distant from

it. These mountains rise like a colossal wall above the con

tinental plain on its eastern side." In British Columbia the

coast and cascade ranges being on<-, "extends along the

en'ire seaboard." It "rises abruptly from the sea level,

presenting from the water an extremely bold and defiant

aspect." The ocean front of the mainl md of British Colum-

bia is penetrated from twenty to sixty miles inland by a

gre.it number of excellent h-irbors. Tin- breadth of the

Cascade Mountains from the li
iad of the harbors varies from

one hundred to one hundred and twenty miles, and they rise

to a height of from five thotismd to eight thousand feet above

the sea.

Between the Hooky and Ca-rad" Mountains there is a va<t

inter alpine plateau of a wedge like form, narrowing as it

extends northward. Its height in British Columbia varies

from :?,000 to 4,.">1K feet above the sea. This plateau is tra-

versed by minor ranges, known as the Cariboo. Selkirk and

Gold Mountains. And Vancouver Island is traversed by
mountains in all direction-;. Indeed, Briti>h Columbia is

designated a< a ''Sea of Mountains."

Tin' hviirht of the plateau in the United States is also great.

The Salt Lake basin, which is a depression in the great

plain, is about 4,-W) feet above ihc sea. This anfmalou-
b.is'm is said to lie o-Vt miles in length by an average breadth

of lyi) miles. It contains the Salt Lake and the Mormon
Settlements.



Rut the most important range of mountainour. country in

North America is the Laurent ide region. Important, because

it limits the area of fertile lands to the northward, and in an

Cast and west direction for a distance of about two thousand

miles. Beginning at the Labrador coast, it extends along the

north bank of the Gulf and up the River St. Lawrence to

within twenty miles of the City of Quebec: it sweeps to the

northward of this city, and the Cily of Montreal, where it is

about thirty miles north of the St. Lawrence. "
Beyond

this," says Sir W. E. Logan, "it extends up the Ottawa on

the north side, for about a hundred miles, and sweeps round

thence to the Thousand Islands, near Kingston; from which

it gains the southern extremity of Georgian Bay, and con-

tinues along the eastern and northern shores of Lake Huron
and Lake Superior." It continues westerly to the Red River

valley, a little west of the centre of the continent, and thence

turns northward around the east shore of Lake Winnipeg,
Avhere the range is comparatively low. It terminates in the

arctic regions, a distance of 3,500 miles from Labrador.

The Laurent ides, says Sir "William, "occupy by far the

larger portion of Canada," that is, the Provinces of Quebec
and Ontario. The range in the Ottawa region is about two

hundred miles in width. "The area occupied by the Lau-

rent isin series in Canada," he says,
"

is supposed to be about

200,000 .-quare miles."

With the exception of an off-shoot of this range, which
crosses into the State of New York, known there as the

Adirondack Mountains, which cover an area of six millions

of acres in that State, and some out-lying spurs at the west

of Lake Superior, the Laurcntian formation is in the Domi-

nion of Canada. This arm of the Laurentides leading to the

Adirondack Mountains divides the Canadian side of the

valley of the St. Lawrence into two nearly equal parts. That

between the City of Ottawa and the United States boundary,

extending to fifty miles, h a triangular plain, "comprising,"

says Sir William, "about 10,000 square miles, being nearly

level, and of a good agricultural character." And, though the

surface of the western peninsula of Ontario, or "
upper plain,

occupying about 10; 000 square miles, has a generally smooth

surface, it swells into a height which is not inferior in elevation

to some of the highest points in the more rugged Laurent ian

country between Lake Huron and the Ottawa." Though for
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convenience, we dc.-ignate this formation as Laurcntian, they
arc known in sonic- places as the- llnronian scries of rocks.

The Laurcntidcs arc said to be the oldest series of chrystal-

line rocks in the world. The summits of this region \ary
in height from 4. (XX) feet below the City of Quebec, to 1,500,

1,700, and to ?.:>(K) feet above the sea, in the Ottawa and

Lake Huron District. In the Lake Superior region they
reach a height of about 2,000 feet above sea level. The

Saguenay.OHawa and other tributaries of the Kiver St. Law-

rence, penetrate the range for considerable distances. This

mountain region between the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the

Kcd Kiver Valley, forms the water shed between the St. Law-
rence and Hudson's Hay.
Within the folds of this elevated plateau there is said to be

more than nrjjioiisand lakes, some of them of considerable

size. Lake Nipissing covers a surface of 21>4 square miles,

and is (}:J1) feet above the sea: Grand Lac has a surface of

."iliO square miles, and is TOO feet above the sea; and the Lake
of the Woods is 1,042 feet above sea level. There are other

lakes in this rejrion containing equally large areas, niid exten-

sive swamps are numerous. The Kiver valleys in the

Laurcntian region are generally narrow. The climate, in

consequence of the great elevation and northern aspect of

the chief part of the country, is unfavorable for agricultural

operations, even if the lain! was suitable. Indeed, the great

Laurentian region, except a few isolated spots, will ever

remain outside the pale of a habitable and food producing

country. Hence, the southerly flank of this region in Can-

ada, between the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the Kcd Kiver

valley of the north-west, a distance of two thousand miles,

is the northern boundary of food producing North America.

The unfortunate position of this region of rocks so far

south, or in other words, the international boundary being
so far north, can hardly be reali/ed at present, especially in

regard to the future of the Dominion of Canada. This \\ill

more fully appear as we proceed.

Having thus briefly traced the chief mountain lineaments

of this part of the continent, we shall, in the next place,

trace the outlines of the great fertile region of North

America.

With the exception of two narrow belts of highly fertile

country, one adjoining the Atlantic, the other the Pacific,



Mexico consists of lofty tropical plateau-, which rise in step-

like forms into broad terraces, sloping upwards, each pre-

senting the climate and productions of the temperate /one.

The highest level is a mountain chain of great elevation.

A road from the City of Mexico, the ancient capital of the

Montc/.umas, northward for a thousand miles, would run

over a country hardly varying from an altitude of 7,oOO feet

above the oee;.n. Mexico contains a large proportion of

highly fertile land. Its mineral and other resources are also

very great.

But from the day on which Spain set her foot on the soil

of Mexico to the present time, the benevolent dispositions of

Providence for the happiness of his creatures have been

counteracted, first by Spain, and since by her offspring.

The history of Spain in Mexico is a terrible one. She has

stamped her worthless civilization on one of the most ge-

nerous soils and genial climates in the world. Since 1810,

when Mexico no longer able to bear the burdens imposed by
her ta -k -masters, raised the standard of revolt, anarchy and
bloodshed has been Mexico's annual contribution to the pages
of history. Indeed, she has only exchanged the mis-govern-
ment of Spain for hopeless anarch}'. In place of having

twenty millions of educated and progressive people, the popu-
lation of Mexico is only about ten millions, the greater part
of whom are but half ci/.ili/ed. Mexico and Central America
are well adapted to sustain ;: large population by the products
of the soil.

The habitable and generally fertile region of North Ame-
rica, including the regions referred to, is advantageously situ-

aicd. On its front it has the Atlantic Ocean as far north as

the Gulf of St. Lawrence. On the north it is bounded by the

Laurent ide Mountains before described, and on the west by
the American desert. The extreme westerly boundary of

the fertile lands of the continent, beginning at the Gulf of

Mexico, and proceeding northward, follows a line varying
in its inflections between the ninety eight and one hundredth

meridian as far north as Lake Winnipeg, in the Canadian
north west. The country thus described is equal to about

h.ilf the area of the United States, or about equal to one-

fourth the area of that part of the continent north of Mexico.

Near its northern boundary, the Gulf, River and Lakes, of

the St. Lawrence afford a passage for vessels to the heart of



the continent. From the south this region is penetrated ly
the Mississippi river anil its extensive and wide spread

branches, whi.-h in ai^rc^ate length alTord about 20,000

miles of navi^ilion.

Though the region cast of the one hundredth degree of

longitude embraces nearly all the fertile lands climatically

adapted for settlement north of Mexico, it also includes lar^e

areas of unproductive lands. The Appalachian mountains

ccvcr a larre art-a; i:i:d the Kasteiu States ai:d Provinces

contains a lar^e proportion of worthless lands. The (iaspc

Peninsula, the Adirondack Mountains in the State of New
York, and many smaller tracts of infertile lands, deface the

couniry.
Hut in contradistinction to the country norJh of the river

and northern lakes of the St. Lawrence, and the region

between the one hundredth decree of lonjjitiule ami the

Pacific Ocean, there are vast areas of land of the hi^h'-st

fertility. The valley of the Mississippi alone is estimated as

capable of producing f-rnl sufficient to sustain the population
of Kurope. According to the Keport of the Commissioner

of the General Land Otlice of the United States for 187(5,

the country
" hetween the eastern houndarj- of the State of

Ohio, and the central portions of the States of Kansas and

Nebraska, coverinir the valleys of the Ohio, the Mississippi

and the Missouri rivers, and extending from the eighty-tip t

device to the nlnety-tiflh decree of west longitude, is a.

legion well classified as the fertile belt of the continent."

As near as we can ascertain from the rcpoits and maps before

us, this belt has a breadth of thirteen decrees of longitude;
and a length beiwecn tlie (!u!f of Mexico and the Lake Su-

jx-rior region of about 1001) miles, and contains upwards of

f.-.ar hundred and fifty millions of acres. Fifteen entire

States, ivimcly, Michigan, Ohio, Indiana. Illinois. Wiscon-

sin, K.utucky, Te.ines.^ ,-. Mississippi. Alabama, (Jcoruia,

Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Arkansas and Louisiana, besides

parts of oilier States, lie wi'.hin its boundaries. Ten of tLc

fertile Stales lie on the cast >idc of the Mississippi Kiver.

If to this region of fertile land we add that in the vai!"\-

of the Uiier SI. Lawn nee. and the fertile Kinds south of the

Allejrhany Mounl.iins, ineludin^ the Atlantic Provinces of

tlie Dominion of Canada, the area of productive land in

*.'orih Aiucrie-i is truly imnu-iiM-, Ucsidi-s, in the old Sl:;tes
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and Provinces there are large areas of second-class soils,

which are being filled in from adjacent settlements.

In the foregoing enumeration of fertile and productive

areas, we have not included the Canadian region lying west

of Red River, and north of the great American Desert, The

Report before referred to, says: "In all that section lying

between the one hundredth meridian on the east, and the

Cascade Range and the Sierra Nevada Mountains on the

west, and, within these limits, from the Mexican line on the

south to the International boundary on the north;" and we

add, in all the region north of this boundary,
" a totally

different set of conditions, geographical, physical and clima-

tic, is found to exist. Within this vast area agriculture, as

understood and pursued in the valley of the Mississippi and to

tlio westward, has no existence." Between the valley of the
'

sippi and the Pacific, "irrigation is indispensable to

production. That there are limited areas within which by
its aid crops arc and may be secured is true, but the propor-
tion of land within the area now treated of, which under the

present system of disposals, can by this means be made pro-

ductive, is insignificant. Under a system which would

justify large expenditures and ensure the utilization for the

purposes of irrigation of the whole volume of water reaching
the valleys from the mountain streams, but a mere fraction

of the whole great area could be made fit for tillage." This

infertile region has a breadth of 700 miles on the international

boundary, hit. 49 north, and extends northward into the

Dominion of Canada, a distance of from 200 to 250 miles.

As the Canadian plains situated north of the desert possess
a different set of conditions from those of the Mississippi val-

ley, we purpose, further on, to devote more space to their

consideration.

The great mountain ranges on the Pacific side of the con-

tinent arrest the water-clouds from the west on their way to

the interior, and thus prevent precipitation of atmospheric
moisture on the plains. In the southern part of the great
Californian valley, the rain-fall is so light that two crops in

five years is all that may be expected. The yield in fruitful

seasons, however, is immense. Some seasons the northern

parts of the valleys suffer for want of sufficient rain-fall. Of
the great valley, 7,650,000 acres are susceptible of easy irriga-

tion. In all, 12,000,000 acres might be irrigated, and thus ensure,
2
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in all seasons, an immense yield of crops; as the lands arc

among the best on the continent.

Unlike the Atlantic coast there are but few Rivers on
the Pacific side; consequently there is only here and there

and far between, a narrow valley fronting the seaboard where

agricultural operations can be pursued with profit. A very

large part of the country north of California is a consolidated

sea of mountains. The most important agricultural region
north of California is in the valley of the Columbia River.

This river, for a considerable distance from its mouth up-

wards, forms the boundary between the State of Oregon and

Washington Territory. The wheat product of the Columbia

Valley is now considerable. The country is being rapidly
settled. The climate of this part of the coast is excellent.

The precipitation of atmospheric moisture accumulates rapidly

along the Pacific coast from south to north. At the north end

of Vancouver Island the rain-fall is said to be very great. The
climate as far north as the north end of this Island is highly
favorable to agricultural production ;

the winter is short and not

severe, while summer is equable, and the whole season condu-

cive to health. But the great want on this coast is sufficient

land fit for cultivation.

The mineral resources arc highly valuable. Indeed the

whole region fronting on the coast is a gold field. The moun-

tain slopes and river sands are known to contain large quanti-

ties of gold, which as time passes will be more fully developed.

Coal is abundant on Vancouver Island, and in "Washington

Territory, as well as iron ore and other minerals useful in

commerce. The mountain sides are clothed with useful forest

wood; and the rivers and sea-board teem with valuable lisli.

The following table, showing the progress of population,

affords an index to the sections where the largest areas of

fertile lands are to be found:

FEUTILE AREAS.
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The great plateau adjoining the Sierra Nevada and Cascade

ranges on the ecStst is about 4,000 feet above the sea. This

desert, as already shown, is unfit for cultivation, except in

low river valleys; hence, it is only near the ocean where there

are any tracts fit for settlement. The Utah Basin is an

exception. Notwithstanding the aridity of the soil, and the

oft-repeated visits of the locusts, the population of Utah has

increased from 11,380 in 1830; 40,273 in 1800; to 86,786 in

1870.

It may finally be assumed, that with the exception of a few
small and isolated spots, the country between the one hun-

dredth degree of west longitude and the Pacific Ocean is unfit

for cultivation.

The great plains of the Far West, however, are not alto-

gether without value to the agriculturist. Large areas of the

western region afford, without the aid of man, a highly nutri-

tious pasturage, where herds of sheep, cattle, and horses can

be kept for the greater part of the year. The official report,

from which we again quote, says: "The excellence of the

pasturage of the plains and valleys consists in the fact that the

grasses, though thin and of slow growth, retain their nutri-

tious qualities throughout the entire year, and in the further

fact that, for the present, the range is only limited by the

possibility of reaching suitable watering places.''

With this brief description of the country south of the

Laurent ide Mountains of Canada, and west to the Pacific

Ocean, we purpose to view the country on each side of the

international boundary, comparing by the way, the share of

habitable country which has fallen to the lot of each of these

nationalities; comparing also their progress in population, and
in the development of their resources,



THE UNITED STATES.

The greatest width of the United States from ocean to ocean

is 3,200 miles; and 2,000 at its narrowest part. The average

breadth is 2,500 miles. From the Canadian boundary south-

ward to its southern extremity, the distance varies from 1,200

1,300, to 1,000 miles. The ocean frontage of the Vnilrd

States extends along the Atlantic, a distance of 1,700 miles:

1,400 on the Gulf of Mexico: and 1,260 miles oil the Pacific

ocean, making a total of 4,360 miles, exclusive of indenta-

tions. This vast extent of sea-board is navigable at all seasons.

The Colorado River, which discharges into the Gulf of Cali-

fornia in Mexico, has a length of one thousand miles in the

United States. The Mississippi River takes its rise near the

C'anadian boundary, the parallel of 49 north latitude. From
the head of the Missouri, emphatically the main river, though
designated a tributary, it traverses a distance of 4,491 miles.

The Ohio enters the Mississippi at a distance of 1.145 miles

from the Gulf of Mexico: it is navigable for a distance of

J)?5 miles, and during periods of high water, vessels ascend

200 miles farther. The Mississippi with its wide-spread afflu-

ents drains an area of 785,000,000 acres, or nearly one-half the

area of the United States, and discharges into the Gulf of

Mexico. It traverses ten States.

The Union is divided into thirty-eight States and ten Terri-

tories, exclusive of Alaska. Of these, thirteen front on the

Atlantic Ocean; five on the Gulf of Mexico; three on the

Pacific Ocean; and thirteen bound on the Dominion of Ca-

nada. Of the latter, nine are east of the great desert, or within

the boundaries of the productive regions, and comprise about

250,000,000 of acres, and contain a population of about seven-

teen millions. That part of the United States situated between

the Atlantic and the desert is estimated to contain about seven

hundred millions of acres; and is divided into thirty States;

it includes, besides, a part of those adjoining on the west. The
fertile lands in the Union drained by the river and lakes of

the St. Lawrence are comparatively limited. It drains alxmt

forty-four millions of acres in the States, a part of which id



Mountainous. The greater part, however, is highly fertile

and densely populated. The table lands lying between the

valley of the St. Lawrence and tluit of the Mississippi, are hut

slightly elevated above the general level of the country.

In Canada, the St. Lawrence drains an area estimated at

two hundred and eleven millions of acres. This immense

region with the exception of a narrow strip fronting on the

St.. Lawrence, is within the Laurentide mountain range.

Thus, we have three slopes or valleys lying within the fer-

tile region in this part of the continent; the Mississippi, St.

Lawrence and Appalachian. Nowhere on the face of the

globe is there such a vast expanse of fertile lands as these

valleys contain. With the exception of a comparatively
limited area of mountainous country, it is one vast continental

plain, extending from the Atlantic Ocean westward, to the

one hundredth degree of west longitude, and in a north and

south direction from the Laurentide mountains to Mexico. It

is now inhabited by about fifty millions of people, including

four millions of Canadians; still there is room for hundreds of

millions. Referring to that part of it, in the west, lying south of

the Canadian boundary, and which might conveniently adopt

navigation by the St. Lawrence as an outlet for the surplus

products of the west, John Page, Chief Engineer for the Ca-

nadian Board of Works, in his Report for 1874, says: "The
line of settlement is yet a long way from the western boundary
of the fertile region, and it is stated on good authority that

even in that part of it which furnishes the supply, there are

not more than one-fifth of the available lands under cultiva-

tion.'' This food-producing region embraces every variety of

climate, from the genial .south to the winter cold of Quebec and

northern Minnesota. Here the different nationalities of the

World may find both climate and soil to suit them. And
when Mexico takes her place among the more civilized and

progressive communities of this continent, the sea of human
life may be indefinitely extended.

But the great barrier to western progress is the desert.

Professor Henry, a very distinguished man in the United

States, says:

"The whole extent of country to the west, between the

ninety-eighth meridian and the Rocky Mountains, called the

great 'American Plains,' is an arid desert, over which the eye

may wander to the horizon without seeing anything to relieve
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its monotony. . . . And perhaps we shall surprise the

reader by drawing his attention to the fact that this line,

which is drawn southward from Lake Winnipeg to the Gulf

of Mexico, divides the surface of the United States into two

very nearly equal parts. When properly understood, this

statement will serve to dissipate some of the dreams, regarded
as realities, about the destiny of the western part of the con-

tinent of North America; but truth in the end takes prece-

dence of praiseworthy patriotic sentiment."

The treeless desert is estimated by (T. M. Dawson, F. G. S.,

to contain six hundred thousand square miles, about one third

of which is in the Canadian Northwest. It extends northerly

into Canada, a distance of about two hundred and fifty miles,

and lies between the fertile lands on the Nortli Saskatchewan

and the International line.

In his
" Sketch of the North West America," in 1871,

Bishop Tachc, who resided in the Canadian Northwest for

nearly a quarter of a century, says, page 10:
" Here is a desert an immense desert. It is certainly not

everywhere a plain of moving sand, and quite dried up: but

it is quite vain to think of forming considerable settlements

on it. Prairie hay (xyaterin <lti<'t<tl<>iil.<n*) is almost the only plant

which is seen growing on its arid soil. A narrow border of

alluvial soil marks its water courses, and these are dry nearly

throughout the year. The prairie hay supplies pasturage of

the best kind: not only the buffalo delights in it, but lior-es

and other draught animals are very fond of it. This herb,

barely six inches high, of which the plants grow so sparsely

as to leave the sand or gravel on which it grows everywhere

visible, preserves its flavour and nourishing power, even in

the midst of the rigors of winter, to such an extent that a few

days gra/ing on one of these remarkable pasturages suffices to

restore horses worn out by work to good condition.

"Beyond this advantage, and the game to be found there,

I do not know of anything on this vast plain which could

attract the attention of economists. The wearied eye seeks in

vain for a shore to this ocean of short hay. The weakened

traveller sighs in vain for a stream or a spring at which to

quench his thirst. The heavens, dry as the earth, hardly ever

grant their dews and beneficent showers. The dryuess of the

atmosphere aids the aridity of the soil; some places of which

the geological formation would appear to favor vegetation,
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produce no more than the naturally sterile ground. One
travels across this desert for days and weeks without seeing
the smallest shrub."

It is generally admitted that the destruction of forests tends

to decrease the rain-fall, and render the country less produc-
tive in an agricultural point of view. This is now known to

he the case in parts of Europe and America. In California

during very dry seasons, artificial means of irrigation have

l)een adopted with great effect. Dr. Hayden, in his Geological

Report', in 1867, says, with regard to parts of the American

desert, that
"
the settlement of the country, and the increase

of the timber, have already changed for the better, the climate

of that portion of Nebraska lying along the Missouri, so that

within the last twelve or fourteen years, the rain has gradually
increased in quantity, and is much more equally distributed

throughout the year." And in 1870, he said:
"

It is true that

over a width of one hundred miles or more, along the Missouri

River, where the little groves of timber are extending
their area, springs of water are continually issuing from the

ground where none were ever known before; and that the

distribution of rain throughout the year is more equable."
The process of planting forests is a slow one; consequently,

many generations will pass away before any great area of the

treeless plains of the west can be made to sustain any consi-

derable population from the products of the soil. However,

many parts of the plains afford a rich pasturage, and where
sullicicnt water can be obtained, thousands of cattle, horses,

and sheep, may find plenty of highby nutritious grass.

But the infertility of the western plains is not the worst

feature of the country. The great plague of the West and
Northwest is the locusts or grasshoppers. From the high
plains, near the eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains, they

wing their way in countless numl>ers over great areas of the

fertile regions to the eastward, destroying almost all kinds of

vegetation in their course. They seem to have been more
destructive in recent years on both sides of the international

line. No satisfactory means have yet been adopted for their

destruction. The winters of the arctic slope seem to be no
obstacle to their reproduction. Nearly every section of the

great prairie region, adjoining the sand plains, has suffered at

times by this plague. In Utah Territory and some other

places, where, in consequence of their ravages, the ground has
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been replanted, they have been known to cut the plants down
for the fourth or fifth time in one season. Hence, the future

of the Red River and Saskatchewan valleys, where the summer
season is too short, when one crop is destroyed, to allow a

second crop to be matured in the same season, is not hopeful,

if the locusts continue their ravages.

Table shewing the population of the United States and

British North America for the years named therein:

UNITED STATES.
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a comparative blank in the scale of progress. Doctor Frank-

lin estimated the population of the "Old Colonies" at

1,200,000 in 177/J; and the remaining Provinces of Britain

contained about 80,000 at that date.

The aggregate area of the old thirteen colonies is 218,829,600

acres; and their population in 1870, was 16,433,672. The
total area of the United States, including Alaska, purchased
from Russia, is 2,291,352,320 acres. In his report for 1877,

the Commissioner of the General Land Office, estimates the

population of the Union "at 46,000,000." Considering the

decrease in immigration, probably forty five millions would

be the most correct estimate.

The Anglo-Saxon population was but small in Europe pre-

vious to the present century. The population of Scotland in

1707, the date of her union with England, was less than one

million; while that of England and Wales was only about six

millions. And the population of Ireland in 1800, the date of

her union with Great Britain, was about five millions; while

that of the latter was ten and a half millions. Hence, the

total population of the British Isles, was, at the beginning of

the present century, only fifteen and a half millions.

Though emigration from Great Britain to North America

has been very large during the last fifty years, her population
in 1871 was more than double what it was at the beginning
of the present century, and is increasing rapidly. As she has

to depend upon the valley of the Mississippi for a large part

of her Hour, it is only natural that the redundant population
of Britain will continue to remove to the source of supplies,

the valley of the Mississippi, where fertile lands are abundant.

Thus, a country, the chief part of which a centurj- ago
was the abode of a large number of pagan tribes, many
of them of the lowest type of savage life, has been

changed and elevated into a seat of industry, progress, freedom

and Christianity. There IB something sublime in the spread of

civili/ed mankind, with his Hocks, arts, commerce, and vari-

ous customs and industries over the wilderness and prairie

regions of this vast continent.

The progress of the country in education, agriculture, com-

merce, manufactories, ship-building and other pursuits; in the

construction of roads, railroads, canals, telegraph lines; in

the extension of settlements; in the erection of towns and

cities, and in the development of the resources of the country
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generally, and in the establishment of law and order, has been

great indeed, and without a parallel in history.
There is no subject within the compass of these pages

which bears more closely on the future than that which relates

to the capabilities of the country to sustain human life. It is

estimated that North America is capable of sustaining a popu-
lation of about five hundred millions. The area of fertile

land climatically adapted for settlement is immense; and if

ever as densely peopled as some parts of Europe and Asia are

at present, this is far too low an estimate.

Second only to the agricultural (capabilities to sustain hu-

man life, arc the various products of the deep. Almost every

river, lake and sea-coast teem with useful fish. The annual

products from these sources are immense.

The commercial resources of North America are only be-

ginning to be developed. Besides the products of the soil

and the fisheries, vast areas of the unproductive lands of the

country are clothed with forest wood of great value. And
many of its mountain chains and hilly regions are richly stored

with gold, silver, coal, iron-ore, copper, and other valuable

minerals. Indeed, the whole country, from the fur-produc-

ing regions of the north to the genial south, and between

ocean and ocean, is capable of contributing, in numerous

ways, to the support of a vast civili/ation.

It may be argued, however, from the facts as they exist in

some parts of the old nations of the world, that a dense popu-
lation is not proof that a country is prosperous. In some

countries, increase in population means increase in poverty
and crime. In the States and Provinces it is otherwise; a

large increase in population shows a corresponding increase

in production, in wealth, and social progress.

There is, however, a class of persons, chiefly from Europe,
who prefer residing in cities, and who, during times of com-

mercial depression, such as that which has prevailed over a

large part of North America, as well as over Europe, for the last

four years, have suffered for want of remunerative employment
rather than reside in the country, where good land is abundant

and labor remunerative.

"With such exceptions, which are only temporary, there is

no part of the world where labor has been better rewarded,

population more rapidly augmented, and life more easily sus-

tained, than in these States and Provinces. And in no part
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of the world docs the future present brighter prospects.

Indeed, the social future of North America is only beginning
to be solved. The comparatively limited areas of cultivable

lauds in Europe and Asia do not produce sufficient food to

meet the actual wants of their rapidly increasing populations.

If their inhabitants increase during the next fifty years as in

Hie last, emigration in future must be large. Some will go to

Australia; but far the greater part will look to America for

homes. And if peace is maintained, and the taxes of the

States and Provinces shall be kept on a low scale, immigra-
tion to this section of the continent will be large. Statistics

of emigration will be found in other pages.

The following table exhibits the progress of surveys and

the disposal of public lands in the United States since 18GG:

FISCAL YEAR



Table showing the quantities of the principal farm pfo-
ducts raised in the United States in the years therein named:

ARTICLES.



the rice they require, but also annually exported more than

a hundred thousand large casks to the various markets of

Europe."
The cotton crop is one of the most valuable crops of the

United States. It has increased from 2,193,987 bales, at the

close of the rebellion, to 4,669,288 bales of 436 pounds each,

in 1876. The average yield is about one third of a bale of

cotton to the acre. The area of country over which cotton

can be produced is very large. There is at least ten of the

Southern States of the Union adapted to its production. The

largest crop, 4,669,410 bales, was produced in 1859. The
entire area in cotton in 1860 was about thirteen millions of

acres. An ordinary crop of cotton is worth about two hun-

dred millions of dollars.

The crop in 1877 amounted to 4,485,000 bales. Of this,

2,025,000 bales were exported to Great Britain; 1,025,000 to

the Continent; and the remainder, 1,435,000 bales, were con-

sumed in the United States.



BRITISH NORTH AMERICA.

In the final division of North America, Great Britain has

been very unfortunate. It is an undeniable fact that the

United Suites includes nearly all the fertile lands climatically

adapted for cultivation north of Mexico. The southerly
flank of the Laurent ide Mountains is the natural boundary
northward of food-producing North America; at least for a

distance of two thousand miles from Labrador to the Red
River valley. This being nature's limits, we have no right
to complain. But with regard to the International boundary,
" No Canadian," says Sanford Fleming, C. E.,

" can reflect,

without pain and humiliation, on the sacrifice of British

interests in the settlement that was made." The settlement

made by Lord Ashburton, representing Great Britain, and
Daniel Webster, the United States Commissioner, "con-

verted," he says,
" undoubted British territory into foreign

soil," and "alienated the allegiance of thousands of British

subjects, without their consent, and made a direct connection

on our own soil, between Central Canada and the Atlantic

an impossibility." In Europe and Asia British diplomacy
has always been managed with a just regard to British

interests; but in regard to North America it seems to have

been managed at every point in the interests of a foreign

power.
"

It is evident," says Mr. Fleming,
" from an inspection of

the map, and from the natural features of the country, that

lines of railway might have been projected so as to bring
Montreal within 380 miles of St. Andrews, 415 miles of St.

John, and G50 miles .of Halifax; and that the distance from

Quebec to St. Andrews need not have exceeded 250 miles;
67 miles less than to Portland. Fredericton, the seat of Local

Government, would have been on the main line to Halifax,
and distant from Montreal about 370 miles; and these lines,

moreover, would have been wholly within the limits of the

Dominion had the international boundary been traced accord-

ing to the true spirit and intent of the Treaty of 1783.



"The distance between Montreal and Halifax might thus

have been lessened nearly 200 miles. St. Andrews would have

taken the place of Portland as the winter terminus of the

Grand Trunk Railway, and would have commanded, together

with St. John, a traffic now cutoff from both places, and cen-

tered at a foreign port. The direct route would have

brought the Springhill coal fields of Nova Scotia some 200

miles nearer Montreal than by the present line of the Inter-

colonial, and would have rendered it possible to transport

coal by rail at a comparatively moderate cost.

"If, under such circumstances, an Intercolonial line to

connect the cities of the Maritime Provinces with those of the

St. Lawrence had been constructed, the building of 250 miles

of railway, representing an expenditure of $10,000,000, would
have been unnecessary. Great as this saving would have

been, the economy in working it and in maintenance would
have been more important. The direct line would also have

attracted certain branches of traffic which by the longer route

must either be carried at A loss or be repelled. These con-

siderations render the difference in favor of the direct line

incalculable, and cause the more regret that the treaty made

by Lord Ashburton, which ceded British territory equal in

si/e to two of the smaller States of the Union, rendered such

a direct line through British territory forever impossible.

Although it is too late to rectify this most fatal error, it is

important in a history of the Intercolonial Railway to recount

all the steps by which so costly a consequence has been forced

upon the Dominion."

New Brunswick lost a breadth of "more than a hundred
miles."

Below the city of Quebec the international boundary is, for

a distance of sixty miles, only from twenty-six to thirty miles

from the river St. Lawrence and the Intercolonial Railroad.

Indeed, all the chief cities of New Brunswick, Quebec and
Ontario are near the international line. Well might Daniel

Webster say that "an object of great importance had been

gained to the United States by the settlement of this part of

the international boundary."
The Provinces have generally attached blame to the United

States authorities with regard to the settlement of this part
of the boundary. Mr. Fleming takes a different view: "It
is evident," he says, "throughout, that the Executive at



Washington desired to settle the line of boimdary described

in the Treaty on a fair and equitable basis. Indeed, it is

scarcely possible to suggest a proposal more marked by
sagacity and justice than that made by President Jackson."

And,
" had the offers made by the United States been ac-

cepted, the boundary would have been satisfactorily esta-

blished." "The fault," he says, "does not lie with the

Washington Government. It is due to the ignorance of the

merits of the case, and to an indifference to the interests at

stake, on the part of the Imperial representative, who had

been entrusted with the protection of the rights and honor of

the Empire."
Whatever may have been the views of Great Britain with

regard to the future of her remaining possessions on this part

of the continent, it is now obvious that in the settlement of

her boundary, and other disputes with the United States, the

"manifest destiny" doctrine received a powerful impulse.

Numerous boundary and other disputes have been handed

down as legacies to these Provinces. It is only very recently,

by the Treaty of Washington, that some of the disputes have

been settled. Between Lake Superior and the Pacific an im-

mense territory, claimed by Great Britain, has been annexed

to the United States. And by the award of the Emperor of

Germany, the San Juan Islands, and the chief entrance from

the Pacific Ocean to the main land of British Columbia, are

ceded to the Union.

Consequently, a recent writer very correctly says :

' ' The
Dominion of Canada, the legitimate heir to the old French

Empire in North America has come down to us sadly
diminished in extent." However, let us take things as they

are, let us trace the boundaries of our habitation, let us ascer-

tain the nature and extent of our resources, and how they
can be developed.
A better knowledge of the geographical conditions of the

country has enabled us to trace itscultivable parts. \Yc have

already said that the southerly Hank of the Laurent ian moun-
tain region, between the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the Ked
River valley of the Northwest, a distance of two thousand

miles, is the northerly boundary of the cultivable part of this

section of North America. By this statement we do not

mean to say that there are no places fit for settlement in the

Luurentian mountain region. Isolated settlements already
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exist, and others may be formed within this mountain pla-

teau. There is a small area of good laud near Lake Nipissing

which is being rapidly settled. There are some tracts of

second class soils still unsettled in all the Provinces east of

Red River valley. But the quantity of third and fourth class

soils is comparatively very large in all the old Provinces of

the Dominion. But we say, with A. .1. Russell, C. E., in his

work on the "Northwest Territories," in 1809, referring to

the unsettled lands between Lake Superior and the Atlantic:

"That it would be heartless iniquity to induce settlers in

search of permanent homesteads to sink their labour on such

lands when better can be had." As far back as 180:2 the Sur-

veyor General of the two Canadas, in his official report, said:

" The whole quantity of land sold during the past year is less

by 252,471 acres than in 1801." The chief cause of this de-

cline, he said,
"

in official view is not accidental or tem-

porary. It is the fact that the best lands of the Crown in

both sections of the Province have already been sold." The

good lands between the Ottawa valley and Lake Huron are,

he says,
"
composed of small tracts, here and there, separated

from each other by rocky ridges, swamps and lakes, which

render difficult the construction of roads, and interrupt the

continuity of settlement. These unfavorable circumstances

have induced the better class of settlers in Upper Canada to

seek, at the hands of private owners, for lands of better

quality and more desirable location." And in his report for

1S05 he says:
" The remaining public lands in Canada, from

their general remoteness and their character, are much less

desirable for settlement than those in the valleys of the St.

Lawrence and Ottawa, and of the great lakes." He therefore

recommended that the chief part of the migranted lands "be
set apart.... as a pine region, and no sales be made." This

subject, being one of great importance, has been frequently
referred to in the Canadian Legislature. In 1805, Mr. Me
Givern said: "There is not any appreciable quantity of grain-

producing land in the hands of the Government not now
under cultivation in Canada for the benefit of our increasing

population. It is," he said, "a melancholy fact that for the

want of such a country our youth seek homes in a foreign
land." And the lion. Mr. MacUen/.ie said in Parliament,
in 1867, that the young men "are now compelled, in

consequence of the limited field for settlement offered in

4
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Canada, to seek for homes for themselves in the United
States."

And Mr. Russell says: "After all the vacant public lands

of the western Peninsula and other parts of Upper Canada,
south of the Laurentian formation, were surveyed and sold,

or nearly so, the people began to occupy the inferior lands of

the Huron and Ottawa Territory, which are in a region of

Laurentian formation, at the outline of which settlement had

long before, as it were, instinctively stopped." Hi' says there

is not fertile land in Canada "to meet our greatly increased

native demand;" hence,
"

it is evident that we cannot attract

the immigration we desire to make us a strong people while

we have nothing better than that to offer."

Pages might be cited, from the Crown Land, Railway, and
other reliable reports, showing that there is no appreciable

quantity of fertile land, climatically adapted for settlement,

between Red River valley and the Atlantic Ocean. The

writer, too, during the last forty years, lias had occasion, as

a land survej'or and otherwise, to traverse large sections of

the country referred to; and can, from personal knowledge,

verify the citations made as to large sections of the country.

Perhaps we shall surprise our readers when we assert that

there ij not as much first class land in all that part of the

Dominion of Canada situated between the Atlantic Ocean

and the Red River valley, a distance of over two thousand

miles, as is comprised by two of the medium sized States in

the fertile belt of the Union. It is now evident that there are

no good lands to spare for emigrants in all this vast area.

What vacant lands there may be that arc lit for tillage, should

be left to be filled in from adjacent settlements.

When properly understood, this statement will serve to

dissipate some of the dreams, regarded as realities, ;il><mt a

Canadian nationality.

The valley of the River St. Lawrence is the centre fiom

which some suppose a great nationality, containinga hundred

millions of people, is to extend east and west. How far this

dream may be realized, may be infered from the facts set

forth in these pages. It is true, the valley of the St. Law-

rence is the front of an immense region; b;i! it is equally true

that the fertile part of the Canadian siita of the valley is

limited to a narrow strip. Guided by a map showing the

civil divisions of the country, the reader might conclude from
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this valley a great empire might spread out, west and iiorth;

lul when we consider that out of the 1<S">.<K>0,(K)0 of acres of

land contained in Ontario and Quebec together, there is only
two small areas of first class soils, our hopes of a great future

for this country are not bright.

The southern (lank of the Laurentian formation is well

defined; and the northerly margin of the Notre Dame raouii-

tains is equally well marked. Hence, the fertile belt in these

two Provinces is limited indeed. The Peninsula of Ontario

contains about twelve millions of acres, of which, according
to Sir W. E. Logan, about six millions and a half are highly
fertile. And according to the same reliable authority, there

is an equal area of good land stretching up the Ottawa valley
and down the St. Lawrence.'' "Both areas," he says, "pos-
sess soils of remarkable fcrt:litj

r

," and "are endowed with

great agricultural capabilities." These two areas together arc

about equal to the area of Nova Scotia. It is on these two
fertile spots that the chief part of the population of Ontario

and Quebec reside. Outside of these areas there is compara-

tively little land in these two Provinces fit for settlement.

Below the city of Quebec there is an area, including both

sides of the St. Lawrence, of about eighty millions of acres,

oil which a population of 269,000 resided in 1861; to this

number only forty-one thousand were added in the ten years

ending in 1871. Below this city the two mountain ranges,
the Laurent ides on the north, and the Notre Dame mountains

on the south, are close to the river St. Lawrence; and the

Gaspe Peninsula, says Sir William,
"

is a block of table land

of about 1,500 feet in height."

About two-thirds of the inhabitants of Ontario reside on the

Peninsula; and the remainder, except a few isolated settlers

in the mountain region, occupy the narrow valley of the St.

Lawrence below the Niagara Falls. Previous to 18(50, nearly
all the fertile lands of the Crown in these two Provinces, cli-

matically adapted for settlement, had passed into private

hands; consequently, for the want of such lands, thousands

have been compelled to settle on the inferior lands in the

mountain regions. But progress has been very slow. There

were sixteen large districts in Ontario in which the total popu-
lation in 1871 was thirteen thousand less than it was in 1861 ;

and in twenty other districts the total increase was only nine

thousand.



And in the Province of Quebec, the progress of settlement

in the mountain n^ions hasliecn rcmarkalily slow. In twenty-
two large distric's tlie a.ggrebate population in 1871, was

4:5,000 less than in 1801: and in fifteen other districts the total

increase was only seven thousand souls in ten years. Such

is the inhospitable, character of the country on the north side

of the St. Lawrence, in the. Province of Quebec, that the

increase in its population in the ten years ending in 1871, did

not exceed sixteen thousand persons, exclusive of those in

the cities. And the future of this immense region, and also

of that below thecityof Montreal on the south, is not hopeful.

The Eastern Townships, as far down as the city of Montreal,

contain about ten million of acres, which, in 1871, was

inhabited by half a million people.

The following table shows the area in square miles of each

Province in British North America; and also the population

of each for the years named therein, exclusive of Indians:



tins. an<l indeed of all the provinces, removed to the States in

large numlK'rs.

Had the ratio of increase previous to 18(51 continued, Ontario

would have contained 2,1:H5,:;08 inhabitants in 1871; and

(Quebec 1,423,54(5. The increase in Ontario between 1851 and
18G1 was 444,087, or fifty-three per cent. ; in the following de-

cade it fell to less than half that number; and for all British

North America, the increase in the decade ending in 1871 was

only 4:}(i. 1 00.

The following tabular statement, compiled from the census

of 1871, shows the quantity of land owned, occupied and im-

proved, in each of the Provinces named therein:

PROVINCES.
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one million and a quarter of inhabitants. Tenacious of home
associations, they liavo long remained within their mountain

walls, until Meenitycompelled hundreds of thousands of them
to emigrate to the United States. Their ancient and historical

city, Quebec, founded in 1608, remains nearly stationary in

regard to progress. In 1801, it contained about sixty thousand

inhabitants, and about the same numlKT in 1871.

The city of Montreal has, within the la.st half century, pro-

gressed very rapidly. In 1720 it only contained about 3,000

souls; in 1851, 57,715; in 18G1, 90,000, and in 1871 its popula-
tion was 107,000; while in material prosperity its increase has

been very great. The past and present indicate a prosperous
future for this city. These two cities contain about one sixth

of the population of the Province of Quebec.

THE LOWER PROVINCES.

Second only to the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec, are the

Gulf Provinces. Except Prince Edward Island, they all bound

on the Atlant ic Ocean. Their extensive coast lines are indented

by a large number of excellent harbors; those on the Atlantic

side arc navigable at all seasons of the year. Except New-

foundland, these Provinces are traversed in all directions by
navigable rivers. Indeed, it is difficult to find a square mile

of their surface without lakes or streams. Hence, no part of

North America is so well situated for trade, and but few places

on the Atlantic seaboard of America contain so many elements

of wealth. *

The River St. Lawrence, being the outlet for the commerce
of the west, adds very largely to the commercial importance
of the Lower Provinces. The Straits of C'anso, two miles in

width, the outlet between Nova Scotia and Newfoundland,
and the Straits of Bollcisle, afford safe channels of communi-
cation for the ships of commerce between the great lakes and

the ocean. As the northern passage, however, lets in too much
arctic ice for comfort, the propriety of closing it has been sug-

gested. The almost continual floe which enters the Gulf of

St. Lawrence through the Straits of Bclleisle, has a very injuri-

ous effect on the climate, and hence on the agricultural opera-

tions of the Lower Provinces, as well as on those of Quebec.
The great fields of ice which enter the Gulf and Straits of
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Northumberland by means of this passage tends to make

winter, in the Provinces bounding on the Gulf, much longer
and colder, the warmth of spring later in coming, the frosts

of autumn earlier, and the frosts of summer more frequent.

There are no mountain barriers to arrest the arctic waves in

their course over the Provinces. New Brunswick and P. E. (

Island, especially, are very flat. And even the forests which
J

once lined their coasts are rapidly disappearing. These cli-

matic difficulties, together with the infertile character of Que-
bec and n large part of New Brunswick, has made agricultural

progress in this large section of country very slow indeed.

And, in consequence of this floe, the season of navigation in

the Gulf and Straits is much shortened. However, the project

of closing the Straits of Belleisle, which are eight and a half

miles in width at the narrowest place, and ninety feet in depth,

is chimerical.

The fisheries of the Gulf are among the most valuable in the

world. And as time passes their great commercial wealth is

becoming more and more highly appreciated. Besides the cod,

seal and other fisheries of the deep waters of the Gulf, all the

chief bays and rivers, and nearly every mile of its coast line,

teems with valuable fish.

The Bay of Fundy, with its extensive arms and tributary

rivers, has an opposite effecion the climate of the adjoining

country from that of the waters of the Gulf. By means of

this Bay and its arms the softening influences of the ocean are

conveyed over large areas of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.

The surface of this Bay covers an area of about 5,400 square
miles. Its easterly arm extends into the heart of Nova Scotia

at Truro; and its northerly prolongations. Chignccto and Cum-
berland Bays, extend easterly to within fifteen miles of the

Straits of NorthumlR'rland. The tributaries of these oppo-
site waters interlock, and their tides are only six miles and a

half apart.

The St. John is by far the most important river emptying
into the Atlantic east of the United States. It is about 4.")U

miles in length, and is navigable for long stretches, thus afford-

ing a navigable outlet from the interior of New Brunswick and
the State of Maine. Some of its chief tributaries interlock

with those of the Miramichi and Uestigouche of the north.

With map in hand, we find it no easy task to mark out a

country containing so limited an area as Nova Scotia, New
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Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island, in the aggregate,
where the elements of wealth are so valuable

;
and where the

water-courses of commerce are so numerous, capacious and

extensive as they are in and adjoining these three Provinces.

The only defective link in their water communication is near

the line of boundary between Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.

The country between the navigable waters of the Bay of

Fuudy and those of the Straits of Northumberland has been

thoroughly surveyed with a view to the construction of a canal

across this Isthmus Between 1821 and 1874, five ditVerent

Engineers have explored the country. Although all the sin

veys, except the last, were very imperfect, still the reports

pronounced the country practicable for canal construction.

The number of surveys made by the Governments of the

country, and the interest taken in the project by many leading

public men, by the press, and Boards of Trade in all the

Provinces, from time to time, shew that this is a project of

more than ordinary importance to North America.

The most complete survey was made in the years 1S?2 and

1878, by G. F. Baillairge, ('. E. ,
under the direction of John

Page, Esq., Chief Engineer of the Dominion Board of Works.

These opposite waters present a strange phenomenon in

1 physical geography. Mr. Page says:
" In Cumberland Basin,

I the tides rise from SJ5 to 46 feet over ordinary low water line.

\ Those at the head of Bale Verte range from 5 to !l feet. At

times the water in Cumberland Basin is fully 18.J feet, over that

in Baic Verte; whilst at ebb-tide the water in Bale Yerte is

fully 19 feet higher than that in Cumberland Basin." The
line recommended by Mr. Page is from An Lac, Cumberland

Bay, through the valleys of the Mi.-siquash and North west

Branch and Main Trunk of the Tidnish river. The distance

from shore to shore is 11). 25 miles. And the total length for a

half-tide canal, susceptible of being extended to full-tide, is

21.22 miles.

Assuming fifty feet below the lowest water of Cumberland

Basin as datum, the summit on the line recommended is l(t."i.l

feet, being only nine and a half feet above the highest tides of

the Basin. There is but little rock on this line, and at the

summit the surface is soft mud to a depth of live feet, so that

the clay at the highest part, of Ibis valley is but slightly ele-

vated above the highest tides of Cumberland Basin, generally
known as Cumberland Bay.
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" The principal features of the scheme recommended for

adoption," says 3Ir. Page,
"
are to make the low water level

of the canal about the height of the lowest neap tides in Cum-
berland Basin, or about 85 feet over datum; bottom to be 69

feet over datum, and to make the high water level about two

feet under ordinary spring tides, or 88 feet over datum, so as

to leave a range of 3 feet for lockage purposes, etc.
, during

neap tides."

The cost of constructing the canal has been variously esti-

mated, according to the capacity, number and size of locks,

and mode of feeding the canal. Some engineers have recom-

mended some miles of river navigation, saving largely in the

cost of construction. Francis Hall, C. E., estimated the cost

at $298,000, with six locks of 105 feet by 204 feet, and eight

of water on the mitre sills. Thomas Telford, a celebrated

English Engineer, examined Mr. Hall's plans, and recom-

mended a canal 30 feet at bottom, and 72 feet at water surface,

the width at top to increase according to the depth of cuttings.

The depth on the sills to be 13 feet, with locks 40 by 150 feet,

estimating the cost at $685,952. Capt. Crawley advised 9 feet

as the depth.

The Canal Commission appointed by the Government re-

ported in 1871 in favor of a canal of 15 feet in depth, 100 feet

at bottom, with locks 40 by 270 feet, at a cost of $3,250,000.

In 1873, Messrs. Reefer and Gzowski recommended a half-

tide canal on a different line but of the same dimensions, at a

cost of $5,417,000.

In 1873, Mr. Baillairge, who made a thorough survey of all

the routes, and indeed of the Isthmus at large, and who was
therefore every way competent to make a proper estimate of

the cost, says that a half-tide canal on the Au Lac and Tidnish

line, based on Mr. Reefer's project for twelve hours naviga-

tion, would cost 15,050,000.

Believing that a half-tide canal would be sufficient to meet
the requirements of the commerce, we therefore leave the con-

sideration of a full-tide canal at a cost of eight and a half mil-

lions of dollars, out of the question.

Thus, the Engineers pronounced the project highly feasible,

arid not costly; and independent public opinion has continued

for the last half century to pronounce the construction of a
can-il across this Isthmus a public necessity,

5



In 1875, the Central Government appointed Commissioners,
one from each of the original Provinces of the Dominion,

"
to

investigate the nature and extent of the commercial advan-

tages to be derived from the construction of the Bale Verte

Canal."

In the Report, signed by the Chairman, the Hon. John

Young, of Montreal, it is said,
" The Commissioners have no

hesitation in expressing their opinion that it is not in the

interest of the Dominion that the proposed canal should be

constructed."

One of the Commissioners, J. "W. Lawrence, Esq., of the

City of St. John, made " A Minority Report," in which he

clearly shows that the Baie Verte Canal is a necessity; there-

fore, it was not the "
opinion" of " the Commissioners" that

the canal should not be constructed.

However, when we consider the configuration of the habit-

able part of the Dominion, we need not be surprised at the

adverse decision of the majority of the Commissioners. If

the Commissioners had been authorised to take evidence at

the same time as to the Canadian Pacific railroad, we would
be surprised if they found half a dozen persons in favor of

constructing it at the public expense. And such is the re-

moteness of the Peninsula of Ontario from the Atlantic Pro-

vinces, that the latter need hardly expect a favorable decision

in such matters by the Upper Provinces. And it is to be ex-

pected that Mr. Young would feel a much greater interest in

completing the navigation of the river St. Lawrence, and that

by way of Lake Champlain to New York, than in the con-

struction of the Baie Verte canal. In parts of Nova Scotia

remote from the Bay of Fundy and its prolongations, Chig-
necto and Cumberland Bays, some of the inhabitants are

opposed to the construction of the canal, fearing that some
trade might be diverted from their coasts. However, New
Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, and a large population in

Nova Scotia, and many in Quebec, are in favor of the con-

struction of this work.

In the majority report the Commissioners refer generally
to the largest sum, over eight millions and a half, as the cost

of the canal, and as one of their objections to its construction.

In the minority report Mr. Lawrence says: "There are num-
bers unfriendly to the work at $8.000,000 who would regard

it favorably could a canal be constructed for $5,000,000. . . .
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"With the aid of the labour saving machines of the day, not

unlike those at work deepening the channel through Lake St.

Peter, between Quebec and Montreal, lifting up 250 yards per

hour of the bed of the St. Lawrence, a sum greatly ks* than

$5,000,000 shotild construct a full tide camtl, adequate for all

the ends of commerce across the Chignecto Isthmus, uniting

thereby the waters of the Bay of Fundy and the Gulf of St.

Lawrence." He says,
" The canal requires no greater depth

than the enlarged St. Lawrence and Wclland, viz. : 12 feet on

water sills."

Both reports, notwithstanding the adverse opinions of the

majority, clearly show that the trade which would pass

through the canal would be very large.

In another part of this work we have shown that the

Dominion Government has been expending immense sums in

enlarging the Welland and other canals in the valley of the

St. Lawrence, and in the construction of railroads among the

mountains and plains of the northwest territories; and still

the work of expenditure in those far away regions has hardly
commenced.
The Lower Provinces contain about one-fifth the popula-

tion of the Dominion, and consequently have to pay one-fifth

the taxes; it is only fair that they should have a sum equal,

at least, to one-fifth the amount to be expended among the

mountains on the main land of British Columbia alone. That

sum, say $6,500,000, would be more than sufficient to con-

struct the Baie Verte Canal. But those who have represented

the Lower Provinces in the Dominion Parliament seem, by
the course they have pursued, more willing to sink untold

millions on the construction of worthless works, thousands

of miles away from us, than expend five millions on the con-

struction of a highly useful work in our midst.

The boundaries of the Lower Provinces are well defined ?

hence their outlines are easily traced. Exclusive of New-
foundland, their aggregate area is 51,153 square miles, being
about equal to the area of North Carolina, and less than that

of Georgia, and but a little larger than that of New York or

Pennsylvania. Still, these three Provinces contained only
three quarters of a million inhabitants in 1871, while the latter

State contained three millions and a half in 1870.

We have no doubt had these Provinces united their destiny
with the old thirteen Colonies, their population, and material



progress would be more than double that of to-day. We can-

not doubt that the canal referred to would long ago have

been constructed, by means of which an immense commerce
would be pouring its wealth into these Provinces. It is not

for want of natural wealth that these Provinces have not kept

pace with Pennsylvania in the scale of progress. Though
agricultural capabilities are not so great as those of that State,

thej
r have natural advantages and valuable resources, the

equal of which that State does not possess. Pennsylvania
has coal ; so has this cluster of Provinces in great abundance,

and much more advantageously situated. Besides, the Pro-

vinces have hundreds of vessels to carry their products to

market; but, unlike Pennsylvania, they have no market for

them. The Provinces contain large bodies of iron ore of the

best quality; copper ore, manganese, and other minerals

highly useful in commerce, exist in many places. Lime stone,

gypsum, and every variety of stone for building, ornamental

and other purposes, are very abundant. And Nova Scotia has

extensive veins of gold-bearing rocks, which annually pro-

duce thousands of dollars worth of gold. The area of forest

land in these Provinces is still large, but for the want of a

free market in the States, the products of the 'forests are not of

much value. And their waters teem with almost every

variety of useful fish.

No country in the world has so large an amount of tonnage
afloat according to population; and the facilities for ship-

building are very great. These Provinces are large producers
of oats, potatoes, hay, butter, beef, cheese, eggs, farm stock,

and other agricultural products. And the country is full of

saw mills as well as wood. And all these products could be

largely increased if there was any encouragement to do so.

But a surplus is a drug. However, we can use what we re-

quire at home, and for the want of a free market in the States

we can sell the remainder at half price.

And our loyalty has also become a drug. It is this thing
called loyalty that has kept the Dominion of Canada behind

even a single State of the Union in the scale of progress.

As to how many inhabitants Nova Scotia, New Brunswick

and Prince Edward Island can sustain by the products of their

soils has often been discussed, but with different conclusions.

The aggregate area of fertile land in these three Provinces,

though much larger iu proportion than in the Eastern States,
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is small compared to the total area of the country. The
writer has traversed the Lower Provinces, except Newfound-

land, in all directions, and therefore is enabled to form fair

conclusions as to the agricultural capabilities of the country.
The area of first class soils is very small

;
that of the second

class, on which the chief part of the farming of the country is

done, is much larger; but the area of third and fourth class

soils is very large indeed, much larger than has been generally

estimated. The country through which the Intercolonial

railroad passes, between Rivere du Loup and Moncton, is a

fair specimen of the soils of a large part of these Provinces.

The continuity of settlement is broken in consequence of the

frequent occurrence of large areas of worthless lands.

Though New Brunswick is larger by 2,234,240 acres than

the aggregate area of Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island,

still it is doubtful if its agricultural capabilities are greater
than those of these two Provinces. Prince Edward Island

has no coal; and the coal fields of New Brunswick, though

large, cannot be relied on for a supply of fossil fuel. And a

large part of Nova Scotia is outside of its coal beds. How-
ever, the means of conveyance, by shipping and railroad, are

now so great, and the cost so light, that as wood becomes
scarce coal can be supplied as a substitute. But as large areas

of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, especially of the latter

Province, are only useful for the wood they contain, coal for

domestic wants will not be generally used for a long time in

the future.

As a basis on which to rest our estimates, though not a cor-

rect one, let us take Professor Johnston's Report on the

"Agricultural Capabilities of New Brunswick." He says:
If this Province "

possesses in its mineral resources an avail-

able supply of fossil fuel sufficient for its domestic wants, it

might sustain in comfort a population approaching to six

millions. On the other hand, if wood is to be grown on
accessible and economic places its capabilities sink down to

the maintenance of three and a half millions of inhabitants."

While we do not apply Wotten's sarcastic definition to Pro-

fessor Johnston's report, that a man sent to report on the

character of a new country is sent to "lie for the benefit of

his Sovereign," still we have reason to believe that his report
is largely based on unintentional exaggeration. At the time,

1851, when Professor Johnston wrote his report, but little was
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known of the interior of New Brunswick. The country was
not explored as it has been since for railway and other pur-

poses. At that time highly exaggerated notions existed as to

the capabilities of the interior of the Province ;
and also of its

mineral resources, as represented in the reports of Dr. Gesner.

And the chief part of the replies to Professor Johnston's ques-

tions, asking for information relating to the agricultural capa-

bilities of the Province, were made by gentlemen who had

settled on the best lands and in the most eligible situations.

Hence his estimates were based on partial information.

Already, for the want of suitable lands, emigration to these

Provinces has almost ceased; and thousands of the inhabi-

tants of the country are cultivating inferior lands. There is

no room in the Lower Provinces for more emigrants. All

remaining lands fit for cultivation will be filled in by the in-

habitants of the adjoining settlements. However, if emigra-

tion from the Provinces to the States continues, thousands of

immigrants, possessed of from one thousand to two thousand

dollars, will always find homes in these Provinces.

In the ten years ending in 1861 New Brunswick added

58,000 to her population, while in that ending in 1871 it fell

to 27,000. In Nova Scotia the increase in these decades was

55,000 and 57,000 respectively. The increase in the first of

these decades was largely due to Professor Johnston's flatter-

ing report, especially in New Brunswick, and to the fact that

the Crown owned large tracts of fertile lands for sale in both

Provinces.

Considering fairly all the facts at command, it is a question

if the agricultural capabilities of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick

and Prince Edward Island are sufficient to sustain in comfort

ft population of five millions of inhabitants. And in order to

obtain such a result, all the first and second-class soils of these

Provinces will have to be brought under a very high state of

cultivation indeed. Such a state of cultivation as may never

take place, unless in commercial union with the United States.
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As tlie official reports omit agricultural statistics for British

Columbia and Manitoba, we have here, in order to make com-

parisons, omitted the population of these two Provinces,

which, in 1871, did not exceed 23,000. The column headed

"population" is exclusive of Indians. The column headed

"horses" includes all animals of that species. Under the

heads, cattle, sheep and swine, calves, spring lambs and suck-

ing pigs are not given in the United States Report from which
we copy, but those for the Dominion are included in the

Official Report. Hence the value of the farm stock in these

three columns for the Dominion is much less than the above

figures- represent.

The preceding table is very suggestive. A glance at it will

fully confirm the opinion held by the writer of these pages,
that the Dominion of Canada is not capable of sustaining, by
the products of the soil, one quarter of the population which
some profess to believe. Thus, after a century's progress,
under the patronage and prestige of Great Britain, the aggre-

gate population of the five chief Provinces of Canada is but a

few over that of the single State of Pennsylvania, and six hun-

dred and fifty thousand less than New York. And there are

several States in the Union, each of which produced more agri-

cultural value in 1870 than the whole Dominion of Canada did

in 1871. In these tables we have not referred to the cotton,

rice, sugar and other products of the Southern States, but only
to the agricultural productions commonly raised in the States

and Provinces named in the tables.

The column headed "
Improved Land" shows, by the com-

parative smaltaess of the areas under cultivation in all the

States named, except Illinois, which is the largest producer,
that the land is much more productive in those States than it

i.s in the Provinces.

However, the Dominion exceeds the States generally in the

production of barley, oats, buckwheat, potatoes and butter;
and all, except New York, in the production of hay.
And the production might be largely increased if the Pro-

vinces had as free a market in the Stales as that between State

and State of the Union. But, as it is, the farmers of the Do-
minion are confined to their own limited markets at home, or

pay a high duty to the United States their cn!y natural

market; or, on the other hand, send part of their products
thousands of miles to Britain and other countries at a great cost

G
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NEWFOUNDLAND.
Besides being generally veiled with mists, the rocky coasts

of this Island present a bold and defiant aspect from the sea.

Abrupt cliffs rise from the water and extend inland for many
miles. And the interior of the country corresponds, with but

few exceptions, with the forbidding appearance of the coasts.

Hills, mountains, barren*, swamps, ponds, mo.--sy plains and
stunted forests are its chief characteristics. The number of

lakes, there called ponds, is almost incredible. They are of

all sizes, from half an acre to lakes 23 to 30 miles in length,
and 4 or

Similes in width, and are to be found on the t<

high hills, as well as in the low valleys. It is e.-.timated that

more than one third the area of the Province is covered with

fresh water. Yet there are no navigable rivers. The streams

are mere brooks, flowing through massy and rocky tracts to

the sea. The coast, however, is indented far inland by a great
number of spacious harbors, which afford great facilities for

commerce. The climate, except at the south, near the Gulf

Stream, is not a genial one. The summer season is short, and
the winter is intensely cold. This is owing to the tsvo vast

streams of water from the Arctic Ocean, Davis Straits and
East Greenland currents, which combine and run by iis coa>ts.

As the settlements are generally around the harbors, where
fish are prepared for market, but little is generally known as

to the interior of the island, more than the general designa-
tion that it is unfit for farming operations. There are, how-

ever, some fertile- tracts of land in the interior, estimated to

contain about three millions of acres. But little farming is

done; and probably, in consequence of the coldness of the

climate, but little can be done with profit.

A variety of useful minerals exist. On the south side of

St. George's Bay there are seams of coal of workable thick-

ness. There is also said to be a vein of coal, about a foot and
a half in thickness, near the Grand Pond; and indications of

coal have been noticed in other places. Copper, lead, iron,

nickel and other ores, aNonnrble and slate, are among the

treasures of the Island. Large quantities of minerals are an-

nually shipped. In 1877 one copper mine on the north-east

shore produced 50,000 tons of ore, worth about $2,r>00,000.

Though Newfoundland cannot take rank among the agricul-

tural communities of this continent, its mineral and piscatory

wealth is very great. These two sources will continue to
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afford remunerative employment for a large population. By
means of a large number cf spacious b;.ys, or rather aims of

the sea. fisheries exist far inside c;f Ihe g< nt ral shore line The
land is literally surrounded by valuable fisheries. And out-

side of the coast li. -Juries lies the Grand Bank. cOO miles in

length by 75 in breadth; the Green Bank, 240 miles in length

by 120 broad, and the False Bank, and other shoals of less

note. These all abound in codfish. 1 he seal fishery is ;;l>o

an in-,poria:it one. The statiMies for 1STG show an export of

codfish to the number of l,.;'>4.0<;o quintals. The total value

of all the fisheries was $7,847,060. The annual revenue is

about $333,000. A railroad through the island, about 360

miles in length, would open up coal and other valuable min-

eral resources, and some of its best lands for settlement, and

afford facilities for procuring timber and lumber.

In summer the coasts of this Wand are thronged by fisher-

men, many of whom leave before winter sets in. Franco and

the United States claim the right, by treaty, to fish on the

banks of Newfoundland and dry the fish on the island which

they catch on its banhs.

Newfoundland has not yet cast in her lot politically with the

Canadian Confederation, and, considering the present and

prospective debt of the Dominion, it is doubtful if she could

gain, at least for some time in the future, by union.

THE GULF STREAM.

The following extract from Dr. Hart wig's woik on "The
Polar and Tropical "\Vorlds," is not without interest, especially
to those residing on the Atlantic side of Xoith America:

" This great equatorial current, or rather series of currents,

is the marvel of physical geography. Let us follow that of

the Atlantic in its long career. Starting on the line of the

equator, it flow.* northwest ward along the coast of South

America, enters the Oaiibbean Sea and the Gulf cf Mexico,
from which it derives the ntime of the Gulf Stream It passes
out through the Straits of Bernini, between Florida and Cuba,
a great ri'-vr :',3 miles wide, 2.2UO fett deep, flowing at the

rate of four mile-; an hour. Its volume is a thousand times

greater than that of the Ama/.on or the ?.Iissi.-.-ippi, and its

banks of cold water are more clearly defined Ihan are those

of either of those rivers :-,f flood. So clear is the line of de-

marcation between the warm water of the river and its cool
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liquid banks, that a ship sailing along may be half in one and

half in the other, and a bucket of water dipped from one side

will be twenty degrees cooler than one from the other. Skirt-

ing the coast at a distance of about 100 miles, its width is

increased and its velocity diminished. Striking the project-

ing banks of Newfoundland, its course is deflected almost due

east, until it arrives at mid-ocean. Here it spreads out like a

fan, skirting the shores of Spain, France and Great Britain.

It then divides, one branch sweeping around the west coast of

Iceland, the other approaching the shores of Norway; and its

temporary influence is perceptible in the ameliorated climate

of Spitzbergcn.
"

It is owing to this great ocean river that the temperature of

the western shores of Europe is so much higher than that of

the eastern shore of America in the same latitudes. Maury
estimates that the amount of heat which the Gulf Stream dif-

fuses over the Northern Atlantic in a winter day is suulcicnt

to raise the whole atmosphere which cover.- France and Great

Britain from the free/ing point to .summer heat. The olives

of Spain, the vines of France, the wheat fields of ICnghind,

and the green expanse of the Emerald Isle, arc the gifts of the

tropical seas, dispensed through the Gulf Stream." "
The.

stream," he says.
" takes eight months to flow from the Gulf

of Mexico to the shores of Europe." And, "In the Gulf

Stream the warm current is above, the cold below, while on

the coast of Japan a cold current from the Sea of Okhatsk

runs on the surface, giving rise to a fishery not inferior in

magnitude to that caused on the banks of Newfoundland by
the cold current of Balliu's Bay.''

THE COUNTRY BETWEEN OTTAWA AND BED KIVKK
VALLEY.

Going west from Ottawa, this region is eleven hundred

miles in length and hundreds of miles in breadth. To those

who delight in seeing fertile lands there is not much pleasure

to be derived from reading a description of this part of the

Dominion ; therefore we purpose to be brief. What is generally
known as the Laurcntian formation occupies nearly the whole

length, and the greater part of Hie breadth of this vast region.

Its elevation varies from l,i>w, 1,700 to '2,000 feet above the
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sea. Geologically considered, this is Ilie oldest series of rock

formation iu the world. Part of it is known as the Iluronian

formation. Within the folds of this mountainous country
there are extensive swamps, and hundreds of lakes and lacus-

trine streams of every conceivable shape and size. Indeed,

Lakes Huron and Superior may be said to lie within the Lau-

rentide region. Some of the other lakes are of considerable

size, especially Nipissing, Nepigan, and the Lake of the

Woods. The country adjoining the Laurentide mountains on

the north is said to be generally swampy. And " from the

Lake of the Woods," says S. J. Dawson,
"
for a distance of

twenty-five or thirty miles westward, swamps of great extent,

covered with moss and stunted evergreens, are of frequent,

occurrence. In other sections considerable areas are occupied

by marshes or shallow lakes." And Sanford Fleming, C. E.,

in his Pacific Railway report, says: "For 80 miles immedi-

ately east of lied River the general characteristics arc a level

and, in some parts, swampy country, with ridges of sand and

gravel more or less thickly covered with limber; the next 70

miles are rough, broken and rocky."

Agriculturally considered, this is one of the most worthless

regions in America. There are here and there some isolated

spots of cultivable land within the folds of the mountains.

The longest is near Lake Nipissing, north of Lake Huron;
and another in the valley of Kainy River, west of Lake Su-

perior. The latter is swampy, but it is said it might be drained.

However, in consequence of the northern aspect and great

elevation of the country, but few agriculturists will sink their

labor in this region while better lands in more eligible situa-

tions can be obtained.

The elevation of the country may be estimated from the fact

that Lake Superior, the most westerly lake of the St. Law-

rence, is 600 feet above the ocean; and the Lake of the Woods,
the most westerly lake of note in the Laurent ian region, is 1042

feet above the tide. The latter discharges by the river Winni-

peg into Lake Winnipeg, of the northwest. At a short dis-

tance west of the Lake of the Woods the Laurent ian forma-

tion tends northwestward, passing around the east shore of

Lake Winnipeg in its course to the Arctic Ocean.

The unfortunate position of the Laurentide mountain region,

adjoining the St. Lawrence, being so far south, is a complete
barrier to the progress of settlement northward, thus limiting



the extent of cultivable land in the Dominion between Die

(iulfof St. Lawrence and Red IJivcrto avery email area indeed.

Viewing tliis fact in connection with the future of Canada,
one must have faith sufficient to remove mountains to believe.

that a national Dominion can be erected out of such fractions

of habitable country as the. Dominion comprises. And if \vc

extend our view westward, across the grea! desert and arctic;

slope, and across British Columbia, our faith decrease:;. Those

who boast of Canada as a "great Dominion "
might study its

physical geography and resources with profit. They would

Jind that much of their boasting is based on a mere dream.

However, there is no country but what is possessed of some

advantages. The mineral resources of the Laurent ian forma-

tion are considerable: copper, iron ore, and other useful

minerals, have been discovered, and no doubt others exist.

Some mines are now being worked to advantage.
But the most important feature in and adjoining the Lau-

rent ian formation is the grea 1
, extent of water communication.

The St. Lawrence is navigable for a distance of 2,4()<Mnilcs, to

Duluth, at the brad of Lake Superior The latter point is the

terminus eastward of the Northern i'acilic railway of the

I'nitcd Slates. The international boundary follows near the

centre of Lakes Ontario, Erie, Huron and Superior, and their

connecting channels, to within ISO miles of the head of the

l::tli-r lake. From Thunder Hay, Lake Superior, the boundary
follows a broken line of water and land communication west-

ward into the Lake of the Wood,",, thence west on the parallel

of 49 north latitude to the Pacific. It is 4T)0 miles by land

and water between L-'.ke Superior and J'ed Kiver. The dis-

tance is -il<) miles by the Canadian I'acilic railroad line. Thus
one thousand miles of this railroad route is in the Laurei;ti::ii

formation.

In many places throughout this region there are tracts of

forest wood which will be useful in the distant future. But,
taken a-; a whole, this immense region of rocky country is one

of the great obstacles to the progress of the Dominion.

TiiK CANADIAN 1'LATNS.

Immedialely west of the Laiircnlian region, and near the

(rut re of North America, we enter the great plains. Belweett

the Lake of the Woods und the Rocky Mountains, a distance
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of 767 miles, the International boundary, the parallel of 49

north, follows nearly in the cent ml water shed of this part of

the continent, between two great river systems, and also near

the geographical centre between the Gulf of Mexico and the

Arctic Ocean. These plains, both north and south of the

water-shed, are the most remarkable in the world. The whole

comprise* an immense desert, extrusive prairies, lofty moun-
tains and hills, hundreds of both fre.-h and s;ilt water lakes,

and two of the most extensive and wide-spread river systems
on the continent. The waters of the Southern slope discharge,

by means of the Mississippi and its ailluents, into a tropical

sea, the Gulf of Mexico. This slope, and more than two
thirds of the Red River valley, belong to the United States.

The Canadian plains, in which the Province of Manitoba

and the District of Keewatin lie, generallyknown as thenorth-

west, slope northward, and are drained \>y the Red, Assini-

boine, Saskatchewan, Athabasca, Peace and Macken/.ie rivers,

of the Arctic slope of the continent. Thus, by
" the unfortu-

nate choice of an astronomical boundary line," the Canadian

possessions on this part of the continent, are crowded down
the Arctic slope, and hemmed in east and west by interminable

mountains. The position of the international boundary in the

west, as Aveil as in the cast, is far north. In the west the Do-

minion has no claim on the southern slope of the continent.

Step by step, as we go west, the manifest desi iny of the country
seems to be more and more apparent. The Canadian posses-

sions in the northwest arc all on the Arctic slope.

The plains, following the international boundary westward,

rise by three upward inclined planes or steppes. The lowest

is that through which the Red River flows, and is fifty-two

miles in breadth, and terminates at the P^mbina mountains,

Ion";. 08 west. This steppe, or rather valley, rises east and

west from the Red River, its average elevation being 900 feet
' above the sea. Between the prairie in this valley and the

Lake of the Woods,
"
a comparatively small proportion," says

G. M. Dawson, "appears to be tit for cultivation." The west-

erly margin of the Red River valley is defined by a chain of

high lands, which extend northerly from the Boundary line

a distance of about 350 miles. These highlands arc known as

the Pembina mountains, Riding mountains (the latter being
1(580 feet above the sea), and the Duck and Porcupine moun -

tains, and the Basquu hills, are continuations northerly of the
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Pembina range. The easterly margin of this range may have
been the shore line of an inland sea, after the waters had sub-

sided below the next higher steppe on the we>t. The head

of the Red River valley is the only place where the watershed
varies to any great extent from the international line.

The second steppe is 2-">0 miles in breadth, and terminates

woterly at the Missouri C'oteau. The average height of this

section is 1000 feet above sea level. The Coteau is about

4,200 feet above the sea, and extends northerly nearly parallel

to the westerly margin of the Red River valley. The Thunder
lire: -ding Hills is a prolongation northerly of the ('oh an

range.

The third steppe extends to the Rocky Mountains, a dis-

tance of 4(i."i miles, This great desert has an average elevation

of 8,000 feet above the sea. The base of the Rocky Mountains

is 4,<>o:i feet above sea level. This plain is entirely devoid of

timber, and both the latter steppes are unfit for cultivation.

There is. however, says Professor Dawson, a
"

fertile belt

fringing the eastern side of the Rocky Mountains," which,
"

in the neighborhood of the forty-ninth parallel, is twenty-
live miles in width. . . .This fertile region, according to Pi.lli-

ser, and other explorers, narrows somewhat about fifty miles

north of the line, but then spreads eastward, while the moun-
tains tend to the west, and include- a gieat area (f fertile

country in the vicinity of the.North Saskatchewan." But in

consequence of its great elevation, 3,oOO feet above the sea,

high latitude and northern declivity, exposing it to the fury
of the cold waves which sweep over the vast treeless deserts

lying to the north and east, this belt is not climatically adapted
for settlement. Mr. Grant, in his work,

" Ocean to Ocean,"
refers to this tract as "abroad belt along the bases of the

Rocky Mountains to the south of Edmunton, two hundred

miles long by fifty broad." Measured on the new map issued

by the "Dominion Lands Office, Ottawa," in March last, this

belt is sixty miles in width on the iniernaticnul boundary;
at fifty miles farther north it is G~>. and on the parallel of 51

north it is 120 miles in width. North of tins parallel it is

shown to spread out into the great Peace River region. It is

represented on the map as a "superior grain-grow ing country;"
and contains, between the parallels of 49^ and ~>4 , over twenty-
one millions of acres, while it is more than probable it docs

not contain a moiety of this arca^f- t**-&<v(iiiiJr/ /A Vf
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This map reminds us of what Major Emory, of the United

States frontier commission, says of some of the maps of the

1

United States:
"
Hypothetical geography," he says, "is

pushed sufficiently far in the United States. In no other

country has it been carried to such a point, or been fol-

; lowed by such disastrous consequences." On "ill-founded

information, maps of the whole continent have been engraved

and published in the very best style of art, and sent to receive

Ithe

approbation of Congress and the praise of geographical

societies here and abroad."

As Mr. Dawson was geologist and botanist to the Cana-

dian boundary Commission, and as Capt, Palliser spent three

years in exploring the country, we prefer their reports to

the information furnished by this map.

Indeed, if this fertile belt cannot be cultivated, the Red

River prairie, 46 miles in width, is the only tract, of any note

fit for cultivation on the international line between Lake

Superior and the Strait of Georgia, a distance of about 1,600

miles.

Besides the westerly elevation of the plains, there is a gra-

dual dip of this part of the continent northwards, immediately

east of the Rocky Mountains. At a distance of 350 miles

north of the boundary line, the base of the mountains is

about 3,100 feet; and at 200 miles farther northward it is not

more than 2,000 feet above sea-level

The chief rivers and lakes of the Arctic slope are very ex-

tensive, and overspread large areas. The Red River, which is

the most important one in consequence of its southern posi-

tion, takes its rise in Lake Traverse in the United States, and

discharges into Lake Winnipeg in the Province of Manitoba,

about ninety miles north of the international boundary. The

valley of this river is 315 miles in length, 225 of which is in

the United States. The fertile part of the valley is 46 miles

wide on the international boundary line. Soutli of this line it

gradually becomes narrower to an average of about thirty miles.

Lake Winnipeg extends northerly from the mouth of Red
River about 280 miles. Its greatest breadth is 87 miles; its

surface covers an area of about 5, 140,000 acres, and discharges

by Nelson River, 420 miles in length, into Hudson's Bay.
Lake Winnipeg is 710 feet above the sea.

Lakes Manitoba and Winnipegosjglie from forty to sixty

miles to the west of Lake Winnipeg, and are elevated re-

7
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spectively 42 and 60 feet above it. Each are estimated to con-

tain 1,216,000 acres. These and other lakes in this basin cover

an aggregate area of 8,896,000 acres. These lakes being in a

flat country are not navigable except for small class vessels.

The most extensive tributary of the Red River is the Assini-

boine. It enters the main river at Fort Garry, in lat. 49 52'

north, and long. 96 53' west. The Assiniboine takes its rise

north of the 52nd parallel, and about 200 miles west of Lake

Winnipegos. Its western affluent, the Qu' Appelle, begins in

the infertile region, about midway between the Red River and

the Rocky Mountains. The lands on each side of the Assini-

boine, for a distance of seventy miles from its mouth to Prairie

Portage, are highly fertile. West of the Red River valley
this fertile tract is limited by the lake and swampy region on

the north and by the arid plains on the south. Above Prairie

Portage for full fifty miles the Assiniboine passes through a

sandy region. Immediately above this sandy tract there is a

large extent of fertile land, the chief part of which is situated

north of the parallels of 50 and 51, and elevated about 1,500

feet above the sea. It lies north of the great desert. In con-

sequence of the sand plains above Prairie Portage and the

rapids below, the Assiniboine is only navigable for canoes.

The sand plains tend to decrease the volume of water. At
one mile and a half above the mouth there are four rapids "of

a very serious nature. The aggregate fall of them in four

miles is 18.24 feet." It would cost about three quarters of a

million dollars to construct a passage through the rapids for

small class vessels.

The chief river of the Canadian plains is the Saskatchewan.

Its two great arms, the Xorth and South Saskatchewan, take

their rise in the eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains. Their

numerous tributaries on this slope spread from the interna-

tional boundary to 54 30
7
north. The waters of the South

Branch and of its most extensive tributary, the Red Deer River,

run easterly through the treeless desert for a distance of between

five and six degrees of longitude, traversing three degrees

and a half of latitude. The south branch of the Saskatche-

wan is about 820 miles in length.

The north branch and its chief affluent, the Battle River,

traverse the "Fertile Belt." The Xorth Saskatchewan is 802

miles in length. The junction of the two great branches of

this river, known as the Forks, is in 53 20' north latitude.
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from this point the waters of the main Saskatchewan traverse

a distance of 282 miles to Cedar Lake, on their way to Lake

Winnipeg, and through the latter lake and Nelson River to

Hudson's Bay. Between the Forks and Lake Winnipeg, long.

101 30' west, the Saskatchewan extends to the fifty-fourth

parallel of latitude. Hence, from the westerly source of the

south branch, this river crosses five degrees of latitude and

fifteen degrees of longitude.

The navigation of the Saskatchewan is obstructed in places

by rapids. In a letter to the Chief Engineer of the Pacific

Railway Survey, in 1874, Alfred R. C. Selwyn, Director of

the Geological Survey, says:
" Between the confluence of the

two Saskatchewan there are numerous rapids. At the Grand

Rapids the water falls forty-three and a half feet in a distance

of two and a half miles." There are also others which impede
navigation.

"
Towing flat-boats or barges, as practiced on

Red River, would, I think, be quite impracticable on the Sas-

katchewan, for the reason that in many places the current is

too strong, and in others the available channels between the

islands and sand bars or shoals are too narrow and tortuous."

After a careful examination, Mr. Selwyn concluded that the

Saskatchewan might be navigated for a short season by
steamers of

" moderate length, powerful engines, light draft,

and as much strength as possible below the water-line." Such
is the uncertainty of navigating this river that he recommends
that

' '

proper arrangements for warping boats up these rapids
in case of necessity should be made in advance. There is,"

he says,
" another very important matter connected with the

Saskatchewan navigation which would require careful con-

sideration. I allude to the great scarcity and poor quality, for

steam purposes, of the wood." As a substitute he recom-

mends coal, which might be obtained from the seams which
are said to exist near the eastern slope of the Rocky Moun-
tains. However, the very uncertain nature of the Saskatche-

wan navigation, and the remoteness of the coal seams from
the treeless regions below, will always tend to make coal, a

costly article in the lower steppes of the northwest, either for

steamboat or domestic use. And this drawback is a serious

one where wood is scarce, the quality poor, and the winters

long and terribly cold.

Notwithstanding the numerous rapids and shoals which

impede the navigation of this river and its branches, there ar<j
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ers. But the lower part of the main river being far north,

nearly as far as the southern part of Hudson's Bay, it is not

probable that the Saskatchewan will be used as a line of navi-

gation.

The most important feature in the North Saskatchewan

region is that commonly known as the "
Fertile Belt." This

belt is said to extend from the junction of the two Saskatche-

wan? up the North Branch for a distance of about 400 miles

direct, to the base of the Rocky Mountains. It varies in width

from seventy to over one hundred miles. This belt, though

generally designated a prairie, is traversed by hills and moun-

tains of considerable magnitude, and by numerous and exten-

sive river valleys, which vary in width from half a mile to

two miles, and in depth from 200 to 400 feet. This belt lies

from 220 to 250 miles north of the United States boundary;
also north of the great American desert. Its elevation, though

notsohigh as the desert, is from 1 .500 to 3,000 feet above the sea.

The extent of the treeless region on the international line,

according to Captain Palliser, is from long. 100 to 114 west ;

and the apex of the desert reaches "to the 52nd parallel of

latitude." And G. M. Dawsou says:
" On crossing the IVm

bina River," on the boundary line, about fifty miles west of

Red River,
" the eastern margin of the great treeless plain is

entered on. No woods now appear except those forming
narrow belts along the valleys of streams, and soon even the

smaller bushes become rare."

The northerly boundary of the treeless plains observes a

course nearly parallel to the general course of the North Sas-

katchewan, and at a distance varying from twenty to forty

miles to the north of it. This treeless region in Canada is

estimated to contain about one hundred and twenty-three

millions of acres; of this area the sand plains overspread about

seventy-three millions of acres. Hence all the Canadian

prairies, except the comparatively small tracts in tiie Red
River and Lower Assiniboine valleys, lie north of the desert.

The prairies, like the desert, are generally devoid of limber.

In consequence of the aridity of the sand plains in summer,
the South Branch of the Saskatchewan is not navigable, ex-

cept for boats.

In the "approximate classification of the Lands" of the

Northwest, us represented on the Government map, there ie



a large belt of land adjoining the desert on the east and north,

and extending from the international boundary, near long.

101
3
to long. 113 "NV., and lat. 54 N. This tract is designated

as
" mixed prairie and timber soil; it israther light, but produces

fair crops, good grazing lands." and contains 30,000,000 of

a<Te<. This belt includes the chief part of the fertile belt on
the North Saskatchewan.

Adjoining this belt of " mixed prairie and timber soil," to

the eastward, northward and westward, is an immense region,

represented on this map as
"
generally excellent soil, with

abundance of wood and water.
'

: and said to be "admirably

adapted for the growth of cereals, especially wheat/' This

belt on the international line at Red River has a breadth of

over ninety miles on this map, while the most reliable authori-

ties give the breadth of the fertile part of the Red River valley

at only forty-six miles. Northward of the boundary, for a

distance of about TOO miles, to lat. 54 and long. 111, this belt

has an average width of about 120 miles. North of this astro-

nomical point the belt spreads out into the Peace River region,

where the land is said to be " of extraordinary fertility." But
as the Peace River country is elevated from 1.500 to 2,000

feet and upwards above the >ea, and lies between 55 and 60

north latitude, we shall leave the question of its adaptation for

settlement for the consideration of hypothetical geographers.
One of the great questions in regard to the future of the

Northwest is the scarcity of wood.

The country between Ottawa and the Red River valley is

known as the wooded region; and also that between the east-

ern base of the Rocky Mountains and the Pacific Ocean con-

tains much forest timber. But the great desert and prairie

region, nearly SOU miles in width, and situated between the

wooded regions, is almost devoid of useful timber, or indeed

of timber of any kind.

A few years ago the banks of the Red River were generally
clothed with timber; but fires and the axes of the settlers

have destroyed much of it, and in a few years more the re-

mainder will disappear. The largest area of wood land in this

vast region lies about twenty miles north of the international

line, near the 98th meridian. It is situated between forty and

fifty miles to the north of Fort Garry. The southerly end of

this tract varies from twenty to forty miles in width; it extends

northward beyond the limits of the Province of Manitoba,
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verse this region. Mr. Fleming says both banks of these
"
rivers are densely wooded, but the wood is of no value ex-

cept for firing, as it is principally aspen and balsam poplar."

Some of the mountain slopes are clothed with a similar class

of wood. The banks of the lower part of the Assiniboine

River, for a distance of about forty miles in a direct line west-

erly from Red River, are chiefly denuded of timber. Only a

few narrow strips of timber lands remain to meet the increas-

ing wants of the inhabitants. The lands in the wooded dis-

tricts, except on the banks of some of the streams, are

generally unfit for cultivation. The chief part of the forest

lands are situated north of the great desert and prairies

adjoining.
Mr. Fleming says that

"
fully one half of the line surveyed

from Livingston to Edmunton," say 260 miles, "passed

through woodland. Poplar is almost the only description of

wood found." The railway line in the prairie country is be-

tween the parallels of 50 and 53 north ; and the chief part

of the forest region is north of these parallels. The lands in the

wooded region are generally infertile.

As elsewhere shown, the most eligible parts of the Canadian

Plains for settlement are the Red River and Lower Assiniboiuc

valleys in Manitoba. "The area of the lowest prairie" in

these two valleys, says G. M. Dawsou, is about "
6,900 square

miles, but of this the whole is not at present suited to agri-

culture. Small swamps are scattered pretty uniformly over

its surface, and in some places very large areas of swampy
land occur." Mr. Dawson assumes that about one half this

area, or about 2,176,000 acres might be taken "as a measure

of the possible agricultural capacity of this great valley."

And the official report of the surveys of Townships in Mani-

toba and adjoining country to the north and west show that

one hundred and ten townships, 36 square miles each, or

2,534,400 acres, besides parts of other townships, are unfit for

settlement. Of the infertile lands, ninety-rive township* lie

in the wooded region before described. And north of the

townships there are extensive areas of mountainous and

swampy regions, and other infertile lands, containing in the

aggregate several millions of acres. But, strange to say,

nearly the whole of these infertile areas, including the Pro-

vince of Manitoba, except about a million acres, is represented
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on this map as "generally excellent soil, admirably adapted
for the growth of cereals, especially wheat."

It is very difficult, indeed almost impossible, to obtain re-

liable information with regard to new countries in North

America. There is a tendency to exaggeration ; and with re-

gard to no part of the country has this tendency been so strong
as in describing the plains of the "West and Northwest.

Howev.;r careful we have been not to mislead others,

we have found it very difficult to avoid being misled ourselves.

The treeless area in the valleys of the Red and Assiniboine

Rivers is comparatively large. Its length, from the interna-

tional boundary northward, is about one hundred miles; and its

breadth, in an east and west direction, is from sixty to seventy

miles, embracing one hundred and ninety townships, or

4,:}?7,GOO acres. With the exception of some narrow strips

on the banks of streams, the latter area is devoid of timber.

These two valleys are the most eligible for settlement, being
farther south and on a much lower elevation than any other

part of the Canadian plains.

Between the wooded district above referred to and the

Rocky Mountains there is an immense region devoid of timber.

Bishop Tache says: "From the 101st meridian up to the

Rocky Mountains, a distance of about 900 miles, there is not

wherewith to make a substantial road." Between the con-

fluence of the two Saskatchewan and the international boun-

dary the open country is about 300 miles in width, and farther

west it is nearly 400 miles wide. Bishop Tache, in his
" Sketch of the Northwest of America," page lo, says: "One
must travel in the midst of these vast plains and camp out

during entire weeks in the midst of these snowy oceans to

understand how scarce wood is there, and yet how necessary
it is." Referring to the second steppe, he says:

"
I have read

glowing reports upon the plains; they brought out all the ad-

vantages; they particularly described the quantity of wood.

But, book in hand, I saw the country described, and asked

myself, who is the dreamer, the author or the reader. The
. only woods of any importance on the prairie, that is timber,
;

are the different kinds of poplar, but particularly aspen, and
some birch." Since the publication of Mr. Tache's work, in

18G8, much wood has been wasted by extensive fires, kindled

accidentally or intentionally.
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The effect of so vast an area of trcelees country on the future

of this northern region cannot fail to be serious; that is, sup-

posing the prairies are otherwise adapted for settlement. At
Red River the want of wood for fuel. building, fencing and

other purposes, has already begun to be felt. Near the caM-

ern base of the Rocky Mountains, and about TOO miles west of

Red River, there is a coal area of considerable extent, but of

inferior quality.

It is estimated that, not less than one third the area of a

country should be in the forest state in order to secure the

greatest climatic advantages, and also to afford wood for the

various requirements of society.

In a previous page we have shown that the plains rise along
the international boundary in a well defined step-like form.

To the Report of Progress. 1S74. by Sanford Fleming, ('. E.,

we are indebted for correct information on the elevation of the,

plains on the Canadian Pacific railroad line. Lake Winnipeg,
into which the rivers empty, is 710 feet above the sea. being
one hundred feet higher than that given by previous explorers.

Red River basin is 705, and that of Manitoba 820 feet above >ea

level. At Xorthcote. -00 miles west of Red River, the elevation

is 1.15S; at Livingstone, 55 miles farther west. 1.4lK):at Edmun-

ton, a, 391, and at Jasper House, Rocky Mountains, it is :5,:j50

feet above the sea. Near the Rocky Mountains the railroad

line is about 300 miles north of the international boundary;
at Red River it is 84 miles north of the boundary.
Another feature in the physical character of the plains is

the immense basins in which the rivers flow. The Red River

being the lowest is an exception. This river at times over-

flows its banks for a distance of ten or fifteen miles from

its mouth upwards. Above that the banks are from twenty to

forty feet above the surface of the water when at its ordinary
level. The valleys of the streams intersected by the railway

line, and in its vicinity, increase in magnitude as we go \\est.

The valley of the Assiniboine, in the second steppe, is from

150 to 200 feet deep, and from half a mile to one mile in width.

Some of its tributaries are half a mile wide and from lot) to

1(50 feet in depth. On the third steppe the valleys in which

the streams How are from 150 to 400 feet or more in depth,

and from ludf a mile to more than two miles in breadth. The

valley of the South Saskatchewan is :'.00 feet below the

general level of the plains; that of the Battle River is from
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150 to 270 feet below the level of the adjoining country. The
streams are small compared to the broad valleys in which they

run, and remarkably crooked, frequently winding from side

to side of the valleys. There are, besides, a number of trough-
like depressions in the plains, some of which are more than

one hundred feet in depth, and several hundred in breadth.

Hence the cost of railway construction on the Canadian plains

cannot fail to be heavy.
But the most remarkable is the Red River valley. Lake

Winnipeg is the recipient of all the waters which flow between

the 90th and 115th degrees of longitude, and from the 49tH

for some distance north of the 54th degree of latitude, em-

bracing an area 1,090 miles in length by 070 in breadth; and

the Red River, for a distance of nearly 400 miles to the west

of the international line, adds to the volume of Lake Winnipeg.
The fertile part of the valley of Red River is 815 miles in

length, 225 of which is in the United States. Between Lake

Winnipeg and a point 240 miles south, the declivity of the

valley is less than one foot in a mile. And east and west from
the river the valley rises from ten to twelve feet in a mile.

The lowest summit between the tributaries of the Red
River and those of the Mississippi is only 9GO feet above the

sea. The Laurentide rock formation on the east, and the sand

plain on the west of this depression, are each more than a

thousand feet above this summit. The surface of the Missis-

sippi River at St. Paul, a distance of about 400 miles from
Lake Winnipeg, is about 670 feet above the sea. The areas

included by Lakes Winnipeg. Manitoba and Winnipegos, and
the adjoining flat lands, including the valleys of the Red
River and Lower Assiniboine, may have been an inland sea,

the waves of which washed the higher steppes of the west,
and the base of the Laurentian region on the east.

The lakes of the Northwest are not dcgn basins like the

great lakes of the St. Lawrence, ye?They are navigable for

small class vessels; and the Red River is navigable for small

class steamers from Lake Winnipeg to the North Pacific Rail-

road at Breckenridge in the United States, a distance of 310

miles. From the latter place to St. Paul, the capital of Min-

nesota, is 216 miles by railroad. From Duluth, at the head of

Lake Superior, is 242 miles by railroad to Glindfn; and from
the latter place a railroad is being constructed northward 152

miles to Pcmbina, at the international boundary. A railroad
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is being oonstntctod by the Dominion of Canada between

Pembina aad the Canadian Pacific1 Railroad line, eighty-four
miles. By these routes it is about 455 miles from "Winnipeg,
the capital of Manitoba, to the head cf Lake Superior.
The summit at the head of 11cid Ilivcr being only 230 feet

above Lake Winnipeg, a canal might be ccasiir.rtcd, afford-

ing a passage for vessels between the heart of North A;<

find the navigable waters on the Atlantic side of the continent.

Lake Winnipeg is 110 feet al>ovc I.:'.

1

::-.' Superior, forty feet

above the Mississippi at St. IV,;], 151 above Lake Erie, I
1

':)

above Lake Michigan, 448 above Ontario, and 6~~ '.'

Lake Champlain. Thus the fall from one water basin to

another is nearly gradual from the cent re of North America to

the navigable waters of the Atlantic.

But the most important questions connected with the North-

west are those of climate, water, fuel and the grasshopper

plague. In discussing the climatic question we have viewed

the plains as Arctic hi their general character. However, it is

difficult to determine the southerly limits of the Arctic regions

in all places. There are local or other influences cf a climatic

character which are more or less peculiar to each of the jireat

regions of the globe. Some countries as far touth as 30', such

as parts of the Province of Quebec, have a decidedly Arctic

character, while other parts of the world, much farther north,

enjoy a remarkably mild temperature. The~couElry"lying
north of this continental water-shed has a gradual dip from

the international boundary northward to the Arefu- Ocean.

Hence the Canadian plains arc exposed to the full fury of the

Arctic waves. There is no mountain range to break their

force; no warm ocean atmosphere to meliorate the climate.

In winter the wind blows on uninterruptidiy over a boundless

ocean of snow, beneath which the frost penetrates the ground
to a depth of from five to eight feet. And the great elev.tiion

of even the lowe.-t part of the slope, that c-f Ked River valley

by the rule of allowing three hundred feet in elevation to be

equivalent to a degree of latitude, would give a v-,y (old

winter climate to this slope. The c!t vatcd {.h-teans of Mexico,

7,500 ft -it above the sea, being i.car the counter, are not too

high for profitable cultivation.

Captain IVHiscr says Lake "Winnipeg
" has the fame al;i-

tude above the sea level as Lake Superior, viz.: Clio feet."

But according to the Pacific Railway report, which is 110
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cl<n;l)t correct, its elevation is 110 feet higher than that given

by (Y.ptain Palliser, which is not favorable. Besides being
about 900 feet above tlie sea, the vast accattratationa of iec in

the adjoining lakes on the north, do not tend to mitigate the

severity of the winter or shorten its duration in the Red River

valley. G. M. Dawson says, p. 270, that " the temperature of

the Red River country, like that of the prairies generally, de-
(

p:-n:!s very closely on the direction and origin of the wind."

The valley between Lake Winnipeg and the Mississippi River

rcrvcs as a passage for the cold winter waves to roll south,

and conversely as a passage for the .south wind to move north-

ward. Hence the extremes of heat and cold, in the Red River

valley are very great; and in summer the heat of the day is

often followed by frosl at night. Hence the maps showing an

equality of climate in the Northwest Avith places many degrees
farther soulh, arc not reliable guides. An isothermal line from

Halifax, latitude 44 W, is shown to sweep southerly through
the United States, ar.d to terminate in latitude 58 north and

longitude 115 west. Many other isothermal lines are drawn
on paper, showing a great difference in latitude.

" These

lines," say.-; Bishop Tache, "are fundamentally wrong, for, I

repeat, a single night is sufficient to destroy all analogy with

the climate to which they refer."

"I am not surprised," says the Bishop, p. Ifi, "at the im-

pression produced on the tourist while he experiences the real

delights of a summer excursion over these plains. Men whose

opinions must have weight have, perhaps, occasionally

experienced this delightful influence, and have given a pre-

ference to the prairies to which they are not entitled in every

respect. Here comes the end of August. Already cold is

threatening; severe frosts prevent the ripening of cereal;; and

expose them to complete destruction. At other tiir.es a simi-

lar result may follow drought. AVe are on the skirts of the

desert; its scorching winds rash over the prairie protected by
no elevated land. The freezing wind, little le.-s obstructed on
its way from the Arctic regions, combats with its violent

rival, and the prairie, the scene of this struggle, sees many
hurricanes and hail storms, very destructive to the crops.
Enormous haiistoces have fallen on the prairie; ever large
districts not only is the hay destroyed, but the soil is ns it

were harrowed. There oflen. too often, the de ert rends cut

its myriads of grus.-rhoppers over the praine, and tcrrkd
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squadrons and devouring phalanxes that do not hesitate to

starve the poor settler. Winter has arrived in the beginning
of November, and continues more or less in April, and, Great

God! what winter!"
"

I have noted,'' he says, "a common centigrade spirit ther-

mometer every day during ten years. Thrice during that

period it has recorded 40 below zero, and it has also thrice

marked 40 above, and on one occasion even 43. During
whole mouths in winter we have a mean temperature of 80

J

below zero in the mornings, while at midday in summer we
have a mean of 30 above in the shade. . . .All the prairie region
is subject to. . . .sudden changes, which often cause very great

mischief. I have known the whole harvest crop seriously

damaged by a severe frost during the night of the 9th and 10th

August, although both days had been intensely hot Often

mercury is frozen during entire weeks."

Few persons had better opportunities of estimating the

character of the Northwest than Bishop Tache. During a

residence there of twenty-three years he traversed the plains

in all directions, both in winter and in summer. These facts,

together with his acknowledged ability to form just conclu-

sions, render the foregoing quotations from his work highly

valuable. Subsequent writers have confirmed his testimony.

Charles Horetzky Esq., in his work, Canada on the Pacific, 1874,

p. 227, says: "As one might naturally be led to imagine, the

climate of the Upper Saskatchewan country is not by any
means a genial one, and if my memory serves me aright, I saw

the mercury indicate thirty degrees below zero on the morn-

ing of the 9th of November, 1871." He says: "The country

bordering on the North Saskatchewan, and also a portion of

that adjacent to Manitoba, appears from all accounts to suffer

fully as much. . . .from the occurrence of early frosts" as that

in the vicinity of Lesser Slave Lake, which is 150 miles farther

north, where, on the last day of September, he found "the

thermometer standing at seventy-five in the shade," Avhile in

the night following there was "a sharp frost." At a short

distance northward of the Lesser Slave Lake, "the mercury
\ stood at ten degrees below zero" on the 10th November. G.

\
M. Dawson says, p. 302, "The severity of the winter season

]

is certainly one of the greatest disadvantages of the North-

west as an area for settlement."

, The extreme of cold in Minnesota and Montana on (lie

i50uth slope is very great, but comparatively of short duration,
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The difference between the climate in the northern and south-

ern slopes is very remarkable. The mean temperature at Fort

Shaw, one hundred miles south of the international boundary,
on the 112th meridian, and at an elevation of about 3,000 feet

above the sea. compared with that at Fort Garry, which is

fifty miles north of the boundary, and not a thousand feet

above the sea. shows that the climatic conditions of these two

slopes arc very different indeed. The following comparisons
are cited from the Report on the Geology and Resources of

the region in the vicinity of the 49th parallel, from the Lake

of the Woods to the Rocky Mountains, by G. M. Dawson,
F. G. S., p. 300:

FORT SHAW. FORT GARRY.

November 39.92 14.58

December 20.75 0.58

January 21.28 2.91

February 30.39 2.99

March 36.58 9.00

The mean temperature for the other seven months at Fort

Shaw was 58.30 : and 53. 72 at Fort Garry. Thus the difference

between their summer climates is not much, while that of the

five winter months is very great, the average for Fort Shaw

being 31.00, and that of Fort Garry is only 6.00. The long con-

tinuance of so low a degree of temperature in the valley of

Red River is not a favorable indication of the climate of the

fertile belt, which is farther north, and has a general elevation

nearly double that at Fort Garry.
In a public lecture delivered in the city of St. John by

Edward Jack, C. E., in 1877, the lecturer showed from the

meterological journal kept at Fort Garry by the War Depart-
ment in 1847 and 1848, an unusually mild winter, "that the

thermometer there indicated at times as low as 47 below zero,

when the officers made bullets of the frozen quicksilver and

fired them from their muskets." lie showed that, by the re-

ports of the Dominion of Canada for the years 1874 and 1875,

the mean temperature of Winnipeg for January was 25 lower,

and for February 15 lower than that of Frederictou, New
Brunswick, for the same months.

All reports on the character of the plains concur in the fact

that the climate there is very severe, in winter. Even that

very interesting work,
" Ocean to Ocean," by Rev. George M.

Grant, 1873, acknowledges that the nights of summer are very
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i;; face of the biihig northern bin-its which sweep the bound-

less wastes of the>e iiitcTiii'nabiC plains with a vigor and

sever':!;.- almost Arctic in their iutcnsii y." lie passed quickly
over them in the m:->t pleasant time of She year, when vegeta-

tion was "in the full flush of exuberant verdure;" when the

days were hot, ami the nights in August '"were always cold,"

ar.d frequency frosty. On the night of the 2Gth there was a
"
heavy I;, .-,: !';<>.!."

In his 'general observations on the "
very narrow i-trip" of

the plains over whk-h he travelled. Mr. (Irant came to the con-

clusion, p. 176, that "the climate and the .soil are favorable,"

and asks. " Vt'hat about water, fuel, and the summer fronts,

the three points next hi importance !"

" A large population," lie say?,
" cannot be expected unless

there is good v.-ater, in the form of rivers, lakes, springs or

wells. In many parts of the United States dependence is

placed mainly on nun water, collected in cisterns, but such a

supply is unwholesome, r.nd to it may be attributed much of

their pr.jirie sick:u-:v;. In connection with this question of

water, the existence <-f the numerous saline lakes, that has

been again and again n-ited, forces itself on our attention; the

wonder is that former observers have said so little about them.

Palliser marks them on his map in two places, but they are really

the characteristic feature of the country for hundreds of miles.

In many parts they so completely outnumber the fresh water

lakes, that it is

'

Water, water everywhere,
An-.l not a drop to drink.'

Some of them arc from five to twenty miles long; ethers only

pools. Some are so impregnated with salt that crystals nf

sulphate of soda are formed on the surface, and a thick white

incrustation is deposited round the shores. Others are brack-

ish, or wilh a salt taste that is scarcely discernible."

Referring to the country west of the Assiniboine, near the

South Saskatchewan. Professor Selwya, in his Geological Re-

port, says,
"
Many of the saline hikes are as much as three.

four or five miles in leng'h, and occasionally from one to two

wide." From an eminence. Lump Hill, 400 feet above

the plain, Profe.- s<,r Hind countc.! " seventeen large lakes;"

and '' low rangi-s of hills can be di-ecrncd in sever;:! dinc-

lions. . . .The view extends to the border of the wooded laud;
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beyond is a treeless prairie. The so called wooded land now
consists of widely separated groves of small aspens, with

willows in the low places. Much of the land on the Lump
Hill is sandy and poor."

Mr. Selwyn says: "In the true prairie region there is very
little water. In some parts of it one may travel for days in

any direction without meet! rig a stream. "\Valcr is much more

plentiful in the half wooded region. . . .The amount of water

which is discharged from the true prairie region within Cana-

dian territory must be very small. During the rummer the

South Saskatchewan and its Ir/anclu.-s a;:-!ear to Icse rather

than gain in volume as (hey traverse the plain?."

It appears from information obtained, by Mr. Selwyn from

tbe inhabitants of Manitoba, that "The flooding of the Red
River on the melting of the snow in spring appears to be

growing less frequent and troublesome And there is no

doubt the gradual diminution of the water supply of the 'fer-

tile belt' is a matter for serious consideration." He Bftys;
" Travellers who have been accustomed to cross the prairies

from year to year, notice a growing scarcity of water at the

camping places along the trails." However, in the valley of

Red River, near the lakes, wells of moderate depth in some

places supply sufficient water. At \Vinnip?g, wells "seldom

failed to furnish water at depths not exceeding seventy or

eighty feet." Around Eurnside "there is a remarkable area

in which all attempts to obtain water by sinking wells have

proved failures. Several of these had been dug to depths

varying from thirty to eighty feet." In other place.-; in this

vicinity where the wells have passed through sand, good water

has been obtained at a depth of about twenty feet. Farther

west, where the prairies are from 1,500 to 3,000 feet above the

sea, and the rivers from 150 to 400 feet below the surface of

the prairies, it is a question whether good water can be ob-

tained by digging. And the difficulty of obtaining good water

is enhanced in the
"

fertile belt" region in consequence of the

vast extent of avid plains which bound it on the south. The

great number of salt basins arc- unfavorable indications also.

AVant of wator is evidently sv.vifng the obstacle:? in the way
cf settling the Northwest prairies.

" The v|'.;cs'.i-:.n of fuel is next (>f ini;:"r:anee," ("Ocean to

Ocean," page 178),
"

in a country where the winters are severe,

for corn cannot be grown for fuel in our Noruiwest as it has
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been on the prairies of Illinois. At present, on account of the

destructive prairie fires for successive j'ears, there is little

wood except along the rivers and creeks, and on some of the

hills, until we go back to the continuous forest on the north,

to within two hundred miles of the Kooky Mountains." Near
the wooded region, east of the Rocky Mountains,

" We have

the most extensive, perhaps the finest, coal fields in the world."

And Mr. Duwson, in the work before referred to, says, p. 18:
"

It is likely. . . .that a trough or series of more or less isolated

basins of lignite and coal-bearing strata follows near the east-

ern base of the mountains the whole way to the Arctic Sea."

These coal beds extend far south into the United States.

From the work " Canada on the Pacific," p. 202, we again
cite: "The scarcity of wood and water are insuperable ob-

stacles in the way of
successfu^

and permanent settlement.

It is true that occasionally small copses of poplar (the trees

rarely exceeding eight inches in diameter) are met with;

nevertheless, the extent of wooded compared with prairie land

is so disproportionate, that the quantity of wood required by
a widely scattered community of settlers would suffice to clear

off all the available timber in a very few years."
" On the score of fuel, it might be urged that the coal which

underlies a great extent of the Upper Saskatchewan country,

may offer a good substitute for wood, and be used to advan-

tage. There is no doubt that coal, in quantity enormous, but

in quality perhaps doubtful, is to be found, especially west of

Fort Pitt; but those who seek these regions with a view to

settlement cannot be expected to turn all their attention, and

devote all their energies towards the painful and laborious

extraction from the bowels of the earth of the wherewith to

keep body and soul together during the long and severe

winters which are the rule, when the thermometer often sinks

to 40 below zero." So far as known, the coal of this region
is generally of an inferior quality.

After discussing the questions of water and fuel, Mr. Grant

says: "The remaining difficulty is the recurrence of summer
frosts. In many localities these are dreaded more than any-

thing else. At one place in June or July; at another in

August, sharp frosts have nipped the grain, and sometimes

even the potatoes.

It is often adduced as proof of the mildness of the climate

Of the plains that horses live in the open air all winter,
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Bishop Tache says: "This circumstance, so remarkable to

those unaccustomed to this country, instead of proving the

mildness of the climate, proves the constancy of cold. Not

only does snow not melt in winter, but it does not even soften,

thus it does not become icy, nor acquire what is well known
in Canada as 'crust.' The horse, by pawing, can easily re-

move the covering of the snow from off the grass and feed,

which would be impossible were the snow to harden The

horse, though an animal of a milder climate, nevertheless

withstands the lowest temperature. Surprise at seeing horses

wintering in the open air is nothing more than what Europeans

experience on seeing Canadian horses, after long journeys,

standing out in the cold for hours together without suffering
in the least. The fact, then, that horses can live without

stabling does not prove the mildness of the climate, but simply
the abundance and superiority of the immense pasturages left

for their use. This indeed is the unquestionable advantage
of the prairie country." Speaking of the horses of the North-

west, "Those animals," says Horetzky,
" were of all shades

of color, and no two were alike in size. They were of the

hardy little breed peculiar to the Saskatchewan country, and

though not much to look at were possessed of qualities of

endurance hardly to be expected from animals of their ap-

pearance."
G. M. Dawson says:

"
I am aware that in this region horses

and cattle are at present frequently allowed during the winter

to feed themselves as best they may. They generally survive,

and often do not look much the worse for their hard treatment;
but this haphazard plan will not find favor with careful farm-

ers. In the Red River country animals to which proper
attention is shown require additional food to be supplied to

them, either in the form of hay or oats, for at least six months
in the year."
Were it not for the terrible winters, summer frosts, the

grasshopper plague, and the difficulty of procuring wood and

water, we would advise those in search of homesteads .to be

guided in their selection by the Rev. Mr. Grant's concluding
remarks: "

Looking fairly at all the facts, admitting all the

difficulties and what country has not its own drawbacks
it is impossible to avoid the conclusion that we have a great
and fertile Northwest, a thousand miles long and from one to

four hundred miles broad, capable of containing a population
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of millions. It is a fair land; rich in furs and fish, in trea-

sures of the forest, the field and the mine; seamed by navi-

gable rivers, interlaced by numerous creeks, and beautified

with a thousand lakes; broken by swelling uplands, wooded

hill-sides, and bold ridges; and protected on its exposed sides

by a great desert or by giant mountains. The air is pure, dry
and bracing all the year round, giving promise of health and

strength of body and length of days. Here we have a home
for our own surplus population and for the stream of emigra-
tion that runs from northern and central Europe to America.

Let it be opened up to the world by rail and steamboat, and in

an incredibly short time the present gap between Manitoba

and British Columbia will be filled up, and a continuous line

of loyal Provinces extend from the Atlantic to the Pacific."

Locusts, or grasshoppers, are the plague of the west and

northwest. The great sand plains adjoining the Rocky
Mountains is their native place. In the Dominion these plains

lie to the westward of the Red River valley, and to the south

of the Assiniboine and Saskatchewan prairies; hence these

prairies are fully exposed to their ravages. Our allotted space
will not permit our entering upon this subject at length,

though it is one of great importance to the States and Terri-

tories adjoining the great desert.

It is not easy to obtain reliable information in regard to the

effects of the grasshopper plague on the Canadian plains.

Some writers simply refer to the subject; others gloss it over

as one of trifling importance. The Rev. Mr. Grant says in

regard to Manitoba, they
" have proved a plague only two or

three times in half a century." And the Hon. James Trow,
M. P., in his "Letters

"
relating to

" Manitoba and Northwest

Territories," which were republishcd by the Department of

Agriculture of Canada in 1878, says. p. 23: "Manitoba had an

immunity of 37 years, from 1820 to 1857; not a single grass-

hopper was in the country during that long period. In 1873,

1874 and 1875, crops were partially destroyed, more particu-

larly in 1874, but none have since appeared, and in all proba-

bility may not again for half a century.''

Alex. Begg, in his
" Guide to Manitoba," p. 48, says:

" In

1819 they destroyed the crops, and for three successive years
the hopes of the husbandman." On page 103, he says:

" For

four years," dating from the end of 1875,
" the country has

been swept by grasshoppers,"
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'The following statistics are gleaned from the Geological

report of G. M. Dawson, who has devoted much time to the

subject :

In 1818, six years after the foundation of Lord Selkirk's

colony, the locusts destroyed nearly everything but the wheat

crop, which partly escaped, being nearly ripe. In the follow-

ing spring all the crops were destroyed. In the two following

years the crops suffered greatly from their ravages. Mr. Daw-
son says: "the next recorded incursion is that of 1857;" but

too late in the season to do great damage, "but eggs were

deposited, and in 1858 all the young grain was devoured. In

1864 they again appeared, and left their eggs, but neither the

adults nor the young of 1865 were sufficiently numerous or

wide-spread to do much damage. In 1867 numerous swarms

poured in, but did little injury, the crops being too far ad-

vanced ; their progeny in the ensuing spring, however,
devoured everything, causing a famine. They again appeared
in 1869, the young in 1870 doing much harm. In 1 872 fresh

swarms arrived, but as usual too late to do much damage to

wheat. Eggs were left in abundance in the northern part of

the Province, and in the following spring the farmers over

considerable districts did not sow. In 1874 winged swarms

again came in from the west, arriving earlier than usual, and

inflicting great injury on the crops in some districts. Eggs
were deposited in almost all parts of the Province, and the

result has yet to be seen." From other sources of information

we learned that great damage was done in 1875. According
to the official report for the year ending June, 1876, this little

colony of less than thirty thousand people imported flour and

grain, nearly all from the United States, to the value of $236,-

878 ; and only exported three barrels of flour.

The Canadian Government had to assist the inhabitants of

the Northwest repeatedly in consequence of the complete de-

struction of the crops by locusts. In the correspondence in

regard to the transfer of the Northwest to the Dominion, it is

stated that "from 12,000 to 15,000 souls were in imminent

danger of starvation during the winter
"
of 1869.

An important question arises in connection with the grass-

hopper plague. Will their ravages become more frequent as

cultivation becomes more continuous? If their native place is

the high arid desert it is a question whether human agency
can do anything to destroy or in any way les-sen their number,
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So important indeed is the matter that some of the States

which are subject to their ravages have enacted laws with a

view to the destruction of the locusts. Their visits seem to

have been more frequent and their effects more destructive at

Red River within the last ten or fifteen years than formerly.

Area of the Canadian Prairies. The Saskatchewan and
other tributaries of Lake Winnipeg are said to drain about

280,000 square miles, or 179,200,000 acres. This area com-

prises immense tracts of desert prairie, mountains, swamps
and river beds. It is not easy to arrive at a reliable estimate

of the extent of fertile land within these bounds. In no part
of the world has that kind of patriotism which substitutes

fiction for truth been more fully exercised than with regard to

the extent of the Canadian prairies, and their adaptation for

settlement. There is no doubt, however, that the area of fer-

tile lands is very great. Even far north of the fifty-fourth

parallel, it is said there are extensive tracts of rich prairie

lands. But the great question is, how much of even the most

southerly prairies of the Dominion are climatically and other-

wise adapted for settlement?

Captain Palliser and Professor Hind estimated the aggre-

gate area of prairie lands lying south of the parallel of 54, at

about 41,000,000 of acres, about equal to the area of fertile

lands in the State of California. Of this, says A. J. Russell,

C. E., in his work on the Northwest: ''The one-third of the

fertile region estimated by Captain Palliser as being" fit for

cultivation,
"

is a very fair proportion ; the other two thirds,

no doubt, are requiring drainage or particular clearing.
" " As

for the 80,000 square miles," or 51,200,000 acres, "which

Captain Palliser designates as the least valuable part of the

prairie country, it will no doubt, as he says,
' be forever com-

paratively useless,' with the exception of such tracts as the

Cypree Mountains, and others where there is good grass, with

wood and water." Bishop Tache says, p. 13:
"

It is difficult

to give, even approximately, the area of these prairies. I

reckon them as being about equal to the desert country, that

it 60,000 square miles," or 38,400,000 acres. At page 19 he

snys : "At the risk of appearing to be unreasonably retro^nulc,

I dare positively aflinn that not more than one-half of the area

of the prairie within the limits I have ascribed to it. or within

the region usually called the Fertile Belt of the Northern
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Department, is fit for settlement, and this half has not all the

advantages attributed to it."

From all the facts at command, it is obvious that a value

has been ascribed to the Canadian Northwest which it does

not possess. Nature in this region assumes conditions at

variance with those of other places where agriculture is pur-

sued advantageously. On these plains there is a long and con-

tinual struggle in winter between life and frost, and but little

wood. In summer frosts are frequent. Besides, there is a
"
long period of the year," says G. M. Dawson,

"
during which

out door agricultural work is impossible." And in his "Guide
to Manitoba," Alex, Begg, Esq., says, p. 101, that

'
it should

be remembered that when the winter comes employment in

Manitoba ceases, and the immigrant who may have worked

hard in fencing and breaking land, raising a house for himself

and buildings for h is an imals, has a long winter to pull through .

"

Balancing the advantages and disadvantages connected

with settlement in the Northwest plains, it is impossible to

overlook the many serious obstacles in the way. Whatever

the wants of the American people may be in the distant future

as regards room for settlement, it is not probable that many
persons will prefer a home on these dreary plains when good
lands can be obtained in the genial climes of the continent.

Hence but few settlements will be made, at least for a long
time to come, outside the Red River and Lower Assiniboine

valleys. These two valleys are highly productive. The
same geological causes which have endowed the Western

States and California with such vast agricultural resources

as they possess, have contributed to the richness of these'two

valleys, especially that of the Red River. Professor Hind
assumes "

that the prairies of Red River, and of the Assiniboine

east of Prairie Portage, contain an available area of 1,500,000

acres of fertile soil;" and G. M. Dawson says these valleys con-

tain about 2,176,000 acres of fertile land. And the United

States Agricultural Report for 1808, p. 457, estimates the

United States part of the Red River valley at 11,500,000 acres.

The latter is, no doubt, too large an estimate. Out of the

best portion of the fertile lands of the Dominion, there is re-

served 1,400,000 acres for the children of the half-breeds,

whose parents had already had a title to most of the land

along the Red and Assiniboine rivers, extending back on both

sides of these streams a distance of about four miles. In
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addition, the Hudson Bay Company have reserved to them
over 700,000 acres. Thus nearly all the fertile part of these

valleys in the Dominion is already disposed of.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.
This is emphatically a mountainous region, and conse-

quently unfit to be classed among agricultural countries.

Still it has not been an entire blank in history. At times two

governments existed, one on Vancouver Island, the other on
the mainland. The population of both sections did not exceed

in the aggregate that of a small country town
;
even in 1871 the

total population numbered only 10,586, and the increase since

that time has been remarkably slow. The two colonies are

united a province of the Dominion of Canada. The discovery
of gold in the sands of Fraser Riverand other places, gave rise to

high expectations. In 1858, about twenty thousand persons,

chiefly from California, rushed to the country in search of gold.

The greater part returned much disappointed. In 1859 a dis-

pute arose with the United States as to the possession of San

Juan Island. That power claimed it by virtue of the Oregon

treaty, and sent a company of soldiers to take possession of it.

England claimed it, and sent her ships of war to defend it,

whereupon the United States force was largely augmented.
For a few weeks war was imminent. A joint occupation of

San Juan was agreed to pending the settlement of the dispute,

which settlement was effected through the Emperor of

Germany as the arbitrator, whose decision was in favor of the

United States. Thus the British claims, and the control of

the channels leading to the inner waters of British Columbia,

passed into the hands of a foreign power.
British Columbia has occupied an important page in Cana-

dian history also. She entered the union in 1873, on condi-

tion that the Dominion Government would connect the Paci-

fic Ocean by railroad with the railroads of the Ottawa region
in ten years from that date. The engineering difficulties being
such that this could not be done, hence the terms of union

have not been all fulfilled by the Canadian Government. The
Local Government of British Columbia appealed to the

Colonial office in London, complaining of their non-fulfil-

ment. The time for the completion of the work has been

extended, and will have to be further extended before this

vast work can be accomplished by the Dominion.
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For a description of the physical character of British

Columbia we are indebted chiefly to the reports of Mr. Flem-

ing, the Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacific Railroad

survey. On this part of the Pacific coast there is a great

number of Islands, including the San Juan group. "Van-
couver Island is the most southerly and the largest. Its

extreme lengh is about 280 miles
;

it extends northerly and

westerly from the Straits of San Juan de Fuca in a parallel

direction to the mainland. One hundred and thirty miles

northerly, and slightly westerly from Vancouver Island, the

Queen Charlotte Islands begin, a group of three islands,

separated by narrow channels and extending along the shore

nearly 200 miles.
" These islands have distinct mountain ranges of their own,

with central peaks rising up from 6,000 to 7,000 feet above the

sea. . . .The exposed coasts of these islands are characterized

by bold rocky headlands, between which deep, narrow shel-

tered inlets pierce to the heart of the mountains. From the

open sea the mountains present a lofty serrated outline."

Dr. Hector says:
" The southern part of Vancouver Island,

where the town of Victoria is built, is composed of metamor-

phic rocks, with occasional beds of crystalline limestone.

This district, and also the central portion of the island is, as

may be expected from the formation, everywhere hilly, and

even mountainous, with only limited patches of fertile soil in

the valleys. However, the scanty soil on the rocky hills

supports a fine growth of timber, so that they are almost

invariably wooded to their summits. In the immediate neigh-
bourhood of Victoria there is, nevertheless, a good deal of fine

open land, dotted with small oak trees."

Referring to the mountain regions, Mr. Fleming says:
" The

coast chain, generally called in British Columbia the Cascade

range, and southwards the Sierra Nevada, runs generally

parallel to the coast; although south of the 49th parallel, in

California and other States there are intervals of broad pla-

teaus between the Pacific Ocean and the foot of the mountain

slopes; but northwards of the mouth of the Fraser River,

along the whole coast of the main land of British Columbia,
the mountain slopes come sheer down to the waters of the

Pacific."

Between the Cascade range and the Rocky Mountain chain

"js an elevated undulating plateau, ranging from three
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thousand to four thousand five hundred feet above the level of

the sea. This is much broken by lakes and spurs from the

main mountain chains and inferior parallel ranges, and by deep

valleys, through which flow the rivers on their course to the

Pacific Ocean.

"The breadth of the coast chain on the lines which we have

surveyed is from 100 to 120 miles from the inlets of the Pacific

coast on the west to the foot of its eastern slope. The western

slope is indented with numerous fiords or deep water arms of

the sea, running 30 to 60 miles into the mountain chain, and

the main ranges are a chaos of bold, nigged mountains of

bare rock, rising abruptly and terminating in irregular masses

of snow-capped peaks, from 6,000 to 10,000 feet above the

level of the ocean." That is, the average breadth of the Cas-

cade range is about 150 miles. "On the eastern slope of this

chain, and extending on the plateau between it and the Rocky
Mountains, is a belt varying in breadth, but probably averag-

ing over one hundred and twenty miles, which is sheltered

from the rain clouds coming from the west by the great eleva-

tion of the Cascade Mountains; on this but very little rain falls,

and there is consequently scarcely any underbrush, and the

larger trees, chiefly firs, are thinly scattered, singly or in

clumps, giving the whole country a park-like appearance.
" On the western slope of the Rocky Mountains, and in the

high plateau between them and the coast chain, several large

rivers have their sources. Those flowing westward or south-

west have cut their way through depressions in the coast chain

to the Pacific Ocean."

"But unfortunately," says Mr. Fleming, "though the river-;

(especially the Fraser) descend with tolerable uniformity, the

valleys in British Columbia, everywhere narrow, do not leave

much margin between the rivers and the foot of the slopes of

the hills or high plains that bound them, and as the rivers

roll onward to the ocean, cutting deeper into the earth, this

margin becomes more and more contracted, till, on entering the

foot hills of the Cascade chain, it entirely disappears, except
where depressions have been made by lateral streams, and the

valley becomes a mere gorge or trough."
From the foregoing quotations the reader might conclude

that there is no land fit for tillage on the main land of British

Columbia, but Dr. Hector says the mountains "
retire along

the porth shore of Burrard's Jnlet to the southeast, so as to be
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sixty miles inland at where the boundary meets them, thus

leaving a very heavily timbered tract, which forms the only
level country in British Columbia cast'of the Cascade range.''

Lord Dufferin described the front of British Columbia as

"presenting at every turn an ever shifting combination of

rock, verdure, forest, glacier and snow-capped mountain of

unrivalled grandeur and beauty."
The climate of the southern part of Vancouver Island is

moderate, and well adapted to agricultural operations. North
of the island the climate is remarkably wet. The high moun-
tain summits, in all directions, are capped with snow at all

times, and in the valleys between, which are remarkably nar-

row, snow falls to great depths, and in places lies the greater

part of the year.

It is clearly obvious that farming will never be of much note

on the Pacific coast of the Dominion, nor on the United States

side adjoining. There is, however, considerable timber on the

mountain slopes, if it could be brought to the sea-board.

There is abundance of useful fish in the inner waters; there is

excellent coal on the inner coast of Vancouver Island
;
and iron

ore, and more or less gold and other minerals exist in the

country. .

But similar resources exist in great abundance on the United

States side of the boundary also. Hence it is difficult to find

ft market, except in far distant Asia. For these reasons British

Columbia, though of immense area, is not likely to contain half

as many people, or be worth half as much to the Dominion as

that of little Prince Edward Island in the East.

10



EXAGGERATIONS.

In North America there is a constant tendency to overvalue

the resources of the country, which has often led to expecta-
tions and awakened hopes which have not been and never can

be realized.

Countries in America, however, are on a large scale, and

generally possess vast resources; it is, therefore, natural for

their pioneers to be proud, or even boastful. But fiction

should not be substituted for truth.

In the United States this kind of patriotism began with the

nation and increased with its growth. Regions of worthless

lands have been sounded abroad as the most valuable. Hence
thousands of emigrants have been seriously disappointed,
while their money has been paid to speculators or other inter-

ested parties.

In the Dominion of Canada, boasting is a vice of more recent

date, and is chiefly confined to a few of the officials of the

country, who are able, in this respect, to compete with their

Republican neighbors. They boast of Canada being a "great

Dominion," of having immense regions of fertile lands within

the range of climatic adaptation. In previous pages we have

shown that a value has been set on the country for settlement

which it does not possess.

No part of America has suffered so much by means of ex-

aggerated statements as British North America. Hundreds
of thousands of copies in the aggregate of papers, pamphlets
and highly colored maps, setting forth advantages as to cli-

mate, soil and extent of country fit for settlement, which the

Dominion does not possess, have been circulated in the British

Isles. Hence thousands of immigrants Lave been disap-

pointed, and consequently removed to the United States, after

a short residence in this country. Millions of dollars, even as

high as half a million a year for some years, have been spent
in this way, a large part of which has aided in filling in the

United States. And at no period have exaggerations been so

rife as during the last ten years. The most worthless regions

have been lauded both at home and abroad. The fact of keep-

ing agents pleading at the thoroughfares of the British Isles



for people to emigrate to this country, is itself sufficient to

raise doubts as to the fitness of the country for settlement.

If the Dominion is what it is represented to be by immigra-
tion agents and others, its present inhabitants ought to be able

to induce friends and relatives at home to emigrate to this

country, independent of the present costly system.
The following citations, out of many others which might

be adduced, will suffice to show to what extent exaggerations
have been indulged in.

British North America, said the Hon. Joseph Howe, con-

tains "4,000.000 square miles. The United States has not

so much. All Europe with its family of nations is smaller by
ninety-two thousand square miles.'' Again he said:

"
I often

smile when I hear some vain-glorious Republican exclaiming
' No pent up Utica contracts our powers,
The whole unbounded continent is ours !'

forgetting that the largest portion does not belong to him at

all, but to us, the men of the North, whose descendants will

control its destinies forever. The whole globe contains but

thirty-seven millions square miles. We North Americans,

living under the British flag, have one ninth of the whole, and
this ought to give ample room for the accommodation and

support of a countless population."
And in reference to Upper and Lower Canada, Mr. Howe

said: "The Province of Canada is as large as Great Britain,

France and Austria put together, and will, if ever peopled,
sustain a population of fifty millions." Probably Mr. Howe
did not know that less than one sixth part of the area of the

two Canadas is fit for settlement.

But the Hon. Mr. Mackenzie is a full match for Mr. Howe.
We quote from a book entitled his "Speeches during his

recent visit to Scotland.'' In page 21 he says: "Our prairie

land alone, west of the great lakes, upon which we have but

just entered, extends for a distance of nearly 900 miles, with

a width of at least :>00 miles, and that there is forest land, for

many hundreds of miles to the north and west." But the fol-

lowing crowns the climax: "We have," he said, "between
the Rocky Mountains and the Lake of the Wood--, 1,000 milrs

territory from east to west, by 500 miles from south to north,

fit for settlement." That is, 500.000 square miles or three

hundred and twenty millions of acres, situated north of the



parallel of 49 and the great sand plains, fitfor settlement. As
to what reliance can be placed in this statement, we refer the

reader to our description of the Northwest in previous pages.
We might be permitted, however, to ask : "Were these state-

ments made before British audiences with a view of inducing
British capitalists to lend us more money, and the British

nation to defend the Dominion of Canada in the event of war
with the United States?

"Whatever may have been the object in making such unwar-
rantable statements, we leave the reader to judge. However,

by thus playing on the credulity of his audiences, some were led

to believe these statements to be literally correct. For ex-

ample, the Dundee News, in its comments on the utterances of

Mr. Mackenzie, said Canada contained a "splendid stretch of

prairie and forest land, on which all the inhabitants of Europe
could easily settle ;" and that "no one could help thinking
what a glorious theatre is here prepared for one of the proudest
scenes that has ever been enacted in the world's drama."

Europe contains about three hundred millions of inhabitants,

all of which, we are told,
' ' could easily settle "in the Arctic slope

of North America. Thus, in imagination, the then Premier

carried his audience far down this slope ; indeed, it is not easy
to say at what point northward he terminated his measure-

ments; in fact, he might have extended them much nearer to

the Pole with equal propriety. If the Dundee Neica had been

aware that the boundaries of the Premier's domain included

hundreds of millions of acres comprising deserts, swamps,
mountain regions, and other infertile lands, besides millions

of acres covered by water; had the News been informed that

Canada adjoining the international boundary, between the

Lake of the Woods and the Rocky Mountains, a distance of

800 miles, and for a bre-idth of at least four degrees of latitude,

does not contain twenty millions of acres of land adapted for

settlement, as far as regards the soil, and that hundreds of

millions of acres of the Canadian Northwest are devoid of

wood, that water is scarce over large areas, and that the

winter climate is a terrible one, it might have concluded that

the population of Europe would find but a dreary home on the

Canadian plains.
"

I look upon Canada," said the late Premier,
" as a country

peculiarly favored as to climaU 1

. ns to soil, as to the feelings

of the people, as being the home of a brave, a generous, and
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a powerful nation, and one yet destined to play an important

part in the history of the world. . . .1 am aware that many
people emigrate to Canada, and that some return with feelings

of disappointment. They do not think the river St. Lawrence
is as big as has been said. They do not think that the Falls of

Niagara quite so large as has been stated. They do not think

the lakes are so vast as has been represented to them "
This

is concealing the truth under a shower of words. lie might
as well have said that some return with feelings of disappoint-

ment because there are no whales in Lake Superior. In 1867

Mr. Mackenzie gave the true reason why many have removed
from Canada when he said that Canadians "are now com-

pelled, in consequence of the limited field for settlement

offered in Canada, to seek for homes for themselves in the

United States."

Speaking of the future population of this country, he said:
"
Perhaps not in my lifetime, but possibly in the life of my

immediate successors, a larger population will inhabit the

British portions of North America than now inhabi t the Bri-

tish Isles." He did not name the precise time when British

North America will contain thirty-two millions of people. It

is probable that Mr. Mackenzie's successors will have passed

away long before this country will contain one-fourth of the

present population of the British Isles.

This prophecy as to the future population of this country
reminds us of one of a similar nature by the Canadian dele-

gates to Great Britain in 1862. In an official dispatch asking

Imperial aid to construct the Intercolonial railroad, they told

the British Government that thv; population of these Provinces
"

will numerate at least twelve to fifteen millions in twenty-
five years." When the half of this period expired, the total

population of the Dominion and Newfoundland together did

not exceed four millions, including 100,000 Indians. And in

1887, when the term will expire, there is no probability that

the population of British North America will exceed five

millions.

The fact is, we have been estimating our future millions

without an adequate knowledge, or with exaggerated notions

of the resources of the country. Of this nature
is^thc

asser-

tion of the Hon. Joseph Howe, that the two Canadas could

sustain a population of fifty millions; and that of Sir E. P.

Tache, who said iu 18Go, "That in less than half a century
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Canada," that is Upper and Lower, Canada,
" would embrace

a population equal to that of the large empires of the old

world." Fully one fourth of this time has already expired,

yet the population of these two Provinces is only about three

millions and a quarter. At their present rate of increase, and

we have no reason to believe it will be greater in the future,

many half centuries will expire before the aggregate popula-
tion of Ontario and Quebec will be equal to half that of one

of the small empires of the old world.

In 1874 John Boyd, Esq., in a lecture in the city of St. John,
is reported to have said, in reference to the Dominion, that
" We are great in territory the largest country in the world,

excepting Russia; we have room and homes for 100,000,000

population
" And in a public lecture in the same city in 1877,

by the Rev. James Benuet, the lecturer assumed that "at no

distant date," the Dominion will contain "ten to twenty times"

its present population. He did not name the exact time when
this prophecy shall be fulfilled, but he asked: " Would it be

too much to say that in the future this Dominion may con-

tain 100,000,000 souls? lam not," he said, "a good actuary
to calculate how long it would take at the present rate of pro-

gress, which is about 1 per cent, per annum, to reach that

figure, but assuming the same rate of progress as the United

States during the first century, we since we have about the

same population to begin with which they had should be

40,000,000 during the next century, and, and in another cen-

tury thereafter we should be 100,000,000. Well, we do not

calculate to grow quite so fast. It may be thought that even

100,000,000 during the next 200 years is too much to count

upon." With reference to the sections of the Dominion which

he considered capable of sustaining many people, he said:

"We have irrefragable testimony that the prairie grounds
in our Northwest are more productive than any soils in the

United States, with the exception of those in California."

The area of the prairies he estimated at "480,000 square miles,

or equal to ten States, each the size of New York." But the

most remarkable statement is that "nearly the whole of this

territory is as well or belter fitted for settlement than the best

parts of Ontario. New Brunswick or Nova Scotia, is ready for

the plough, produces wheat and other cereals, and all kinds of

vegetables, of the best quality. There is no doubt," he says,
"

that this district alone is capable of sustaining a population

of 80,000,.000 people."
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Thus, according to Mr. Bennet, we have upwards of three

hundred millions of acres of prairie grounds in the Canadian

Northwest, nearly the whole of which is as well or better

fitted for settlement than the best parts of Ontario, Nova
Scotia or New Brunswick, and is ready for the plough.
We doubt, indeed, if the fertile area of the Canadian North-

west, climatically adapted for settlement, is as large as one of

the small States of the American Union. The great elevation

of the country, and its high northern latitude (hence the severity
of the climate), to say nothing of the grasshopper plague and

the scarcity of wood and water, compel us to dissent from
Mr. Bonnet's figures.

With regard to the aggregate area of the settled provinces,
he said: "from a survey of the whole we may conclude that

not less than a sixth part of it is capable of supporting an

agricultural population, and that in the next century we

may have in it a population of forty or fifty millions of

people."
3Ir. Bennet's calculations are marvellous; let us forget them,

and take the following appropriate advice. He said: "We
must see that we have a cultivable territory, as the hardiest

races will find it impossible to compel granite rocks, sandy
plains, and ice bound soils to yield sustenance to man."

in his work,
" Ocean to Ocean," the Rev. G. M. Grant in-

dulges in visions similar to the foregoing. In page 179 he

says: "We have a great and fertile Northwest, a thousand

miles long and from one to four hundred miles broad, capable
of containing a population of millions." That is, about one

hundred and sixty millions of acres of fertile lands.

At a public meeting held in Inverary, in Scotland, in 187G,

the Rev. Dr. Taylor, an Emigration Agent for Canada, is

represented by the Oban Time* to say that "more than

111,000,000 acres of excellent land had lately been thrown into

the market by a treaty with the Indians." He said he had
seen in the Canadian Northwest "rolling uplands of encr-.

mous sweep, enclosing at one range of vision, and aV more
than one point, a basin one thousand square yards in extent,

every yard of which could be ploughed. . . .In one day he had
seen herds of from 80,000 to 100,000 bison (buffaloes) roaming
about over its undulating plains, while millions of prairie-

birds and waterfowl were met with at intervals all over the

territory." Comment is unnecessary.
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At the close the Marquis of Lome, who presided at the

meeting, very justly recommended that those in search of

homes "should always make sure of knowing as much as

possible about the country they purpose to go to. They should

ask all about it from their friends who hail already, perhaps,

gone out, and that would help to prevent disappointment."
In one of the numerous pamphlets recently published re-

lating to the Northwest, entitled
" Manitoba and the Canadian

Northwest," 1877, p. 15, it is said "
that the total area of the

lands known to be fit for cultivation is estimated at 375,184,000

acres." And in the Peace River region it is asserted that there

are "thousands of acres of crystallized salt," and " thousands

of acres of coal oil fields were found, the tar lying on the

ground being ankle keep." Another of these equally unreli-

able authorities, entitled a " Guide to Manitoba and the Xorth-

west," gives as Professor Macoun's opinion,
" that the farther

one went north the warmer the summers became." In a pam-
phlet containing a series of "Letters by James Trow, M. P.,"

and published by the Department of Agriculture for Canada,
for 1878, p. 23, it is said that "the last census returns show
that Canada produced one-sixth as much wheat, one-fourth as

much oats, one-third as much barley, and as many peas as the

thirty-four States and seven Territories of the United States."

The forty-seven States and seven Territories of the Union in

1870 produced the enormous number of 287,745,620 bushels of

wheat, 282,107,157 bushels of oats. In 1871 Canada, exclu-

sive of Manitoba, whose product is not given in the census,

raised 16,993,365 bushels of wheat, being about one-sixteenth

that of the United States 45,610,029 bushels of oats.

But few, however, have exceeded Lord Dufferiu in this kind

of patriotism. His descriptions of Arctic scenery are very

lively. His " Letters from High Latitudes
"
show, says the

London Times, "that he can be cheerful amid the horrors of

a Spitsbergen winter, and he thought Iceland a charming

place."

Lord Duffefin visited British Columbia in the summer of

1876, and the Red River settlement in the following summer.

Though it is well known that the Pacific Province is a
"
sea

of mountains," and almost worthless as an agricultural country,
and that the section of the Canadian Pacific railroad in that

Province will cost the Dominion about three millions of dol-

lars to every thousand inhabitants British Columbia contains,
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or one million for every thousand it will, in all probability,

contain half a century hence, his Lordship said: It "is a

glorious Province, a Province which Canada should be- proud
to possess, and whose association with the Dominion she

ought to regard as the crowning triumph of confederation."

If British Columbia is the crowning triumph of confedera-

tion, the old Provinces of the Dominion pay well for it when

they sink thirty-five millions of dollars in constructing a rail-

road among its mountains.

His speech in Winnipeg is, however, a gem iu its way. His

Lordship undertook to correct the
"
inadequate idea," which,

he said, is
" entertained by the best educated persons of the

extent of Her Majesty's North American possessions," "by
a summary of the rivers which flow through them."

The length of the river St. Lawrence and its chain of lakes

to Thunder Bay, Lake Superior, he gave at 1,500 miles, and
its main tributary, the Ottawa River, at 550 miles.

'

Of the

water communication between Lake Superior and Red River,
he enumerates the Kamiuistiqua River at 100 miles in length;
Lake Shebandowan and Rainy Lake and River, 200 mileij;

he refers to the Lake of the Woods, and " from thislacustrian

paradise of sylvan beauty
" he passes "to the Winnipeg, a

river whose existence in the very heart and centre of the con-

tinent is in itself," he says,
" one of nature's most delightful

miracles, so beautiful and varied are its rocky banks." Red
River is given at 500 miles in length; the Asiniboiue, 480;
Lake Winnipeg, 300 miles long by GO broad

;
the Saskatchewan,

1,500; he refers to the Arthabaska River; the Mackenzie

River, 2,500, and the Fraser River is given at 1,400 miles

in length.
" In this enumeration," he says,

" those who are acquainted
with the country are aware that, for the sake of brevity, I

have omitted thousands of miles of other lakes and rivers

which water various regions of the Northwest, but the

sketch I have given is more than sufficient for my purpose;
and when it is further remembered that the most of these

si reams flow for their entire length through alluvial plains of

the richest description; where year after year wheat can be
raised without manure, or any sensible diminution in its yield,
and when the soil everywhere presents the appearance of a

highly cultivated suburban kitchen garden in England, enough
has been said to display the agricultural riches of the lerri-

11
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toricslhavo referred to, and the capabilities they posse- of

affording happy and prosperous homes to millions of the

human family."
This enumeration of the chief lines of water-courses shows

undoubtedly that Canada is an immense Dominion, but to sav

"that the most of these streams flow for their entire length

through alluvial plains of the richest description," i

that
" the soil everywhere presents the appearance of a highly

cultivated suburban kitchen garden in England," is certainly

saying far too much.

We have yet to learn where there is a river of any note in

the Dominion which flows for even half its length through
alluvial plains of the richest description. The St. Lawrence
runs through .an immense region of worthluss country. The
Ottawa and its numerous tributaries are in a Laurentian region.

The streams and lakes between the Ottawa and Red River

valley, a thousand miles, are also in a Laureutinn region, con-

taining but few spots fit for settlement. His Excellency
omitted to say that the country adjoining Rain}' Lake and

River, and that adjoining the Lake of the "Woods, on the south,

is United States property. The Red River is the only .stream of

note within the habitable part of the arctic slope which flows

through alluvial plains for the greater part of its length. But

he omitted to say that four hundred miles of this river is in the

United States, and that of its fertile valley, which is 315 miles in

length, two hundred and fifteen miles are in the Republic.

The Assiniboine and some of its tributaries flow through an

area of good land, as well as sand plains and other infertile

lands. The south branch of the Saskatchewan i.- chiefly in the

great desert. The north arm of this river is the only stream

in this part of the Dominion which passes through any great

extent of fertile land. And this tract does not po^ess the

agricultural capabilities ascribed to it. It is far north and is

elevated from 1,500 to 3,000 feet above the sea, and contains

large areas of infertile soil.

It is said there is a large extent of fertile l;>nJ in the Peace

River valley; and there may be tracts of fertile lands in the

valleys of the Arthabaska, Mackenzie and other Arctic rivers

of the far north, but the Lord help those whose lot may be

cast for a winter in those icy regions. And as to the I

and other rivers of British Columbia, they are in the most

worthless region, in an agricultural point of view, to be found

on the American continent.



Such speeches as that of Lord Duffcrin's r.t Winnipeg, how-

ever well intended, are a positive injury to a country like the

Dominion. They only tend to cherish delusions, and often

lead to disappointments of a serious nature. No country in

the world has suffered more from such visiorary views than

British North America.

In its review of the Governor General's speech, the London
said:

" What Lord DuSerin tells us is that we possess''

in North America "space and material capabilities for a

population many times larger than our own, in a climate not

more ungenial than that endured ]>y a large part of these

islands. We are proud of our rivers, our few lakes, our

scenery, and our many triumphs over nature." He tells us,

says the Times, that
" the Canadian Dominion surpasses us in

all these points. Y>~e have there all that we prize preeminently,
that which we seem to prize most of all, whether individually
or as a nation illimitable space. . . .Art having done its work,
nature is to resume its sway. That might seem impossible,

but Lord Duffcrin indicates a sense in which even this extra-

vagant aspiration may be fulfilled, not here and there by a

party of settlers, but by the whole population of the British

Isles a dozen times over."

That is, the Dominion is capable of sustaining four hundred

millions of people. Probably twelve or fifteen millions would
be as many as the Dominion could sustain by means of its

own resources.

The London Times continues: "We have all been wanting
another England, Ireland and Scotland in the air, and there

they are, safely landed within our own latitudes, a three

weeks voj'age off. The succession of enormous distances and

strange sin prises through which Lord Dufferin takes his

hearers reads more like a voyage to a newly discovered satel-

lite than one to a region hitherto regarded simply as the fag
c 1,1.1 of A merit"!, and a waste bit of the world."

i Lord DulTerin has recently finished his term as Governor

'.-.il ;!' !>:;;!: h North America. His presidency has been
'

marked by i;;v;;t >tatesman.-liip ; ai:<! as a citizen of the country,
^hii-.h he truly was hi* lofty elo'jucMoc, lively conceptions,

and brilliant imagination, wm- fully employed in favor of the

I

Dominion of Canada on every befitting occasion ; consequently
he inherited the lr-t feeling- and highest regard of all classes

of the C'anadian people.



CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILROAD.

During the three years following 1857, Captain Palliser was

employed by the British Government in exploring the country
between Ottawa and the Pacific Ocean, with a view of finding

a practicable route fora railroad between these two points.

After making a careful survey of this vast region, he declined

f to
" recommend the Imperial Government to construct, or it

may be said, to favor a thoroughfare !>3
T this line of route.

either by land or water
" " Nor can I," he said, "advise such

heavy expenditure as would necessarily attend the construc-

tion of any exclusively British line of road between Canada
and the Red River settlement." He says: "My knowledge
of the country, on the whole, would never lead me to advo-

cate a line of communication from Canada across the continent

to the Pacific exclusively through British territory. The time

has now forever gone by for effecting such an object ;
and the

unfortunate choice of an astronomical boundary line has com-

pletely isolated the central American possessions of Great

Britain from Canada in the east, and also almost debarred them

from any eligible access from the Pacific coast on the west."

However, strange to say, in less than teuj'ears after Captain
Palliser made his report, and before making additional sur-

veys, the Dominion Parliament passed Acts providing for the

construction of a railroad through this region, besides branch

lines, and the whole to be completed in ten years. In conse-

quence of the great difficulty of finding a suitable route, more
than five years expired before the work of construction was

commenced.
Such is the character of the country that after seven years

spent by a large number of surveying parties, at a cost of

$3,416,893 up to July 1877, the line had not been located up to

the same month in 1878. The cost of the'. survey alone will

probably amount to four millions, a sum suflieien) to construct

one hundred miles of railroad in the Lower Provinces. of the

Dominion. If the amount of lime and money spent in making
the surveys is a fair index to the future, the cost of construct-

ing the Canadian Pacific railroad will be enormous.



The length of an air line iK-tween Ottawa and Burrard Inlet,

on the east side of the Strait of Georgia, is 2,160 miles; hut

the shortest route surveyed between these two points is 2.774

miles. The variations in altitude and the amount of curvia-

ture of the line, especially in the mountain regions, together

with the great extent of tunnelling, point to immense cost of

construction and maintenance. Add to this the Red River

branch, si miles, and the Lake Superior branch, both under

construction, and we have 2,800 miles of railroad to construct

between Ottawa and Burrard Inlet at the Strait of Georgia.

And still the western terminus by railroad route is 234 miles,

besides thirteen miles by navigation, east of Esquimault, the

nearest suitable harbor on that part of the Pacific coast, mak-

ing a total of 3,124 miles of railroad, exclusive of bridging the

Strait of Georgia.

Up to February 1877, the date of the Chief Engineer's last

report, all the lines through British Columbia unite in the

Yellow Head Pass, in the Rocky Mountains, and vary in

length, in the mountain region, from 464 to 350 miles. How-

ever, in consequence of the great difficulties of an engineering

nature, and the proximity of the most favorable route to the

I'nited States boundary, every effort has been made to find a

more northern route. The terminus at Burravd Inlet is close

to the international boundary for a considerable distance at

the Pacific end of the line, and against that at Bute Inlet there

are serious objections. The cost of the work in British

Columbia alone has been estimated at $36,500,000 to Burrard

Inlet, or 34,400,000 to Bute Inlet. These are enormous

figures, considering the distance. The terminus at Burrard

Inlet has been adopted as the only feasible one at the Pacific

end of (he line. It is now estimated that the remaining part

of the line to Esquimault would cost about twenty-seven
millions of dollars.

It is obvious that the difficulties of obtaining a practicable

route through British Columbia, and an ocean terminus on the

Pacific coast, are unprecedented. The Strait of Georgia,

though chiefly in the Dominion, is almo.-t useless as a path for

ships between the main land and the ocean. The British

naval authorities on that station say that the navigation of the

Straits by the north of Vancouver Island "
is decidedly un-

favorable." and the approach by the South of Vancouver

Island to the Strait of Georgia is through passages more or



less intricate. Still, the main passage is capable of accommo-

dating large class vessels. But the passages are between, or

at no great distance from the San Juan Islands, which belong
to the United States. "All the u:;val authorities admit," says
Mr. Fleming,

"
that vessels on their course" to the inner ter-

minus of the Canadian Pacific railroad " would be exposed to

the guns of the United States in the event cf hostilities."

And Rear Admiral A. De Horsey, who made a survey of the

approaches in IS77, rejects "all idea of a terminus'' for the

railroad on the north of Vancouver Island, and says of the

south passage that the San Juan and Stuart Islands "form
the key of the navigation inside Vancouver Island. In

the case of war with the United States that power might

readily stop our trade through Haro Strait [San Juan was
visited last month, September, 1877, by General Sherman,
I believe with a view to its fortification.] The

]

sion of San Juan might enable the United States, in

case of Avar, to cut off our supply from the coal mines by
He therefore recommends the adoption of an outer terminus

for the railroad as the only convenient one. But this involves

thirteen miles of navigation across the Strait of Georgia, i;r,d

the construction of 2o4 miles of additional railroad, 183 of

which is on Vancouver Island, making the total length of the

Pacific railroad and branches 3,124 miles. It has been pro-

posed to bridge Seymour Narrows, a distance, says Admiral

Horsey,
" of 2,575 feet, in two spans of respectively 1,2-00 and

1,:'50 fret. To execute this work the middle pier has to be

erected on a rock said to be eighteen feet under water at low

tide, with a velocity of tide over it cf from five to eight knots.

This," he say:--.
" would be a work of vast magnitude and ex-

pense, even if it be practicable to place a foundation on the

rock; Avhich I doubt, as there is hardly any slack tide. Nor
must it be forgotten that bridging Seymour Narrows would,

as regards large ships, obstruct the only practicable channel

between Vancouver Island and the main land. This alone

should, in my opinion, preclude its attempt." Mr. Fuming
says:

" The bridging from the main shore to Vanc.juvcr would

be unprecedented in magnitude, and that its cost would be

indeed enormous,"

Thus, the Pacific end Of the Canadian railroad \\ ill not have

an ocean terminus, unless a bridge shall he constructed across

the Narrow?, and the railroad extended to the ocean. In.
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place of a bridge, Admiral Horsey recommends the construc-

tion of a pile dock terminus on each side of the Strait of

Georgia, and "ferrying a train" from one terminus to the

other, a distance, he says, of thirteen miles, being four miles

wider than the winter mail route between Prince Edward
Island and New Brunswick. Some such means of transit ;-.s

that named by the Admiral may possibly be required towards

the end of the next century, but during the remaining part of

the present century, at least, the resources of the Dominion
will be taxed to their utmost in order to construct the section

between Lake Superior and the Strait of Georgia, a length,

together with the Red River branch, of 1,060 miles.

However, as Mr. Fleming says, as it has " been determined

to establish a railway through Canada to the Pacific coast," it

is important that we should have some idea of the burdens to

be imposed en the tax-payers of the Dominion. The cost has

been variously estimated at from $140,000,000 to $160,000,000,

and as high as two hundred millions. Indeed, such is the

nature of the work it is impossible to estimate the cost at pre-

sent. Assuming that the Canadian Pacific railroad and

branches can be constructed for the same price per mile as the

Intercolonial railroad, say $44,000, one hundred and forty
millions ought to be sufficient, exclusive of the cost of the

Seymour Narrows ferry. But when we consider that the

Intercolonial railroad is in a comparatively level country,

thickly settled for considerable distances along the line, and

that no part of it is far from the base of supplies, and on the

other hand, looking at the remote situation of the Pacific

route, the paucity of population, and the almost insurmount-

able okvtaek'S of an engineering character in the way. in

timate is too low by a sum not less than from $18,000 to

s'2-.),()00 per mile, in British Columbia alone; and when we
consider that in this region the Coast and Sierra Nevada

ranges of the South are united in one sea of Cascade moun-

tains, besides the Rocky and numerous subsidiary ranges, Mr.

Fleming's estimates may be too low. One line, 493 miles in

length, he estimates at $35,000,000; another, 464 miles, at

;!';), 000, 0'X), and a third, 550 miles, is estimated to cost

",(0,000. The cost of tunnelling in the mountain regions

through which the Pacific line is run will be immense; and
the cost of bridging will have but few parallels. On the

plains alone, the aggregate length of the bridging if, over two



and a half miles, and the height of the bridges varies from

forty to one hundred and ten feet. The parts under construc-

tion are comparatively cheap lines to build. The bridges arc

being constructed of wood, which in consequence of the

scarcity of suitable timber along the line on the plains, cannot

fail to be costly. Where suitable timber is plenty and con-

venient, bridges constructed of wood only cost half the price

of iron bridges, but, according to Mr. Fleming's view of such

works on the Intercolonial railroad, it is
" a very grave error

to build the bridges of wood." "The saving effected in the

first outlay from the employment of wooden bridges would be

very small, not to be mentioned as an equivalent for the re-

duced standard of the railway, or for the increased annual

charge for repairs and renewal.-:, for the risk of accidents by
fire, or for the increased danger of life and property." He

I says: "The average length of life of a wooden bridge has

proved to be about twelve years." And that
"

it is apparent
that one-twelfth, or eight and one-third per cent, of the whole

cost is chargeable against it every year for renewals.
"

Probably
there is no part of the world where the danger of destruction of

bridges by fire is greater than on these plains. Fires, once

started, have an unbounded sweep over the vast plains of the

west and northwest.

And the wilderness regions, east and west of the plains, are

largely covered with forest growth. That part between the

plains and Ottawa is generally described as a boilcd-up sea of

crystalline rocks. Between the rocky ranges there are numerous

and extensive swamps, and the rocky ridges tower in height
far above the swamps and the deep valleys, which in many
places intervene. Some of the ranges lie "at nearly right

angles to the general course of the railway line, causing great

variations of altitude, with occasional high gradients, involv-

ing a considerable proportion of heavy work," including

tunnelling.

In the absence of an official estimate of the cost of this rail-

way, one hundred and sixty millions of dollars may not be ton

high. We may here observe that the greater part of the pub-

lic works in the Provinces have cost more than the original

estimate. The Intercolonial railroad, for example, according
to Major Robinson's report, should have been constructed,

from Halifax to Quebec, for about $24,000,000. It CO*,

including the section constructed by the Grand Trunk
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Company, and taking into account the additional distance

built, forty-seven mi' 3 at least, four millions more than Major
Robinson's estimate.

The Premier of the Dominion, Mr. Mackenzie, in a public

speech in Sarnia in 1875, said: "We shall be able to accom-

plish the connection of our western with our eastern waters by
1890." That is 2,060 mUes of railroad from Lake Superior to

Burrard Inlet, including the Red River branch, is to be com-

pleted in about fift
; years. The Intercolonial railroad,

between Riviere du Limp and Truro, which is not a quarter of

this distance, occupied seven years in building. Thus, one

hundred millions of dollfws, exclusive of the cost of enlarging
the St. Lawrence canals, is to be added to the debt of this

country by 1890. And when built, this long section will be

almost useless, except to the United States, during half the

year, when the navigation of Lake Superior is closed. The
cost of working the road from Lake Superior to the Pacific

waters, and the interest on the capital, will be a very heavy

charge indeed. If the cost of working the whole road from

Ottawa to the Pacific will amount to
" not less than $8,000,000

per annum," and the interest on the capital to $8,000,000 more,
as stated by the Premier, the Dominion will gain most when
her Pacific railroad is not in operation. Against these large
sums two millions is set down for revenue.

Evidently the inhabitants of the Dominion, especially those

of the Atlantic Provinces, have not begun to count the cost of

constructing and maintaining this gigantic work, nor have

they generally estimated the end to be accomplished Ity its

construction. When we consider that the main line passes,
for one thousand five hundred miles, through mountain regions
of the most worthless character, and that hundreds of miles of

the remaining distance are in swamps and other infertile regions,
and looking at the northern aspect of the whole country, the

great depth of snow which falls in the mountain regions, it

must be obvious to every thoughtful mind, especially to the

tax payers of the Dominion, that the Canadian Pacific rail-

road will be the greatest mark of human folly, except the

tower of Babel, ever constructed.^ If there was any prospect
i
of trade at the terminus, or at any intermediate point on the

line, some hope might be entertained that in the distant future

this road might pay half its working expenses. But when we
consider that it begins nowhere and ends nowhere, so far as

12

'
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regards future population or trade, it is vain to hope. British

Columbia, containing in 1878 only about twelve thousand

inhabitants, never can have more than a few isolated settle-

ine_n,ts here and there among its mountains. And these have

the United States settlements on the Pacific coast as their

immediate neighbors, and it never can be otherwise. The
nearest settlements in Canada will always be remote from
each other, and the road through the mountain region to them
will be precarious. And the natural line of communication
between Manitoba and the other communities of this conti-

nent is not with Canada in the east, but through the United

States on the south, by the railroads now being constructed

in that direction. The fertile part of the Red River valley is

more than two thirds of its length in the United States, hence

the adjoining State of Minnesota is the nearest neighbor to the

Northwest settlements of the Dominion. Canada on the

Pacific, and Ottawa in the east, and the Red Rirer region in

the centre, are too far apart to be neighbors. By the close of

the present century a railroad may be constructed between

the Straits of Georgia and Lake Superior, by means of which

and the navigation of Lakes Huron and Superior for a dis-

tance of about 605 miles, communication with the eastern

Provinces would be open for half the year. During the other

half all communication would be through the United States.

When we compare the Canadian Pacific route with the

Southern, Central and Northern Pacific railroads of the United

States, we may be told that the three latter lines also pass

over extensive regions of desert and rocky country. True;

; but all these lines connect with eastern railroads passing

i. through the most extensive regions of fertile lauds to be found

'i

on the American Continent, inhabited by forty-five millions of

( people. The Southern Pacific road runs through an immense

area of fertile country, and the Central Pacific, terminating

in California, has a great future before it. This State is one

of the richest, and is destined to be one of the most populous

Stales in the Union. And the Northern Pacific railroad is

constructed from Duluth, at the head of Lake Superior, 500

miles, to the Yellowstone River at Bismarck. 200 miles west

of Red River. Upwards of twenty steamers navigate the

Yellowstone to Bismarck. The Northern Pacific is connected

at Breckenridge by a branch railroad from St. Paul, 210

miles in length, and also with the great network of railroads
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in the Western and Eastern States. From the 100th degree of

longitude the Northern Pacific will pass through an immense

region of infertile country, until it reaches the fertile valley

of the Columbia River. The section between Bismarck and

the navigable waters of the Columbia River will be constructed

in a few years. The distance between the mouth of this river

and Esquimault, the future terminus of the Canadian Pacific

railroad, is only 150 miles. Hence there will be two compet-

inglinesof railroad, near together, for the Asiatic trade, both at

about equal distance, 4,000 nautical miles, from Yokohama in

Japan, or 5,3oO from Shanghai in China.

The Northern Pacific railroad will be completed in all pro-

liability long before the Canadian line. The distance to build

is not half so great as that of the Canadian, and the resources

of the Columbia River region are much greater than those of

British Columbia, and therefore afford greater inducements

to construct the United States line. Besides, the compara-

tively broad valley of the Columbia affords an easy pass

through the Cascade mountains. Already the United States

have a railroad in operation from the Columbia river, about

one hundred miles 'northward, with a view to its extension to

the Strait of Georgia at British Columbia, thus preparing
the way to divert the trade of British Columbia into the.

United States, as will also be the case with the trade of the

Canadian Northwest. Flourishing towns and extensive set-

tlements have already sprung up, both north and south of the

Columbia River. This river and its branches-innavigable for

more than a thousand miles in the United States, besides for

two hundred miles or more near its source, in British Columbia ;

thus opening up a passage for the Jimber, coal and other

mineral products of the interior, to the ocean. Its waters

teem with fish.

It is evident however, that two lines of railroad to the Paci-

fic, so near to each other, and through so much worthless

country, are not required. One line will be sufficient for fifty

years to come.

If the Dominion desired to connect Manitoba by railroad

with the railroads of the cast, a much more feasible route

might be found than the one proposrd. By the end of 1878

the Red River branches, one on each side of the international

boundary, will probably be finished, and connection made
with Duluth, at the head of Lake Superior, a distance of about
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455 miles from Port Garry. And, "assuming," says Mr.

Fleming, "the Duluth Railway to lye extended along the

south shore of Lake Superior to Sault Ste. Marie, the outlet of

Lake Superior bridged at that point, and the railway con-

tinued thence into Canada by the north shore of Lake Huron,
thus forming the most direct possible connection between

Duluth and the cities of Canada." We add: a continuous

line of railroad to Ottawa might now be in operation, the

total distance being about 1,230 miles, one third of which is

between Ottawa and the outlet of Lake Superior. Thus

about 410 miles would be Canada's portion in the east. If

this route had been adopted the Lake Superior section would

be constructed by the United States, and the Dominion would

save upwards of thirty millions of dollars in construction in

this region alone, besides years and millions of dollars wasted

in making surveys. But the Dominion powers have decided

otherwise, and the people must submit.

When properly understood it is doubtful if a single elec-

toral district could be found in the Atlantic Provinces that

would favor the construction of the Canadian Pacific railroad.

"What benefit, direct or indirect, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick

and Prince Edward Island can possibly derive from this work

we cannot divine. One thing is clear, however, that being

large consumers of foreign products, these three Provinces

will have to pay a large share of the heavy taxes which future

Parliaments will be compelled to impose. And it is doubtful

if there are many constituencies in Quebec or Ontario which

would vote in favor of its construction. The inhabitants in

the valley of the St. Lawrence may derive some benefit from

the expenditure of vast sums of money in the granite wilder-

ness in their rear. But how long the people who do the work,

tnd the money they may receive, will remain in the Dominion

after the road is constructed, is a question easily answered.

In a word, the Dominion is about to tax its people, and ex-

pend an immense sum of money for the benefit of the United

States. But there has been a cry raised of loyalty to Canada,

and for this the leaders of the two political parties in the

Dominion have pledged the country to an expenditure for a

worthless work equal to a war dvbt. As to the liabilities of

the Dominion the reader is referred to the article. Debt and

Population, in another part of this work.



DEBT AND POPULATION.

"The chapter of National debts, "said the Right Hon. W. E.

Gladstone,
"
isas^umiug. . . .a painful and baleful prominence

a<* a social and political fact of modern experience.
" What he

said of " borrowing becoming the standing vice of almost every

country in Europe," is equally true in regard to the United

States and the Dominion of Canada. Nowhere has "this

mischievous and injurious process
" had so injurious effect as

in these two countries since I860.

After showing the amount of national debt Great Britain

and some other European nations owed, he referred to the

debt of the United States as
"
something wonderful wonder-

ful as the creation of four years, amounting to nearly

3,000,000,000 dollars. Looking at these figures, a man would
be struck with something like despair, but if we look at the

position of the country which has to bear the burden I must
confess that I think the future of America, as far as finance is

concerned will not be attended with any embarrassments.

I do not believe that that debt will constitute any difficulty

for the American people." He said: "I do not hesitate to

declare I contemplate with the least anxiety. . . .the debt of the

United States." Such are the vast resources of the country
"
that in a moderate time it will be brought within very small

limits, and may, even within the lifetime of persons now liv-

ing, be effaced altogether." lie said the United States raised

"the largest sum of any country in the world for the pur-

poses of a central government."
Since Mr. Gladstone uttered these words the United States

has paid nearly five hundred millions of her national debt,

and has reduced her taxes largely, and thereby the cost of

living in the Union.

No countries in Europe have suffered more from war debts

than Britain and France, and none possess greater ability to

pay. The recuperative powers of these two nations have no

parallel in Europe. The speedy manner in which France

paid her immense war debt which arose out of her recent war
with Prussia, astonished tlie world. And Great Britain's debt,

which is about $".900,000^000, though immense,, is .not looked

upon as too great a burden to the nation.
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But the natural resources of both these countries together are

limited when compared with those of the United States. The

population of the latter already exceeds the aggregate popula-
tion of the British Isles and the Dominion of Canada liy eight

millions, and may within the lifetime of persons now living
exceed the total population of both Great Britain and France.

To what extent the burdens imposed upon a country by
means of a large debt retard its progress is not easy to esti-

mate. Where the resources are immense, as in Great Britain,

France and the United States, the burden is comparatively

light.

The United States tables, showing the amount of the public
debt of that country from 1790 to the present time, are highly

suggestive. The population of the Union at that date was
about equal to that of the Dominion of Canada in 1878. The
national debt of the former was then only $75,403,476, being
less than half that of the Dominion at the latter date. At the

beginning of the present century it was less than eighty-one
millions. It rose to one hundred and twenty-seven millions

of dollars at the close of the war with Great Britain in 1812-14.

It then fell gradually, until in 1836 it was only thirty-seven

thousand five hundred dollars. From this date it rose gra-

dually to $64,842,287 in 1860, Avheu the rebellion commenced.

It -was during the time when she had comparatively no debt,

no taxes, that the United States made her greatest progress.

It was before she felt the burdens of a public debt that her

population increased most rapidly. In consequence of the

rebellion, her debt rose to $2,773,236.173 in 1866. On the first

of March 1869 it was $2,.">2.-..4!i3.260, and on January first,

1878, it was reduced to $2,045,955,442; thus there was nearly

four hundred and eighty millions paid in less than nine years.

In the years previous to the current depression in trade she

paid nearly one hundred millions of dollars a year. The pay-

ments in the last year show signs of returning prosperity. If

prosperous times immediately return, and continue, the United

States debt ought to be reduced to a small figure by 1890, and

paid in full before the end of the present century.

From this sketch of the debt of the United States let us sec

how (lie Dominion stands. Whilein the Provinces we have

been viewing the United States debt as enormous, it is doubt-

ful if we arc generally aware to what magnitude the public

debt of Canada has been increasing,
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At the formation of the Dominion in 1867, the public debt

amounted to ^380^756, *,ty/
Manitoba became a Province of Canada in 1870; British

Columbia in the following year, and Prince Edward Island in

1873, consequently a large amount was added to the public

debt. On the first of July, 1877, the net debt of the Dominion
amounted to over one hundred and thirty-three millions of

dollars, and the annual interest, which is nearly all paid in

Europe, is about seven millions. To the present debt may be

added thirty millions in consequence of existing contracts for

enlargement of the canals of the St. Lawrence, and the^ con-

struction of the Pacific railroad, which will make the net

debt of the Dominion upwards of one hundred and sixty-three

millions of dollars. This is a greater debt by thirty-six mil-

lions of dollars than the United States owed at any one time

previous to the recent rebellion in the Union. Hence the

public debt of Canada is nearly equal per head of population
to that of the United States, without comparatively any re-

sources to fall back upon as means of payment. At the pre-

sent rate of increase of the Canadian debt, and decrease of

that of the United States, the Dominion will, in a very few

years, owe more than double, per head of population, than

the United States.

If the Dominion fulfils her obligations to British Columbia,
if she continues to construct the Pacific railroad, her chapter
of public debt has only began.
In 1875 Sir A. T. Gait, one of the ablest and most far-seeing

statesmen in the Dominion, said:
"
Respecting the liabilities

of the country, I look with the greatest alarm at their rapid
and enormous increase. Commenced by Sir John, and con-

tinued and endorsed by Mr. Mackenzie, they are augmenting
in a ratio far exceeding any possible growth of our population

/or resources, and must inevitably soon reach such a point as

will grievously press upon our industry. Though expendi-

,
ture may for the moment add to the business activity of the

1

country, and be useful at a period of serious commercial de-

pression, yet if such outlay be not reproductive at a very

eaily day it is evident that the taxation incident to it will

prove an intolerable burden....! consider the proposition

perfectly monstrous that for the sake of the sparse population
on the Pacific coast that the prosperity of the four millions of

people east of Lake Superior should be arrested, and their
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political independence jeopardized I believe nine-tenths of

the people of Canada are convinced that the construction of

the Pacific railway is, at this time, and will lie for many long

years, wholly unnecessary The frank and honest courx- is

to tell British Columbia that the engagement was improvi-

dent, and its fulfilment impossible; to offer reasonable equi-
valents for its abandonment It is, however, certain that

even were the other engagements made and pledges given re-

specting the canal system, that and other works will task all the

resources of the country for years to come."

Since Sir A. T. Gait penned these lines over seventeen

millions of dollars have been added to the debt of the

Dominion, besides what is due on existing contracts, while

in the same time the population has increased but slowly.
The increase in the public taxes of the Dominion will be

more readily understood from the fact that in 1867 the total

outlay by the Central Government was about thirteen and a

half millions of dollars, while last year it amounted to nearly

twenty-three and a quarter millions. And in the face of this

heavy amount of taxation, and the vast accumulation of debt,

the volume of trade has within a few years decreased about

fifty millions, and consequently there is a deficit of $3,361,000

in the revenue in the last two fiscal years. Notwithstanding,
the Dominion is under statutory obligations to construct

about 2,890 miles of railroad between the Ottawa River and

the Pacific Ocean. Thus the finances and obligations of this

country have assumed a shape calculated to create alarm

among its inhabitants as well as among the public creditors.

The cost of the Pacific railroad and branches is variously

estimated at from one hundred and forty to one hundred and

sixty millions of dollars. Whatever the cost may be the

money has to be borrowed in Great Britain, and the interest,

together with that on the present debt, has to be paid to

European bankers.

Every budget speech by the Finance Minister shows how
difficult and how costly an affair it is for Canada to borrow

money. The Dominion has no wealthy bankers, like Aus-

tralia, able to float her bills in the money markets of England,
hence she cannot borrow on as favorable terms as Australia.

Besides, the latter is far removed from the dangers of war,

while an angry word on the part of the United States against

Canada would close the money market of Britain against the
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Dominion. And what would tend to increase the difficulty of

borrowing is the fact, says the Finance Minister,
" that

$150,000,000 of British capital was invested in private enter-

prise in Canada, and which were paying no dividends, and

bearing in mind the burdens we had to bear, it was not to be

expected we could successfully compete with the Australians

in the London markets."

Thus one of the most discouraging features in connection

with the debt of the Dominion is that it has been chiefly in-

curred by means of the construction of works which have not

paid the cost of management and repairs. Such is the case

with regard to the canals of Canada. The Intercolonial rail-

road, and the Prince Edward Island railroad, British Columbia,

and the Northwest, continue to cost immense sums over and

above income.

The cost of working the Intercolonial railroad between

Riviere du Loup and Halifax in 1877, was 1,461,673
llevenue derived 1,154,445

Expenditure over income 307,228

And as to the Pacific railroad there can only be one opinion,
and that is, it will be absolutely ruinous to the Dominion.

The question is, who are to pay this vast amount of debt,

present and prospective? Looking at the great increase in the

human family within the last fifty years, and taking into ac-

count the large emigration from Europe in that time, we may
fairly conclude that in the future the emigration from Europe
and Asia will be much larger than in the past. In the British

Islands, and in many other parts of the old nations, nearly all

the available lands are occupied, hence profitable employment
is not increasing in proportion to population.
The great facilities for travelling and transit in the present

age will give an impetus to the migratory movement of the

future. Countries which were remote even a quarter of a

century ago, are now, by means of steam power, brought very
near to each other; and by telegraph far distant countries

hold momentary converse. Thus, by these and other means,

Europe and America are united, and Asia is not far off.

Within the last sixty years nine millions of Europeans have
settled in the United States and adjoining Provinces. Of
these, eight millions went to the States. The influx has been

gradual, and recently from almost all countries. A large
13



proportion was from the British Isles, many came from Ger-

many, and now distant China is sending a quota to California.

The immigration of Europeans has had a highly beneficial

influence in keeping the progressive forces of civilization in

North America rightly adjusted. All classes and nationali-

ties have mingled and joined in the national life of the country
of their adoption.

That the tide of human life will continue to flow from the

shores of the old States of the world to the American conti-

nent, and at an increased rate, there is but little doubt.

Europe is nearly full of people, and opposite the west coast of

America there are more than six hundred millions of hungry
Asiatics, millions of whom may find their way to America.

There are, however, many things connected with Asiatic

life that may be obstacles in the way of a large emigration
Jrom that counlry at present.

Emigration is one of the great social problems of the- age,

and will continue to be so as long as there are fertile lands in

America for sale. And the redundant population of the old

States of the world will be compelled to emigrate. It is only
the wretchedness and poverty of the people that prevents mil-

lions of them from leaving their homes at present. However,

people desirous of fleeing from heavy taxes at home, may feel

reluctant to emigrate to a country equally burdened by taxation

and debt. It is therefore important that the taxation of these

American nationalities should be kept within reasonable limits.

The following tabular statement shows the past, and an

estimate of the future, population and debt of the Dominion
of Canada for the years named therein :

YEAR.
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The population of the Provinces has been of slow growth

during the last twenty year?, since the fertile lauds of Ontario

have been disposed of; and it may be expected to be slow in

the future in all the old Provinces, where there is but little

fertile land remaining unsold.

And as to the Northwest it remains to be seen how far set-

tlement will extend down the arctic slope. The obstacles in

the way are very great indeed, much greater than in the

eastern Provinces. The foregoing estimates of population
for the present and two following decades are not half as large

as those generally made by Canadian authorities, as will be

seen by reference to other pages under the head of
"
Exaggerations."
In the foregoing table one hundred thousand may be added

to each decade for Indians. As they do not pay taxes, but are

themselves a heavy tax on the Dominion, we have not included

them in the table.

If the Dominion is not progressing rapidly in population,
she certainly is progressing in the accumulation of debt, as

will appear by reference to the last table. The total debt,

including what is due on existing contracts, is about two hun-

dred millions of dollars. Against this amount there are assets

a shown in the table
;
but some of them are not worth much

as a means of payment.

As, according to the Chief Engineer's Report, it has "been
determined to establish a railway through Canada to the

Pacific coast,'
1 and that the part between Lake Superior and

the Pacific is to be built by 1890, as announced by the late

Premier, we have based our estimates of prospective debt on

these enunciations. However, it would be well to extend the

time when this section shall be finished to the end of the

present century.

Evidently boasting and borrowing have become standing
vices in the Dominion of Canada, and we sometimes boast

most about that which is most worthless.

And it is now obvious that the population of the United

States in 1880 will be more than ten millions less than that

estimated by statisticians of that country. Thisisagreat dif-

ference in ten years. Indeed, the population of the Republic

may not exceed fifty^eight millions in 1890, or seventy mil-

lions at the end of the present century; that is upwards of

thirty millions less than that estimated by United States
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authorities. Sir Charles W. Dilke, in his
" Greater Britain,"

dated 1869, says: "At the present rate of increase, in sixty

years there will be two hundred and fifty millions of

Englishmen dwelling in the United States alone." This

estimate probably is too large by more than one hundred
millions.

The United Slates and the Dominion arc so remarkably
united by nature, as well as by roads, railroads and other

means of communication, and also by commercial interests,

and the Provinces arc so largely dependent on the States, that

it is almost, impossible for the latter to develop their own
resources unless in a commercial union, at least, with the

United States. Without a union of interests, the Provinces

cannot retain their own population. Nothing less than a

market in the States as free as that between State and Slate

will meet the growing wants of the Dominion.

And such is the social character of these two nationalities,

that the conventional line that divides them is disregarded by
their inhabitants except in their commercial relations. There

are comparatively few families in the Provinces but what have

relatives in the United States. And the laws and institutions

of the two countries are so nearly alike that their inhabitants

pay but little respect to any distinctions that may exist. There

is a general commingling of the adjoining peoples; indeed, in

some places it is not easy to make out who belongs to the

States and who is Canadian. Some farms are divided by the

international boundary. The patriotic convictions of many
of the people along the boundary are a matter of mere con-

venience or self-interest. And of the immigrants, many enter

the States by way of the River St. Lawrence, and others pass

through the United States on their way to Canada. By these

and many other ways the States and Provinces are gradually

becoming one people.

And immigrants from the British Islands largely prefer the

States to the Provinces as a home; and those coming from

other countries to America nearly all go to the United Slates.

In 1870 there were 2,G2G,241 natives of the British Isles in the

United States. Of these 1,855,827 were from Ireland, while

in 1871 there were only 485,524 from these Isles in the four

oriirinal Provinces of the Dominion.
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The population of the States anil Provinces has been

largely augmented by immigration, as the following figures

show:

The number of foreigners who settled in the United States in the
ten years ending in 1840, was 5! JO. 125

In the decade ending 1850 1,713 _'."!

" " " 160. 2,508,214" 1870 2,41)1,451
In the six years ending 187G 1,8%,782

Those of foreign birth residing in the United States in 1870

numbered 5,567,200.

Canadian Im migration. The number of immigrants re-

ported a* having settled in Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia and

Now Brunswick, were:

In the decade ending in 1861. . . . .232,000
1871 199,093

In the six years ending 1877 206,093

These last numbers include 7,923 Mennouites and Icelanders

who settled in Manitoba. The expenditure for the last six

years named in the last table amounted to $1,515,670.

The total number of persons in these four Provinces who
were born in other countries, was:

In 1S61. . 677,007
In 1871 583,822

Decrease in ten years 94,115

Thus there were ninety-four thousand less persons in these

Provinces in 1871, who were born in other countries, than

there were in 1861, while the number of immigrants was only

thirty-three thousand less.

According to the rate of increase in these four Provinces

between 1851 and 1861, there should have been nearly four

hundred and forty-eight thousand more people in them in 1871,

than there were in 1861. Probably a large number of the

immigrants who are reported as settlers afterwards re-

moved to the United States, and were recorded there as im-

migrants from Europe, though man*,' of them may have

resided in the Provinces for years.

The United States census for ISfiO shows a population of

2-19.970 British Americans in the Union. In 1870 the number
was nearly double, being 40:),404. These facts show that the

- annual emigration from the Dominion to the States is fully us
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large as that from Europe to the Dominion. And this is

confirmed by the report of the Rev. P. E. Gendreau, who was
sent in 1873 to make "

enquiry into the emigration which"
was then ' '

going on from our country to various points in the

American Union. The total of 800,000," he said,
"
may per-

haps be admitted as representing the population which has

emigrated from Canada to the United States, including their

descendants born in the latter country."
In the six years ending 1876, 204,611 persons removed from

the four original Provinces of the Dominion to the United

States; Quebec sent the largest quota. Recently a large

amount of money has been appropriated, and every effort

made by that Province in order to secure the return of Cana-

dians from the States. A few have returned. But the exodus

from the Provinces is still large.

In 1871 there were 64,447 natives of the States residing in

the Provinces.

Looking at the configuration of the Dominion, the limited

areas of fertile lands climatically adapted for settlement, and

taking into account the present trade relations between the

States and Canada, emigration from the Provinces to the

States will be large, especially during periods of great agri-

cultural and commercial prosperity in the latter country.
And to give more force to this view of our future, the railway

system of the old Provinces of Canada is nearly complete,
and the lumbering business, except in remote places, is rapidly

drawing to a close. Indeed, over large areas there is not

more forest wood than is required for local use. The fisheries

and mines afford but little emplo}
rment in winter. Conse-

quently employment at home for our young men, especially

during our long winters, is becoming less plenty and less re-

munerative. And the financial embarrassments of the Local

and General Governments, except that of Ontario, afford no

hope of aid to more public works of any note for years to

come. True, if some fortunate event does not intervene to

arrest the construction of the Pacific railroad, a few out of the

many may find employment on that work; but if its construc-

tion shall be continued, works that may bo useful cannot be

constructed by the Government for want of means, hence our

young men will have to look to the States for employment.
This is no imaginary picture; waare shut up to facts, and the

sooner we know them the better.
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Were it not for the large sums of money annually expended
in promoting immigration, the decennial increase in the popu-
lation would be very small indeed. How long the Dominion
can stand the present and future strain remains to be seen.

After a careful consideration of all the facts at command,
we are fully convinced that the Dominion does not possess

a moiety of the resources claimed for it by those who are

responsible for sinking the country so deeply in debt, and

that it cannot redeem itself, unless it shall be allowed free and

unrestricted access to the markets of the United States.
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TRADE AND COMMERCE.
There is no part of the world where a double line of Custom

House regulations is more vexatious than that between the

United States and the Dominion of Canada. And nowhere
on the face of the globe is there to be found a more unnatural

boundary line than that which divides these two countries.

A glance at a map of the country shows that the Atlantic

between New York and New Brunswick is the ocean front of

Ontario and Quebec, and that the United States railroads, and
the River St. Lawrence during half the year, are the only con-

. venient lines of communication between these two Provinces

and the ocean. The States in front are their immediate

neighbors, and, in the event of free trade, would be their best

customers.

The lower or most eastern Provinces are all but disconnected

from the two upper Provinces. A long narrow range of al-

most worthless country, through which the Intercolonial

railroad passes, separates Nova Scotia and the chief settle-

ments in New Brunswick from the settled portion of Quebec.
The lower Provinces have the States on the southwest as their

nearest neighbours and natural customers. These Provinces

are nearly as far from the Red River of the Northwest, and

nearly twice as far from Vancouver Island as America is from

Europe.

Looking at the isolated position of the habitable parts of the

Dominion, and at the nature and situation of its resources, there

cannot be a large intercolonial trade. Nearly all the forces

and resources of the country will turn naturally towards the

south towards the United States. This broad opening for

commerce will clear the way for other and brighter results.

Nowhere will commerce prove to such an extent theneec >-!! y
for union as between these two nationalities. During half the

year the St. Lawrence is frozen, while the communication

through the United States will know no interruption. The
Canadian products for export must, to a very large extent,

enter the United States, either for consumption there, or on

the way to other countries. The chief part of the trade of
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Ontario, Manitoba and British Columbia is with the United

States, and must, even in the face of an almost prohibitory

tariff, as at present, continue to be so. And if the lower Pro-

vinces make a grindstone, said the Hon. Joseph Howe,
"

it

floats to the United States."

It seems, beyond any human possibility, that scattered

communities, like those of the Dominion, could secure to

themselves a free, prosperous, and undisturbed existence, un-

!
less in a commercial union with the United States. This is

the only possible, because the only natural course. Trace as

I we may the boundaries of nations, we cannot find a country

!
so peculiarly situated as Canada is. Indeed, the country is

N a mere geographical expression. To call it a nation is

irony.

Though the Provinces have been benefitted in some ways by
their political connection with Great Britain, it cannot be de-

nied that they have suffered in many ways by that connection.

Similar customs regulations to those which caused the old

colonies to revolt were imposed by the Imperial Government
on the trade of these Provinces. They were for a long time

compelled to purchase nearly all their goods in the British

Islands. Both Britain and the United States imposed high
duties. Hence the trade between the Provinces and the States

was but trifling. The States made rapid progress, while the

Provinces remained almost stationary. All the Provinces got
from the mother country in return was the protection of their

timber and lumber in the British markets. But this advant-

age did not half meet the loss they sustained under Imperial!
customs regulations.

In no way, however, have these colonies suffered so much

by the connection as by the numerous treaties between the

United States and Great Britain.

The treaties between these two nations form an important

chapter in American history. Beginning with the treaty of

peace in 1783; then followed the treaty of Ghent in 1814; the

treaty of 1818, by which the fishery grounds were defined;

that of 1831 referred the international boundary dispute to the

King of Holland; in 1842 the celebrated Ashburton treaty was

made, by which "
British territory equal in size to two of the

smaller States of the Union," was ceded to the United States;

the treaty of Washington of 1846; the reciprocity treaty of

1854; and finally the Washington treaty of May 26, 1871.

14
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The careful student of this part of American history can

hardly fail to see that the United States obtained great

advantages by means of these treaties. Even by the last treat}',

in the making of which it was supposed the voice of Canada
would have been heard,

"
territorial rights of great value,"

said the Canadian Government, were ceded to the United

States. In this way the mother country obtained a settle-

ment of her own disputes with the Union, which arose out of

the Alabama and other troubles.

By the Washington treaty it is provided that the United

States shall have the use of the Gulf and sea shore fisheries of

Quebec and the Lower Provinces, except shell-fish, shad, sal-

mon, and the river fisheries, for twelve years. Similar

privileges are allowed to the inhabitants of the Provinces hi

United States waters. Fish oil and fish of all kinds, except
fish of the inland lakes, and of the rivers falling into them, and

fish preserved in oil, shall be admitted into each country free

of duty.
It being asserted by the British Commissioners that the privi-

leges thus accorded to the citizens of the United Slates are of

greater value than those accorded to the people of the Provin-

ces, it was agreed that the difference in value, if an}-, should be

determined by -arbitration, After the expiration of six years

'from the date of the treaty, an award of five and a half millions

of dollars has been made in favor of the Provinces. But the

United States protested against the award as being far too

large an amount. It has been paid. And such is the conflict-

ing nature of the international relations between these two

countries that new difficulties will probably arise in relation

to the fisheries which may lead to further trouble in relation

to this vexatious subject.

In the settlement of the Alabama claims it was provided

that a majority of the arbitrators were authorized to make an

award ; while under the article relating to the value of the

fisheries no such provision is made for the payment of Cana-

dian claims.

By Article 26 of the Washington Treaty, "The navigation
of the river St. Lawrence, ascending and descending, from

the forty-fifth parallel of north latitude, where it ceases to form

the boundary between the two countries, from, to, and into

the sea, shall forever remain free and open for the purposes
of commerce to the citizens of the United States,"
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Canada for twelve years; and that of the other great lakes is

open to the citizens of both countries, under certain condi-

tions. Also the adjacent canals of both countries are free to

the citizens of both; and also the transit of goods through
both countries free of duty. There are other but minor ad-

vantages allowed to the inhabitants of both countries.

It will be noted that while the river St. Lawrence is free,

that of the Hudson from Albany to New York city is not free

to the citizens of Canada. Hence, the navigation of the Erie

Canal will be of but little benefit to Canadians.

By the treaty the export duty on United States lumber pass-

ing down the river St. John, amounting to about $65,000 per

annum, ceased to be collected by New Brunswick.

It is now obvious, however, that the chief disputes as re-

gards the fisheries remain unsettled. After 1883, when the

present term of United States occupation of Canadian fishing

grounds may terminate, all the old disputes about headlands

and bays may be revived. The disputes over the fines to be

paid on the renewal of the leases and licenses will, in all pro-

bability, again recur. Referring to this subject, the London
Times said: "Once more we are confronted with the painful
truth that the Treaty of Washington fails to provide for the

settlement of the difficulty it was intended to remove. All

the points in dispute are as much in dispute as ever." After

a careful survey of these points, the Times said :

' ' We con-

fess we see no clear way out of these numerous difficulties."

The most important treaty, so far as the interests of British

North America were concerned, was that of 1854, knowrn as

the "Reciprocity Treaty." During the operation of that

treaty, when international commerce was allowed to follow

its natural bent, at least in a measure, the domestic trade

between these two countries rose from $20,691,360 in 1853,

the year before the treaty, to $33, 491,420 in the following year.
In l;-C>5, wlic-n the treaty was abrogated, the total imports
from and exports to the Union amounted to $71,374,816; and
in 1866, believing the treaty would be renewed, the trade

between the two countries rose to $84,070,955. But in 1868,

when all hope of a new treaty of "reciprocity failed, the trade

fell to $56,287,546, showing a decline of twenty-eight millions

in two years. The total trade between these countries in the

eleven years previous to 1855 was $163,593,435, while in the
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following eleven years, when the effects of the treaty were

felt, their total trade rose to $554,631,910. And the ratio of

Increase was greater in the last than in the first years of the

treaty. The limited compass and slow growth of their trade

previous to 1854, its unprecedented expansion from that period
to the close of 1866, when the effects of the treaty had reached

their maximum, and the sudden decrease which followed the

abrogation of the treaty, are significant results, and cannot

fail to impress the inhabitants of both countries with the im-

portance of closer free trade relations. And the trade between

the Dominion of Canada and the United States did not exceed

the value of $78,003,492 in 1876, and one million less than this

sum in 1877.

Viewing the material progress made in both countries since

the close of the treaty, we might safely conclude, had the

treaty been continued in operation to the present time, that in

place of seventy-seven millions the interchange of commodi-

ties between Canada and the Union would now be worth two

hundred and thirty millions of dollars, or three times the total

trade of the Dominion of Canada with all other countries in

1877. In 1854, the Provinces imported from the United States

to the value of over fifteen and a half millions of dollars more

than the value of their exports to that country. This was an

unprofitable trade for the Provinces
;
but when the treaty be-

came fully in operation the scale was changed, until in 1866,

when their exports to the States amounted to $54,714,383, and

their imports to only $29,356,572; thus a balance of over

twenty-five millions was in favor of the Provinces.

With such results before us, the Government of Canada

proper were justified in saying that "it would be impossible

to express in figures, with any approach to accuracy, the extent

to which the facilities of commercial intercourse created by
the reciprocity treaty have contributed to the wealth and pros-

perity of the Provinces, and it would be difficult to exaggerate
the importance which the people of Canada attach to the con-

tinued enjoyment of these facilities.
" The repeal of the treaty

was ' '

generally regarded by the people of Canada as a great

calamity." And "
if," said the Government, "the trade had

been wholly unfettered and allowed to take its natural course,
"

the results would have been much more favorable to the Pro-

vinces generally.
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During the operation of the treaty the chief part of the

trade between the Provinces and Great Britain became gra-

dually transferred to the United States. And now, without

the advantages which that treaty afforded, the trade between

the Provinces and the States, evei in the face of an almost

prohibitory tariff, is comparatively large. The Dominion of

Canada has used every argument and every influence in order

to get the treaty renewed, but without su<

In an article relating to the Washington Treaty of 1871, the

London Times saM: " The ties between Downing Street and
what used to be called

' our dependencies
'

are nominal.
"

After

referring to the effects of the treaty, said that "
if the Cana-

dian Ministry and Parliament had Negotiated a Reciprocity

Treaty with the United States a necessary consequence of

which would have been the adoption of a hostile tariff in

Canada against England, for the purpose of developing freer

commercial intercourse with the Federation we should not

have forbidden the treaty. In a word, it is competent to the

Canadian statesmen to declare, <md act upon the declaration,

that their trading interests with the United States are more

important to them than their trading interests with the United

Kingdom." And Lord Kimberley, Colonial Secretary, fully

realized the force of this view of our commercial relations

when he said, "Her Majesty's Government are well aware

that the arrangement which would have been most agreeable
to Canada was the conclusion of a treaty similar to the recip-

rocity treaty of 1854." However the conclusion of such a

treaty was a matter of small importance to Great Britain com-

pared to the settlement of the Alabama and other disputes,

hence his Lordship said: "Canada could not reasonably ex-

pect that this country should, for an indefinite period, incur

the constant risk of serious misunderstanding with the United

States, imperilling, perhaps, the peace of the whole empire,
in order to endeavor to force the American Government to

change its commercial policy." It is obvious, however, that

Great Britain Avas willing to conclude a treaty of reciprocity
for the benefit of Canada, even against her own interests at

home, if it could have been reasonably effected.

Give Canada unfettered trade with the United States, and
the patriotism of the Canadian people would soon rise above

their loyalty to the British Throne. This Great Britain knows.

Indeed, the only use Canada has for Great Briatain is what
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present, to define the commercial policy of the present Parlia-

ment of the Dominion
;
so far, however, as enunciated by a

majority of the members, it is not Britain's free trade policy,

but a system of protection, similar to that in operation in the

United States, the Dominion is about to adopt.

We cannot point to a country whose trade relations are so

much crippled as those of Canada. Not only in her trade

with the Union, but in regard to her forest exports. The
most valuable forests of the Provinces are being rapidly

destroyed in order to meet the pressing demands of their trade

with Great Britain. The value of the exports of forest pro-

i ducts to Britain has gradually risen in the last five years from

thirteen and three-quarter millions to seventeen millions of

dollars per annum in 1877. This' might appear to be a profit-

able trade, especially when by means of it the exports from

Canada to, and imports from, Great Britain are nearly balanced.

Besides, it gives employment to thousands of men, and to a

large part of the shipping of Canada. But the exports of

forest products from the Provinces to Europe must soon be

closed, and the sooner the better for Canada. Already
Ontario is stripped of all her accessible timber. Nova Scotia

and Prince Edward Island have none to spare, and the re-

maining forests of Quebec and New Brunswick are remote.

The country to the source of their chief rivers has been

stripped of nearly all the most valuable forest wood. And
the class of wood products, deals and square timber, sent to

Europe, has had a very destructive effect on the forests of this

country, while the producers of lumber and owners of ships

have been but poorly paid for their labour.

And during the same years in which the Canadian exports
of forest products to Great Britain increased, her exports of

wood to the United States decreased in value from thirteen

millions to less than five millions of dollars in 1877. Thus,
for the want of a free market in the United States, the forests

of Canada are being wasted, and the lumber of the country is

exported 3,000 miles to a market, where it does not realize

more than half its value. And the lower the price falls in the

markets of Britain the more lumber we export. As the forest

resources of Canada is a subject of very great importance we
shall advert to it in another page.
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Taking into account the destruction of the forests, the trade

of Canada with Great Britain costs the former more than it is

worth. In 1877 Canada imported from the United States to

the value of over twenty-five and a half millions of dollars

more than she exported, and in the year previous to the value

of fifteen millions.

And the trade between the Provinces themselves is but

1 trifling. So far as known, there are only three coal areas in

British North America; one near the Atlantic coast, another

i at the eastern base of the Rocky Mountains, and a third at the

( Pacific. The latter is about 800 miles from the Rocky Moun-
'tain coal field, and nearly 4,000 miles from the Atlantic coal

areas. Hence the Province of Ontario, and, indeed, the

greater part of the valley of the river St. Lawrence, and the

Red River country are compelled to purchase their coal from
the United States. The coal mines of Pennsylvania are near

the Ontario settlements. Nova Scotia has abundance of ex-

cellent coal
;
and could easily supply the States fronting on

the Atlantic, as far south as the city of New York, if it were

not that three quarters of a dollar duty per ton has to be paid
before a cargo of Canadian coal can be landed in the United

States.

In 1877 the proprietors of coal mines in Nova Scotia peti-

tioned Parliament to impose a duty on coal imported into the

Dominion. The quantity imported from the United States in

that year was 789,696 tons, including 415,869 tons of anthra-

cite, and 20,032 tons of coke. The whole was valued at

$3,176,154, while the exports of coal to the United States only
amounted to 178,772 tons, worth $689,663. So far as known,
there is no anthracite coal in the Lower Provinces; hence the

importations of this class of coal into the Dominion is very

large ;
even Nova Scotia and New Brunswick imported anthra-

c-ite coal from the United States to the value of $137,383 in

1877. Of the importations Ontario imported coal from the

United States amounting to 623,187 tons, valued at $2,506,244,

and Quebec 126,067 tons, worth $510,559.

If a duty, equal to that imposed on foreign coal by the

United States, shall be imposed on foreign coal entering the

Dominion, the inhabitants of the St. Lawrence valley would
have to pay over half a million dollars into the revenue of the

Dominion, or import their coal from Nova Scotia at a greater

cost.
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But there is another side to the subject. Ontario has flour

to sell, and the Lower Provinces of the Dominion are pur-
chasers of breadstuffs from the'United States to the value of

$1,876,146. Hence, if Ontario has to pay a duty on coal, it

would only be fair play to protect her breadstuffs by imposing
a duty on importations from the States, which duty the Mari-

time Provinces would have to pay into the Canadian treasury.

In 1877 the Dominion imported wheat, flour, corn, and

meal of all kinds, to the value of $13,200,384; of this the value

of $12,958,945 was from the United States. Of this large

amount the wheat imported was valued at $3,992,793, and

Indian corn at $3,236,864. In the three years previous to 1878

the Dominion imported wheat, wheat flour, corn and corn

meal, to the value of $36,018,727, or an average of twelve

millions of dollars worth per annum; and exported of bread-

stuffs to the value of $34,322,404, or eleven and a half million

dollars worth per annum. But a large part of the Canadian

exports consisted of barley, oats, peas and beans, valued at

17,428,762. In this year Ontario exported of these and other

coarse grains to the value of $5,429,774. Of barley alone, she

exported 6,042,632 bushels; and imported of breadstuffs from

the States to the value of $2,228,565 more than she exported.
The large importations of wheat and corn from the States,

free of duty, afforded profitable employment to the Canadian

millers and cheap bread for the Canadian people. A large

part of the corn imported was used as feed for farm stock.

Consequently Ontario and Quebec were enabled to increase

their exports to Britain and other places in consequence of

importations of breadstuffs from the United States.

Such are the requirements of the Dominion such is the rela-

tive position of its habitable parts, and such are its conflicting

interests, that a duty on coal would be a burden to Ontario,

Manitoba, and a large part of Quebec; while a duty on bread-

stuffs would be equally burdensome to the Maritime Provin-

ces, British Columbia and Quebec; and would deprive
Ontario of the profits arising from her importations of wheat
and corn.

The United States, with a view of promoting material

industry, imposed a high scale of duties on such manufactures

and productions of foreign countries as compete with like

productions in the Union. How far this policy has been

conducive to the interests of the Republic, is a question much
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more easily asked than answered. The Dominion has not yet

adopted protection as it is understood in the United States ;

nor, with her comparatively limited resources, could she do

so without injuring her trade. In a recent speech in Toronto,

the late Premier of the Dominion, said, we should "
keep our

policy in harmony with that of the Mother Country in trade

and in everything else where it is possible for us to act in

unity with her."

There are but few things indeed, in which the Dominion

can act in harmony with the British Isles. The simple fact

is, Canada is building up the industries of the United States.

Canadian imports from the latter country have kept grad-

\ually increasing, while her exports to the States has been

i falling off rapidly. In Canada, the United States have a free

and convenient market for coal, grain, flour, and many other

products; and it never can be otherwise. Canada cannot

protect her own chief industries against the United States,

unless at the expense of both her own and the British people.

The United States coal-fields are immense; much larger, it

is said, than those of all the world put together. A well-

informed writer says: "There are two hundred thousand

square miles of coal lands in the country, ten times as much
as in all the remaining world." Between the Atlantic and

the Rocky Mountains, her coal fields are scattered here and

there in all directions; and near the Pacific coast she has

abundance of coal. And the means of transit by rivers,

lakes, canals, and railroads, are so wide-spread, that both the

States and the Dominion can be readily supplied. Ontario

has to depend upon the Union for all her coal ; and the Cleve-

land and Erie railroads have brought Montreal and other

parts of Canada into near connection with the anthracite coal

fields of the United States. And the agricultural products of

the Union are so varied, and the quantities produced so

immense, that any products of a like kind the Dominion may
have to spare would add but little to the volume of the

United States products ;
and consequently would make but

little difference, if any, in the price of such products in the
markets of the Union. In 1868, the United States exported

agricultural products to the value of $319, 000,000; and in

1878, to the value of $592,475,813; being nearly thirty times
as much agricultural wealth as the Dominion exported in the

same year, including imports from the United States.

15
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Canada is in a very different position, in her trade relations,

from thftaa of either the United States or Great Britain. The
latter has acquired a commercial prestige throughout the

world. Before, and since she adopted free trade, Great

Britain continued to manufacture largely for the world, and

thereby accumulated immense wealth. The Canadian set-

tlements are isolated, and confronted by the almost prohibi-

tory barriers of the United States commercial system; so

much so, that Canada's independent action, and even exist-

ence, as a separate nation, is almost, if not quite, impossible.

However, a S3
rstem of trade which would work well in an

old country like Great Britain might be a total failure in the

United States, where forty-seven States and Territories, each

the size of Spain, and containing an average of about one

million inhabitants, have free and unfettered trade with each

other. In no other part of the world is there such a magnifi-

cent trade area; such a shapely consolidation of States; such

a variety of climate and productions, and such vast resources.

When in Scotland, in 1875, the late Premier confirmed this

view, when he said the United States "is a great country;
its resources are enormous, its riches are almost incalculable."

And in Sarnia, in the same year, he said:
" We have a bor-

der of tho'.v-ands of miles alongside the United Stales. The
same boundary extends so far that it is impossible that any

policy adopted by the United States Government can do

otherwise than affect us either prejudicially or favorably.'
1

Consequently, how the Dominion can keep her poiicy in

i).:r..i-n . with that of the Mother Country in trade or in

anything else we are unable to understand. It must be

obvious to those who have carefully studied the resources of

the Dominion, and the geographical position and relations.-^

of its habitable parts, that these provinces are not dependent ',

upon each other, nor on Great Britain for profitable trade;'

but they are depending upon the United States. The chief

settlements of the Dominion are too far scattered to be of

any great benefit to each other in the way of trade. Mr.

Richard Cobden took the correct view of this subject when
he said: "That nature has decided that Canada and the

United States must become one for all purposes of inter com-

munication. Whether the}' also shall be united in the same

federal government must depend upon the two parties to the

union.
" And Sir CharlesW . Dilke, in his Greater Britain, refer-
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p. 382,383, that
"
the retention of colonies at almost any cost

has been defended so far as it has been supported by argu-
ment at all on the ground that the connection conduces to

trade, to which argument it is sufficient to answer that no

cne has over succeeded in shewing what effect upon trade the

connection can have, and that as excellent examples to the

contrary we have the fact that our trade with the Ionian

Islands has greatly increased since their annexation to the

kingdom of Greece, and a much more striking fact than even

this namely, that while the trade with England of the Cana-

dian Confederation is only four-elevenths of its total external

trade, or lit lie more than one-third, the English trade of the

United States was in 1860 (before the war), nearly two-thirds,

and in 186(5 (first year after the war), again four-sevenths of

its total trade. Common institutions, common freedom, and

common tongue have evidently far more to do with trade

than union has; and for purposes of commerce and civilization

America is a truer colony of Britain than is Canada."
"

It would not be difficult, were it necessary, to multiply

examples whereby to prove that trade with a country does

not appear to be affected by union with it or separation from

it."

It is now obvious that without much less restricted trade

relations with the Union than those of the present, Canada
cannot develop her own resources. Even in the event of an

unfavorable grain crop in Ontario, as was the case in 1876,

the other provinces would have to depend entirely on the

United States for flour. The feeling in all the p' vmces is

strongly in favor of closer free trade .atki^ with the

Stales. It has been asserted by some in tLe latter country,
and by Canadians generally, that the present fiscal system of

the Union has been ruinous to the nation, and that it tends to

restrict trade and commercial intercourse between the United

States and other countries to a very great extent. Viewed
from a Canadian stand-point it is unquestionably ruinous to

t!;e Canadian Provinces. And there never was a time in the

history of the latter when reciprocity with the United States

was more urgently required than at present.

Since the union of the Provinces in 1867, there is a

balance of trade, amounting to $229, (596, 336, against the

Dominion; during the same time its public debt has been
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ment, rose from $13,486,032 to $24,488,372. The interest on

the public debt is about seven millions of dollars per annum.

And the state of the finances is such that additional taxes

will have to be imposed in a short time. The taxes imposed

by the general government are customs and excise. The
amounts raised from these two sources ranged from $19,920,-

095 in the fiscal year 1874, down to $17,488,885 in the year
1877. The whole revenue for the year 1874 was $24,205,092;

and in 1877 it was $22,059,274; being about one twelfth

that of the United States. The exports of the Dominion for

the latter year was about one-ninth that of the Union.

During the operation of the Reciprocity Treaty, the United

States collected only about three-quarters of a million dollars

on dutiable goods from the Provinces; while since the abro-

gation of the treaty the Dominion has paid from five to seven

millions of dollars in gold annually, on the excess of imports

from the Spates, into the United States treasury. Generally

speaking, the duties are paid by the consumers. It is con-

tended, however, by many in the United States that the

quantities of her domestic products are so enormous, that the

comparatively small amount of imports of like products

from Canada have no effect in raising the price of such pro-

ducts in the markets of the Union.

It has been proposed in the Canadian Parliament to adopt
a "National Policy," or in other words, a reciprocity of

tariffs, as a means of compelling the United States to adopt a

reciprocity of trade with Canada. There may be good policy

in retaliations when two powers are about equally balanced

in regard to extent and variety of available resources; but as

regards the Dominion, such a policy could hardly fail to be

ruinous to her own interests. Her sectional interests are so

conflicting that she cannot adopt a system of protection which

would be equally just to all the Provinces. Besides, a system
of protection in Canada, similar to that in the United States,

would retard reciprocity between these two countries for an

indefinite period. Encouraged by the government, as in the

States, capitalists would invest large amounts in certain

industries, which could not fail to build up a powerful in-

terest in opposition to reciprocity, as it has done in the

Union. Men who have incurred vast expense on the faith of

protective legislation, will justly claim that the government
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has no right to sacrifice their interests by a sudden change of

policy.

There appears but little desire to renew the treaty of recip-

rocity on the part of the United States. Geographically con-

sidered, the States remote from the Dominion are opposed to

reciprocity on account of their remoteness. Some of the

border States are also opposed to closer trade relations with

Canada. The agricultural, lumbering and coal interests are

opposed to a renewal of the treaty. Indeed, all outside of

strictly commercial localities, are united against it. The
eastern States fronting on the Atlantic are most in favor.

To the latter, at least, reciprocity could not fail to be highly
beneficial.

In his address to Congress, in 1870, the President said:
" No citizen of the United States would be benefit ted by re-

ciprocity. . . . The advantages of such a treaty are

wholly in favor of the British Provinces." However, in 1874,

at the request of Canada, the draft of a new treaty of recip-

rocity was prepared; but Congress refused to sanction it.

Since that time but little effort has been made in favor of re-

ciprocity. It is a question, however, whether reciprocity and

union shall not mean the same thing in the near future.

Whatever may be said for or against the present commer-
cial policy of the Union, the people of that country may con-

gratulate themselves that their debt is being rapidly paid off,

and hopes are entertained that it may be altogether extin-

guished before the close of the present century, notwithstand-

ing the sad effects of their civil war and of the great depres-

sion in trade which followed. What would paralyze an old

and densely populated nation of Europe has had but little

effect on the United States, from the fact of its having enor-

mous resources that cannot be exhausted. The present

depression in trade in the United States is largely due to over-

production in her workshops. Indeed, Britain and other

countries have suffered greatly from the same cause over-

production of manufactured goods.

Having no colonies or eastern empire to defend, and

separated from Europe by the Atlantic Ocean, the United

States docs not require either a large army or a navy. A
nation numbering forty-five millions of inhabitants having a

standing army of only 25,000 men, and whose navy requires

only about 10,000 men and officers, is certainly not burdened
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in paying for their national defences. Under its present sys-

tems, the United States can meet all its expenditure and have

a large surplus for paying off the national debt. While Great

Britain spends about one hundred and fifty millions oa her

army and navy, it costs the United States less than sixty mil-

lions of dollars, a year.

Iri^old nation^ like Great Britain, which depends on

other countries for the main part of its corn, population is

apt to outgrow the means of subsistence, but in the United

States, though the population doubles itself in half the time

it does in Britain, the valley of the Mississippi alone could

maintain the whole population of Europe. And what is

called the "balance of trade
"

is largely in favor of the United

States.

The following table shows the value of the exports and

imports of the United States and the Dominion of Canada
for the years named :

STATE.
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thirteen and a half millions of dollars, being a little over half

that of the Dominion in 1878; while the population was ten

times greater than that of the latter is at present. In 1850,

the Union collected $39,668,686; and in 1860, $53,187,511.

But in 1870, in consequence of the civil war, it rose to $194,-

538,374; and in 1872, to $216,370,286. From the latter date,

it gradually fell, until in 1877, the total amount from customs

was only one hundred and thirty-six millions of dollars. The
net revenue of the United States for 1877, was $269,000,586;

and expenditure, $238,600,008; leaving a surplus of $30,340,-

577. The surplus of the previous year was $31,022,242.

The gold and silver products of the United States are enor-

mous. In the "Report of the Commissioners of the General

Land Oftice for the year 1876," the total gold product of the

Union is estimated at $1,040,000,000, and silver product at

$ 100, 000, 000. It is not ea?y to ascertain the gold product of a

country. There is always more or less of which no account

is given. The amount for 1866 was set down at $57,000,000;

in 1867, at 70,000,000, and in 1878 to $47,226,107. Allowing,

however, fifty millions a year as the gold product of the

United States for the last ten years, then five hundred millions

of dollars worth of gold has been added to the wealth of the

country since 1868. In 1877, the gold and silver products
amounted to $80,533,064, of which $48,787,778 was gold; and
in 1878, to $103,952,421, of which $47,226,107 was gold. Of
the gold, California produced last year $15,260,679; Ncradr,

$19,54(5,513; Montana, $2,280,511; Colorado, $3,366,404; Da-

kota, $3,000,000; Idaho, $1,500,000; Oregon, $1,000,000; and
small amounts were produced in eight other sections. The total

gold and silver product of the Union in 1878 and three pre-

vious years, was $331,000,000. Of the silver product, Nevada

produced $28,130,350; Utah, $5.208,000; Montana, $1,969,635;

Colorado, $5,304,940; Arizona, $3,000,000; California, $2,373,-

389; and small amounts were produced in six other localities.

The Director of the Mint estimated the value of gold, silver

and bullion in the United States at the first of October

1878, at three hundred and fifty-eight and a half millions of

dollars.

The total amount of banking capital of the United States

in November 1875, was $719,101,966, and total deposits

$2,036,296,106.
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la the Dominion of Canada, the revenue derived from cus-

toms was |8,819, 431 in 1868; $11,843,655 in 1871; $15,361,-

382 in 1875; and $12,548,451 in 1877. The latter amount is

about equal to that of the United States for the same year,

according to population.

Referring to the last table, it will be noticed, that the

Dominion imports are comparatively large according to popu-
lation, being one-fifth that of the United States, while her

exports are only about one-ninth that of the latter country.

Hence, what is called the balance of trade is largely against

the Dominion. In the three years named in the table, the

excess of imports amounted to sixty nine millions of dollars.

The trade problem is not at all times and in all countries

an easy one to solve. There are ways in which a country may
save itself from actual loss when the balance of trade is largely

against it. Although Great Britain imports nearly one

half the food of her people, her work shops supply the world

with an immense amount of manufactured products, from

which large profits are derived; and thus, in this way, as

well as in many other ways, she is able to keep the finances

of the nation fully recuperated, notwithstanding the balance

of trade is against her.

The Dominion is differently situated. It has no variety of

climate, except from cold to colder, and consequently no

diversity of productions. Her chief settlements are scattered

here and there, and far apart, along an east and west front,

four thousand miles in extent. The interior of the country
is shut out from the world by the United States in front.

Hence, trade between the outer world and the interior and

far west of the Dominion will always be a costly afl'air, unless

with free and unrestricted trade with the United States. No
two parts of the world have such excellent facilities for an

interchange of commodities as these States and Provinces;
and but few parts of the world have less commercial inter-

course, owing to their relative positions, than these two

countries. The Dominion has but few articles to export to

Europe, but she has many that her own continent leqnires.

Even her ships are shut out of the United States market; and

her lumber, coal, salt, and other chief articles of export arc

subject to a high protective duty in the United States; hence

the Dominion is obliged to send her chief exports to Britain

at a small profit, if not, frequently, at a loss.
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Gold-win Smith answers the question frequently asked

the question, why the Dominion had $23,500,000 against her

in 1877, while the Union had $156,000,000 in her favor in the

same year, and nearly two hundred and fifty-eight millions in

the last fiscal year, when he says: "The only effectual remedy
as I believe, is the removal of the customs line between us

and the United States. What Canada needs is admission to

the markets of her own continent, for want of which her

lumber lies ruining its holders, and her manufacturers can

scarcely keep themselves in existence." The gold product of

the Dominion is comparatively small. Nova Scotia and

British Columbia are the chief producers. In 18C3, Nova
Scotia produced $230,000 worth of gold. The total product
between 1830 and 187"), was $4,610.9:5:3. British Columbia

exported gold to the United States in 1863 to the value of

$.2,935,170. The export in 1876 amounted to $1,472,471; and

to $1,188,739 in 1877. The total gold product of the Domi-
nion up to 1878 is estimated at $66,768,000. The greater part

of this amount has been sent to the United States.

The chapter of costs to Great Britain and the Provinces, of

maintaining the International boundary intact, could not fail

to be an interesting one. And since the union of the Provin-

ces, this chapter has not been divested of interest. It costs

Canada, directly and indirectly, an immense sum every year,

and will no doubt continue to do so as long as it is dotted by a

double line of custom-houses.

Labour generally follows capital. From one hundred and

fifty thousand to two hundred thousands of the Canadian

people remove to the United States every ten years. No mat-

ter what course Canada may pursue, her operations are

limited by this boundary line. In consequence of the limita-

tion of trade, and the increase of debt, the necessity for

raising a larger revenue is becoming more and more pressing.
While the taxes are being rapidly reduced in the States,

in ( 'anada new burdens will have to be imposed. With respect

to population and resources, the public debt of the Dominion
is comparatively enormous; and at the present rate of increase

will soon become an intolerable burden to the country.
It is obvious, that unless trade between Canada and the

United States shall be relieved of unnatural restrictions, and

industry from unjust burdens arising from the construction

of the Canadian Pacific Railroad, Canada cannot progress.

16
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'"Statistics," says Schlozer, "arc history in repose," and

"history is statistics in motion." The following statistical

matter will be found to meet this view.

Table showing the exports of Canada to, and imports from
Great Britain, United States, and other countries for the years
named :

COUNTRY.
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Statement shewing the value of the chief exports from
Canada to the United States in each of the years named:



Provinces therein named for the year 1877, designating the

value of free goods imported:



Of the Provinces, Xova Scotia owned 541,579 tons;

Brunswick. :!00,457; Quebec, 248,399; Ontario, 131,761;

Prince Edward Island, 53,547; British Columbia and Ma-

nitoba. 3,723 tons.

When compared with the leading maritime nations of

Europe, these comparatively young countries occupy an im-

portant position in regard to merchant shipping, as the fol-

lowing statistics show:

In 1877, the tonnage of Great Britain, including her colo-

nies, was 7. 077, (til; Norway, 1,391,877; Italy. 1,360,425; Ger-

many, 1,053,229; and France, 870,225 tons. These figures do

not include the inland tonnage of the sailing vessels of these

nations, or of steamers under one hundred tons register, or

bar L:

The United States take rank as the second; and we feel

safe in placing Canada as fifth amongst the ship-owning
countries of the world.

Though Canada has no navy, still she is far ahead, in the

tonnage of her merchant shipping, of the United States and of

some of the great powers of Europe, in proportion to popu-
lation. And her means of shipbuilding are still very great.

However, the increasing demand for iron ships, and the

large number being built in Great Britain and other parts of

Europe, may before long lessen the demand for wooden ships.

RAILROADS.

Railway construction was commenced in the United States

in 1828. At the close of 1868, the system extended over an

aggregate length of 42,255 miles. In 1876, the total length of

the system was 74,095 miles.

In the Provinces, the first railway opened was in Canada

proper, in 1847. In 1861, British Xorth America had 2,162

miles constructed. And in 1876, the aggregate number of

miles of railroad owned by the Dominion of Canada, was

5,494, exclusive of double track.

Comparing railway construction in these two countries with

that in the great nations of Europe, the United States and
Canada may well feel proud.
From the Economists Fraincaise we learn that the German

Empire at the end of 1876, had only 17,181 miles of railroad
>



the British Islands, 16,794; France, 13,492; Russia, 11,.V>5;

Austria, 10,852; and Italy, 4,815; being a total of 74, (589 miles

of railroad, or only about six hundred miles more than the

Un'tid States.

And the Dominion of Canada has nearly as great a railway

mileage as the kingdom of Italy, and nearly half that of either

Austria or Russia.

COAL.

The carboniferous area in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick

is comparatively large. With the exception of the AUxrtitc,

a highly valuable species of coal in Albert County, the. coal of

New Brunswick is not known to possess a high commercial

value.

In Nova Scotia there is a surface of about 650 square

miles, under which there are large deposits of excellent coal.

The chief coal mines of this province arc situated con-

veniently to places of shipment and railway transit.

Here is a source of wealth convenient to a great market.

But the best market is all but closed. In 1855, when the

effects of the reciprocity treaty were beginning to be felt,

Nova Scotia exported coal to the United States to the value

of $155,075, and in 1864, to the value of $684,642. From tins

date there was a decrease of shipments to the United States,

arising out of the abrogation of the reciprocity treaty. The

great demand for coal during the rebellion, and the depres-

sing effects of that war upon productive industry in the

United States, however, gave a great impulse to the coal

trade; and in view of the abrogation of the treaty, efforts

were made to force as much coal as possible into the markets

of the Union before a duty should be imposed upon it. The

exports fell from 540,744 tons in 1865, to 90,072 tons over

imports in 1876; and to 61,037 tons over imports in 1877.

This is a petty trade in coal between Nova Scotia and the

United States. Had the reciprocity treaty continued in opera-

tion, the annual exports of coal from Nova Scotia to the

States, would nowr

,
in all probability, be worth two millions

of dollars.
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SALT.

This product, like that of coal, exists in numerous places

in North America. In some places rock salt exists in solid

masses near the surface; but most generally salt is produced

by evaporation from brine springs, or from wells. The

quantities annually produced are very large.

The United States in 1850 produced 9,763,840 bushels,
Valued at .^.r_"J,7 1:.

In I860, it produced 12,717,200
Valued at $2,289,504

In 170, it produced 17,606,105
"

Valued at 14,81

In the Dominion of Citnadn, the salt basin of Ontario is the

only place where salt is produced to advantage. The quan-

tity manufactured in 1873, was 451,570 barrels. Allowing a

bushel to weigh 5G pounds and a barrel to contain rive

bushels, the product of that year was 2.257,880 bushels, nearly
half of which was exported to the United States. In 1876,

Ontario exported 870,437 bushels of salt to the United States.

In 1877 the quantity exported was 785,973 bushels, valued at

$81,443. Of the remainder very little was shipped to Cana-

dian ports.

In his Geological Report for 1874-5. R. C. Selwyn, Esq.,
" The difficulties (arising from restricted markets) which

beset salt-making in Canada, have not only prevented the

boring of many more wells, but have checked production and

improvements at wells already equipped and in action."

Ontario exported 339,000 bushels less salt to the United States

in 1S77. than in 1873.

In 1877. Nova Sc>>tia, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward
Island imported 1,806,464 bushels of salt, valued at $182,548,

from countries outside of the Dominion. However, the salt

ba.-in of Ontario and the coal beds of Nova Scotia are too far

apart: it will not pay to exchange salt for coal; but the salt

of Ontario is not far from the coal of Pennsylvania. Remove
the custom-houses, and both salt and coal would find a ready
market in the States. But even as it is, the inter-provincial

barriers to trade are much greater than tfaojo of the inter-

national,
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CANAL STATISTICS.

To the Inland Revenue Report of Canada for 1877, we are

indebted for the following figures.

Table showing the quantities of vegetable food carried to

Tidewater by the canals and railways of the State of New
York in the years named :

YEARS.
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of dollar?, will be worth half the expenditure. In 1869, ac-

cording to the previous table, more than half was conveyed

by canal: while in 1877, a million tons more vegetable food

was conveyed by the railways than by the canals of New
York. And by the last table, it will be observed the Central

and Erie Railways succeeded in increasing very largely the

proportion carried by them; not withstanding that, in 1872. tin-

tariff on wheat, barley, rice, anthracite coal and iron ore was

reduced one-half; on corn and oats two-fifths; and on railway

iron, domestic coal, and bituminous coal, one-third, via the

Xew York canals.

Though canal transit was generally considered the most

favorable means of conveying heavy goods, such as iron, salt,

and coal, still the quantities conveyed by this means does not

seem to increase. The report says:
" The quantities of vege-

table food passed through the AVellaud Canal (Canadian) in

transit between ports in the United States has largely de-

creased, . . . and the decrease in 1877 is greater as com-

pared with 1869 than in any preceding year. There has also

been a decrease in the quantities of heavy goods."
That the great network of railways, constructed and yet to

be constructed on this continent, will be the principal lines

of transit for nearly all kinds of goods, there is now but little

doubt. The age is a fast one; transit by lakes, rivers and

canals is too slow to meet its requirement*.

POSTAL AFFAIRS.

There is no department of the public service of so great

importance to society as that of the postal affairs of the coun-

try. This will more fully appear by reference to the follow-

ing statistics for 1877:

UNITED STATES.

The number of ordinary Stamps issued was 680,080,670
Newspaper and Periodical Stamps 1 [388^709
Stamped Envelopes, plain 84i285J700
Stamped Envelopes, request 84,374,'500
>.'t \vspaper AV rappers 21,991,250
Postal Cards

171,015)600
nficial Postage Stamps 13,867,145

Official stamped envelopes and wrappers 14,75o!44o

Aggregating 1,060,253,919
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Number of Post Offices 37,345

Length of Mail Route, miles 292,820
Number of miles travelled 147,353,251

Including No. of miles by railroad 74,546
Steamboat Routes, miles 17,685
Number of Money Order Offices 4,144
No. of Domestic Money Orders 4,925,!):;!

Payments by Domestic Money Orders $72,908,475
Revenue $34,544,885
Expenditure 33,486,322

In favor of the Department. ..$1,058,503

DOMINION OF CANADA.

Number of Letters 41,510.000
Post Cards 5,450,000

Registered Letters 1,842.000

Newspapers and Periodicals 39,l)'.)0.000

Books and Miscellaneous Articles .... 4,038, <>00

Parcels 90,000

Aggregating 93,626,000

Number of Post Offices 5,161
Miles of Mail Route 38,526

Including distance by Railroad 4,576
Number of miles travelled 15,126,676
Number of Money Orders 758
Amount of Money Orders $6,856,837

Revenue $1,501,134
Expenditure 2,075,618

Against the Department $574,484

Articles of agreement have been concluded between the

United States and British North America, providing that all

money orders mailed at the exchange offices in each country
and addressed to payees shall be transmissible in the mails

free of postage.

The Official Report of the United States for the fiscal year

ending Jun-e 30, 1877, says:
" The number of orders issued in

the United States, payable In the Dominion, was^ 10,768,

amounting to $227,216, and the number of Canadian orders

paid in the United States was 16,231, amounting to $297.s:;s.

The amount of Canadian Orders issued in the United States

and afterwards repaid was $1,167."

The Canadian Official Report for the same year, says:

"The exchange of money orders with the United States during
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the year has been as follows: Amount issued, $277,969;

and the amount paid, S'JOS.ins." The United States Keport

says, that "a comparison of this business with that of the

previous year shows an increase of 140,220.48, or 21.51 per-

cent. JD the amount of orders issued
;
of $65,221.43, or 28.03

per cent, in the amount of orders paid."

REPRESENTATION.

It must be obvious to every student of Canadian history

that the British North America Act was framed under cir-

cumstances highly adverse in many respects to the true inte-

rests of the Dominion of Canada,

During the discussion of the Confederation platform, a

strong opposition to the Union prevailed in all the Provin-

ces, and especially in Canada East and the LoAver Provinces.

Hence, in order to reward the leading advocates for union, as

well as the prominent opponents of confederation, offices of

endowment were multiplied; titles of honour were conferred

by the Queen on half a dozen Canadians; and indeed, places

were provided both in and out of parliament for a legion of

office-holders. Had the constitution been framed irrespective

of monarchical predilections, and with a due regard to the in-

terests of American society and the resources of the country,
such a costly system of government would not have been

imposed upon this young community.
V. e look in vain to find its counterpart. Let the honours

conferred go for what they are worth, and that is not much
j in American society. But here we have a Central Parliament,

i clothed with all the senseless trappings of royalty, and seven

\
local legislatures, making laws for a population about equal

i
to that of the single State of Pennsylvania ;

and this we have

/ to pay for at a great price.

Economy was no part of the purposes of the delegates who
framed this Act. The United States framed their constitu-

tion in their own country, irrespective of monarchical extrava-

gance. Though the Canadian delegates knew that the salary
of the President of the United States was only twenty-five
thousand dollars per annum for presiding over thirty-six mil-

lions of people, they agreed to give forty-eight thousand

seven hundred dollars a year, as a salary to one of Great

Britain's lords to preside over three and a half millions of

Canadians.



It was not until 1874, when the United States contained

about forty-three millions of inhabitants, that that nation

gave its chief magistrate a salary of fifty thousand dollars a

year. Thus, during seven years, the Dominion paid its

Governor-General $186,000 more than the President of the

United States received in that time. Besides the travelling

charges and contingencies of office of the Governor-General

are nearly double that of the President of the United States.

And the good-natured tax payers of the Dominion pay it, but

not without a murmur.

Some years ago the Central Parliament took steps to reduce

the Governor-General's salary to thirty-two thousand dollars

a year; but the Imperial Government vetoed the measure.

Evidently in this and other ways, the Dominion is paying the

full price for British connection.

Canada may boast of having the most prodigal system of

government in the world. The old thirteen colonies, with a

population at the time of the revolt about equal to that of

the Dominion in .1878, began with only twenty-six senators.

The Dominion has 76, and 206 members in the House of

Commons.
At present the United States Congress is composed of 77

senators, 291 representatives, and a delegate from each of the

eight territories in all 376; while the Dominion can boast of

C-^, besides 391 in the local legislature's; that is, 673 men

making laws for about as many people as there is in

Ireland.

Though each state of the Union is largely represented in

the local legislature, the number is not so great nor the cost

so large, according to population, as in the Provinces.

At the rate of increase established by law, if ever the Do-

minion contains one-fifth as many people as now inhabit the

United States say nine millions the House of Commons of

Canada will contain upwards of 450 members; and on the

same principle, the House of Representatives in the United

States would now number about 2,800 members. But the

Union started on a different principle, and certainly has no

need to regret it,

And what is still more to be regretted with regard to the

Dominion, the people have no power in the matter without

appealing to a power residing three thousand miles from their

shores.



Ireland has only 105 members in the British Parliament,

and Scotland CO. And these numbers have remained the

same, or nearly so, for more than a life time. The State of

Pennsylvania has two senators and twenty-seven representa-

tives in Congress, and New York, containing 650,000 more
inhabitants than the whole Dominion, has only two senators

and thirty-three representatives in Congress.
The following statement will be found useful for com-

parison :



.la'ion and government in Canada is a gross imposition on a

generous-hearted people. The chapter of costs connected

with this Parliament is a remarkable one for extravagance.

especially when compared to the infancy of the country, to

the numbers governed, and to the central legislature of

the United States. But as we stand there is no hope for

retrenchment.

FORESTS.

North America is losing her forests rapidly, and conse-

quently is likely to suffer greatly in many of her industries.

Public attention has been officially called to the subject on

both sides of the international line. In his report for 187(i, the

Commissioner of the General Land Office of the United States

says, p. 7, that "a national calamity is being rapidly and

surely brought upon the country by the useless destruc-

tion of the forests. Much of this destruction arises from

the abuses of the beneficent laws for giving land to the land-

less." But the difficult task is to recommend what ought to

be done to preserve the forests from waste, and for future u-e.

In his report for the following year he says:
"
All past history

shows only two successful methods of preserving timber in

densely populated countries; the one by the Government re-

taining the title to the land and exercising a watchful super-

vision over the sale and disposition of the timber, as in <Jcr-

many, where large revenues are annually derived from this

source; the other through law of entail, as in England, by
means of which a landed aristocracy holds the soil, and has

the aid of the strong and well executed laws in securing the

preservation of the timber." And the President, in his last

ni< ---age, has earnestly drawn the attention of Congress to the

subject. And in his last annual report (lie Secretary of the

Interior says: "The rapidity with which this country H

stripped of its forests must alarm every thinking man. It has

been estimated by good authority that if we go on at ?he pre-

sent rate the supply of timber in the United States will, i

than twenty years, fall con.-iderably slant of the home i.

sities. It is the highest time that we should tumour earnest

attention to this subject, which so seriously concerns our

national prosperity."



And the Commissioner of Agriculture, in his Report for

1875, has devoted 115 pages of that work to the consideration

of the subject. He says: "Forestry has excited much atten-

tion in the United States in recent years, in consequence of

the rapid deforesting of large areas, and the expression of

fears of a timber famine at no distant day. That the great

white pine forests are being rapidly despoiled of their original

growth, and that inroads are being made upon the heavy
timber of the sierra slopes and deep valleys, there can be no

question; and yet there is much that is sensational and extra-

vagant in the views of alarmists on this subject." He says:

"The western slopes of the sierras are prolific of new growths
in place of the old, and, except in the vicinity of the Central

Pacific road, are almost untouched by the woodman's axe, as also

are the immense forests of Washington Territory and Oregon,
lore than half the entire area of the south is woodland." He
estimated the total forest area of the United States and Terri-

tories at twenty-five per cent, of the total area of the Union.

This is far below that of Norway, Sweden and Russia, which
the German writer, Reutzch, says is respectively G6.60 and

80.90. Germany comes next at 26.58; France, 16.79; and so

on downwards to Britain. 5, and Portugal, 4.40 percent.
And in an official report for 1878 it is clearly shown, that in

the short space of the last two or three years the destruction

of United States forests has been immense; indeed, much

greater than in the comparative past. It is only necessary to

quote the exports of wood of all kinds, wrhich does not exceed

the value of fourteen millions of dollars per annum, to show
how scarce useful wood is becoming in the Union.

And in the Dominion of Canada a similar alarm has been

sounded. In his report for 1875, the Surveyor General of New
Brunswick says that

" the public are as yet hardly aware how
fast our good timber lands, available for revenue purposes,
are decreasing in extent decrease caused more by tire than

by the axe of the lumber operator; both, however, fast de-

stroying the great wealth of the Province." Referring to

some of the principal lumbering regions of the Province, he

says:
"
Many rivers emptying into the Bay of Fundy, which

formerly yielded great quantities of spnice lumber, now pro-
' duce none. The Grand Lake country, from which for years

, more than sixty millions of spruce and pine logs were brought

to market, did not last year, nor will it during the coming
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year, 3
Tlcld much over ten millions." He names half a dozen

other large districts which " have dwindled down to probably
less than one tenth of their former product.''

H. G. Joly, Esq., in the last Report of the Minister of Agri-

culture, says: "Thinking men have begun to sound the note

of alarm." He calls our " attention to the pine and spruce, ;'.s

they form nearly all our export to Europe, and are really the

produce of our forests; while the hardwood we export, es-

pecially the fine oak, nearly all comes, at present, from the

Lake regions of the United States, as we have very little of our

own left."

"For some time past the idea has been gaining ground

among men who take an interest in the future of the country,

that our great pine and spruce forests are getting rapidly ex-

hausted, and that, before long, a trade which enables us to

export annually over twenty millions of dollars worth of

timber (nearly twenty-seven millions worth in 1874, twenty-
five millions in 1875, and twenty millions three hundred

thousand in 1876), will shrink down to wofully reduced pro-

portions." After naming the chief lumbering regions in

Canada proper and in New Brunswick, where operations have

been carried on for a long time, and after showing that these

regions are denuded of a large part of their best forest wood,

especially pine, the report says with regard to
" that huge

tract of lumber country between the Ottawa and the St.

Maurice, that separated (or rather appeared to separate) the

lumbermen working on these two rivers by what seemed an

inexhaustible and endless forest, that huge tract is tapped

through and through, and the Ottawa lumberman has met the

St. Maurice lumberman on the shores of Lake Manooran. A
glance at the map will show what that means. Those who
think that there will never be an end to our timber may say:
' We can still go north.'

" To this he replies:
" Not very far

north." The distance is too great,
" and the country is gener-

ally poor and barren."
"

In a very short time, since the beginning of this century,
we- have overrun our forests, picked out the finest pine, and

we have impoverished them to a serious extent, and what

makes it worse, impoverished the country too, for, owing to

the force of circumstances which we shall consider later, our

timber export trade has not given Canada such a return as she

had a right to expect. There still remains to us a great deal
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of spruce and second-rate pine, which for generations to come
will be in excess of our local wants if we are careful; but the

fine pine required to keep up our great timber export
trade to its present standard is getting very scarce and inac-

cessible, and I fear that we must prepare for a sudden and

considerable falling off." And the soil of the great pine regions
i'i' North America is not generally favorable to agriculture.

Of the Atlantic Provinces New Brunswick is the only sec-

tion which can furnish any considerable quantity of lumber;

and the quantity is being rapidly diminished. Nova Scotia

lias but little to spare, and Prince Edward Island has not

enough for domestic wants. There is a tract of good timber land

in the interior of Newfoundland, but unless it shall be connected

with the sea-board by railroad it cannot be made available.

And in the Province of Quebec "the old settlements are

painfully bare of trees." The report says : "You can some-

times go miles without seeing any tree worth looking at, and

the passing stranger fancies himself in a country more de-

nuded of trees than the oldest parts of Europe. There is a

large district of very good agricultural land south of Mon-

treal, where the scarcity of firewood, which is a matter of

life and death in our climate, has compelled many a farmer

to sacrifice a fine farm and leave the country. There are many
other spots in the Province nearty as bad, and unfortunately
the process of destruction is going oa even now in more places

than one."

And large sections of the Province of Ontario are denuded
of forest wood; consequently this Province is a large importer
of coal from the United States.

" We can cope." says Mr. Joly,
" with waste and pillage in

our forests; they are but the work of men, but we are terribly

helpless against fire. . . . It is estimated by those who
are most competent to form an opinion on the subject, that

more fine timber has been destroyed by fire than has been cut

down and taken out by the lumberman."

Against the destruction of our forests by fires set by lum-

bermen, hunters, Indians, and others, the laws are powerless.
And the fires of settlers have frequently made great ravages.
The area of country laid waste by fire in the Provinces and
States is truly immense.

" We have not," says the report,
" been spending the income

or annual profit of our forests, but the forests themselves
not the interest but the capital,"
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The difficulty, however, is to find a practicable remedy.
In his last report, the United States Commissioner recom-

mended,
"
that Congress be requested to enact such laws as

may be necessary for the appraisement and sale of such tim-

ber lands as it may deem best to sell ; also to provide for

specific legislation for fines and punishment for trespass on
the timber on all public lands."

Mr. Joly "recommended limiting the lumberman to a max-
imum cut of so many thousand feet per square mile of his

limits."

However, it is not only the scarcity of wood and the de-

struction of agreat source of revenue that are to be deprecated,
but the "disastrous climatic effect resulting from the removal

of forests." It is generally allowed that one-third the area of

a country should be in a forest state. Forest culture is largely

encouraged in many of the old States of Europe. And on the

western plains of North America forests are being planted.

Though our limited space forbid further amplification, we
are unwilling to dismiss this important subject without

special reference to the Dominion.

The reader, in comparing the productions of the Provinces

with those of the States cannot fail to realize the necessity on

the part of Canada, to protect and economise every source of

revenue she possesses. The Dominion is not an agricultural

country, but she has immense forests from which huge n

venues have been derived. Destroy the forests, and the great.

staple of the country will soon be among the things of the

past. Already the exports ofjiine and hardwood are matters

of history. Spruce is the only forest wood on which the

Dominion can rely, at least to any great extent. And it has

the advantage of reproducing itself at a rapid rate. But the

destructive agencies at work point to a near future when
this source of revenue will fail also, unless forcible measures

shall be immediately adopted to prevent it. The preceding
extracts from reliable authorities point to this fact.

During the last forty years the writer of these pages has

had many opportunities of noting the agencies by which large

sections of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick have been

divested of their most valuable timber. As a land surveyor,

during that time he has traversed the country in various

directions; besideshavingread most all (be available reports of

public surveys for railroads and other purposes. From the
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the forests of this country is much greater than has been

i-.iily estimated. And what is true of these two Pro-

vinces is, no doubt, equally true of large sections of the other

Provinces.

Looking at the extent of our forest land the casual observer

might conclude that we still possess inexhaustible forest re-

sources. But such is not the case. Large regions of the

forest lands in all the Provinces and in the adjoining States,

are utterly worthless cither for settlement or for timber. Still

we possi-.s vast areas of forest lands which are continually

reproducing large quantities of useful timber.

. However, in place of wasting so much wood in the manu-

facture of deals and square timber, as we are doing; in place

of selling the products of our forests in the markets of Eng-
land for less than half the real value, we should limit the\

annual production to less than half that of the present, j

Norway and Sweden, which have continued to supply the /

^ markets of Europe with immense quantities of forest pro- \

ducts for the last hundred and fifty years, have long ago 1

taken steps to prevent the destruction of their forests; besides,

they economise by manufacturing all kinds and sizes of

wood, and making it ready for the various uses for which it

is intended in the markets. They do not leave a large part of

every tree, as is done in this country, to rot in the wilderness;

they do not waste one-third of their pine by manufacturing
a part of each tree and leaving the remainder of the trunk as

fuel for the flames.

DISTANCES.

The following table of distances, compiled chiefly from

official sources, will be found useful:

Miles.

Halifax to Liverpool 'lA^l

Pernambuco, Brax.il 3,331
St. Tli. .mas 1,630

:

::iault, Pacific Ocean, by nearest land route in

Dominion v 3,986
Moiicton, by Intercolonial Railroad 188

Kestigotiche 386
Kiviere <lu Loup

" "
562

Quebec, by Intercolonial Railroad.- 682

Montreal,
" "

840
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Miles.

Halifax to Toronto, by Intercolonial Railroad 1,180
St. John, N. B.,

" " 276

Bangor, by railroad 478
] Hnville Junction 588

Montreal, via Danville

Boston, by railroad 723 s-

do. by water -.--rr "T". ".'"'ITrm 364*
New York, by railroad 956

do. by water 540

Windsor, by railroad 171

Pictou, 113

Cape Race 403

San Francisco, via Quebec 4,021

Victoria, Pacific, via City of Ottawa 3,870

St. John to Liverpool 2,683
St. Thomas 1,680

Pictou, by water 480

Montreal,
"

1,180

Cape Race 715

Ctariottetown 4!;8

Toronto, bv Intercolonial Railroad 1,084

Boston, by railroad 417

New York,
" GSO

Montreal, via Bangor 582

do. via Intercolonial . . , 740

Montreal to Quebec City, by water iftO

West Light, Anticosti 5 '~>

Straits of Belle Isle 986

Cape Race 9%
St. Thomas 2,145

Pernambuco, Brazil 3,056
Havanna 2,598
St. Thomas 2,439
Rio Janeiro 5,330
New York *M59/--
Boston 1s279L~
Liverpool, by Cape Race 2.!Hi;>

do. via Belle Isle 2,!'A2

City of Ottawa, by water 116

Kingston, 178
Port Dalhousie,

" 348

Duluth, Lake Superior, by water 1,3!KS

Chicago,
"

1,2(51

Portland, by railroad 2!!?

Boston " 334

New York, " 404

Chicago,
" 847

Omaha, '' 1,249
San Francisco, " 3,181

Quebec to Portland 317

Toronto to Quebec, by railroad. 555

Halifax,
" 1,237

Boston, " 522
New York, by railroad H>

" Fort Garry, via Chicago 1,537
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Toronto by railroad t;> Winnipeg, via Detroit and Chicago. ... 1,589

Pictou to Montreal, by water 860
<ii>. by railroad 833

Toronto, by railroad 1,227
"

Boston, by water 600

Prince Edward Island Railroad 198

City of Ottawa to Bute Inlet, Pacific, via Canadian Pacific

Railroad line 2,774
Head of Bute Inlet to Pacific Ocean 160
Ottawa Kiver to Red River, via north shore of Lakes Huron

and Superior 1,200
Lake Superior to Red River, Canadian P. R. Line 410

" " Burrard Inlet, Pacific 1,973

Victoria, Vancouver Island, to Sidney 6,805
"

to Anioor 3,900
to Shanghai 5,220
to Canton 5,980
to Melbourne 6,940

Duluth to Fort Garry, via United States 455
Fort Garry to Edirnmton, by water 1,150
Sorel River, St. Lawrence, via Lake Champlain, by water to

Albany, New York : 411

Albany, to Buffalo, via Erie Canal 350
New York to Liverpool 3,013

to Jamaica 1,530
"

to St. Thomas 1,420"
to Barbadoes 1,800
to Pcrnarabuco, Brazil 3,364
to C'ape Race, Newfoundland 1,010
to Charlottetown 780

" to Chicago via Erie Canal and Lakes Erie and
Michigan 1,504

to Queenstown 2,773
to Philadelphia, by railroad 90
to Chicago,
to Omaha,
to Cheyenna,
to Ogden,
to San Francisco,

913

1,405

1,933
2,435
3,317

Chicago to Liverpool, via Mississippi River 6,000
to

" via Erie Canal and New York 4,000
"

to
"

via Welland Canal and St. Lawrence. . 4,160"
to Buffalo, by water 916

"
to Quebec,

"
1,421

New Orleans to Jamaica 1,095
to Barbadoes 2,120
to St. Thomas 1,639
to Havanna 590

Mississippi River and Branches is navigable for 20,OOQ
Length of Mississippi 3,160"

to head of Missouri Branch 4.491

Ohio River, navigable for 1,175
or, 2,000 miles from Gulf of Mexico.

Cape Race, Newfoundland, to Cape Clear, Ireland 1,640



Miles.
Montreal to Collingwood by railroad 11' t

From CbllingwoodjDywater, through the Georgian Bay, Lakes
Huron and Superior to Diiluth

'

780
D.I., by the latter route and Duluth railway, to Winnipeg. . . . 1,2:>~>

Red Kiver to Yellow Head Pass , 1,063
Yellow Head Pass to Pacific, about 700
Red I liver to Eastern boundary of British Columbia 1,046
C'ollingwood, via the Lakes and Canada Pacific Railroad rente,

to Winnipeg 1,040

Lake Ontario is 180 miles long ; mean breadth. (V> miles ; mean depth,
500 feet ; L't>2 feet above the sea ; and area, 7,000 square miles. It is

7-">t> miles from the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

Lake Erie is 240 miles in length, and 80 in breadth ; 84 feet mean
depth ; 555 feet above the sea ; and area 10,000 square miles.

Lake St. Clair is 20 miles long, and 36 wide ; 20 feet deep, and 571
feet above the sea ; area 360 square miles.

Lake Huron is 260 miles long, by 160 wide; mean depth, 800 feet ;

574 feet above the sea ;
and contains 20,000 square miles.

Lake Michigan is 360 miles in length ; 108 miles in width ; 800
feet deep; 587 feet above the sea, and contains 20,000 square miles.

Lake Superior is 355 miles in length ; 160 in width ; 9S8 feet deep ;

600 feet above the sea, and covers 40,000 square miles.

Lake Champlain is below these lakes. It is 110 miles long ; great-
est width, 14 miles ; and depth from 50 to 280 feet. It discharges by
Itichelieu River into the River St. Lawrence, about 45 miles below
Montreal.
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POLITICAL UNIFICATION.

The history of the world, especially that of Europe, marks

the dismemberment of many ancient States, the union of

some, and the partition of others, out of which great powers
have been erected.

Lord Iloughton said, on seconding the address in reply to

the speech from the British throne in 1807, that "the future

of the world rested not in insulated municipalities, but in

great empires." And the Marquis of Salisbury, in a recent

speech in the House of Lords, said: "That the small king-

doms which we have guaranteed are infriolfrbly doomed to

destruction. Almost every generation sees the absorption of

one or other of them. The future is one of great empires, and

small powers will have hard work to live at all." Sir C. W.
Dilke, in his Gr,-<t1<r Britain-, p. 199, says:

"
It is small

powers, not great ones, that have become impossible."
In no part of the world is this doctrine more completely real-

ized than in the British Islands. The seven kingdoms of Eng-
land, known as the Saxon Heptarchy, were originally indepen-
dent of each other. Several times however, a powerful Sovc-

eign acquired a preponderating influence over the other six na-

tions. Scotland and Ireland were each divided into a number of

petty nations. France, at one time, was divided into several

nation-;. Germany, says Kussell,
" was formerly possessed by

a number of free and independent nations. . . . extending
from Bohemia to the Baltic and the German Ocean." Out of

this cluster of States Austria and Prussia sprang. The
former became a great power: and, until a recent date, was
head of the German confederation.

Prussia, in ISlo, only contained ten millions of inhabitants.

At the beginning of her last war with France her population
was about twenty millions; before the close of that war, by
acquisitions of neighbouring states, Prussia numbered more
than forty millions.

In his History of the Middle Ages, Henry Ilallam says:
" The German Empire indeed had. now assumed so peculiar

a character, and the mass of States who composed it were in
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so many respects sovereign within their own territories, that

wars unless in themselves unjust could not be made a sub-

ject of reproach against them '' And " The republics of Italy

in the thirteenth century were so numerous and independent,
and their re-volutions so frequent, that it is a difficult matter

to avoid confusion in following their history." Hut it

remained for the latter half of the nineteenth century to orga-

nize the kingdom of Prussia into an empire, and consolidate

the Italian States into a kingdom.
Vi'e might search the whole compass of European history

in vain to find such important results as followed (he short

wars of 18GO and 1870. They closed in laying the foundation

of an united fJermany, and in the unification of the Italian

States. Austria was compelled to cede to Hungary the chief

part of her historic rights, and let go her grasp upon Italy.

And France, b}' means of her war with Prussia in 1ST'', was

compelled to withdraw her forces from Rome, and leave Italy

to the King of Sardinia. In this war " we see," said an elo-

quent writer, "one Germany rising in its strength, gathering
in its avalanche of excitement all its manhood to battle, all

its old age to guard, and all its womanhood to tend and heal the

wounded and the sick.
" Thus Prussia was introduced into

the family of great powers; Italy became a strong nation,

with Rome as its capital; France, though humbled, is

one of the great powers; and the Pope\s civil power was

terminated.

And at the close of the Russian and Turkish war in 1878,

followed by the Berlin treaty, the map of the Ka.;t was again

changed. Great powers were made greater and feeble States

were enfeebled. Russia, which is the unification of a group
of Slavic and other States, continues to march on by large;

strides. Turkey, by the common consent of the Berlin (Y.i.-

griss, was partitioned; and Russia gains the portion of IScs

sarabia which she lost by the treaty of 1 ''>, and thus once

more extends her. frontier to the Pruth and the Danube.

The area of this accession is upwards of 3,300 square miles.

And on the Asiatic frontier, at the eastern end of Ihe Black

Sea. Russia obtained an accession of territory containing
about nine thousand square miles. These two areas contain

about 78,000,000 acres. And Batoum also is annexed to Rus-

sia, with the understanding that no fortifications shall be

maintained on it.
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Bosnia and a part of Montenegro were ceded to Austria.

The town and valley of Kotur, which lie to the east of Lake

Van, are restored to Persia.

Servia, Ronmania, and the remaining part of Montenegro
are independent, and Bulgaria is practically so. All these

with Greece are feeble States; and Turkey is so weakened by

war, together with the loss of about 71,500 square miles of

her domain, that she is powerless except for murderous

oppression.

Thus the troubles in the East, and they are many and com-

plicated, have been settled, for the present by the Treaty of

Berlin. Never did peace speak with a more feeble voice. If

this Congress had annexed all the feeble states to great

powers, some hope might be entertained of a more lasting

peace among the Eastern Nations. But as matters stand, if

Uu-^iu, Austria, and other great powers aim at a reconstruc-

tion of their frontiers if they aim at extending their boun-

daries, the way is open for the annexation of feeble states.

This may not be effected without bloodshed, as in the past,

unless the great powers convene another Congress for the pur-

pose of annexing them.

Evidently the destiny of feeble nations is absorption by
great powers.

" Small powers will have hard work to live at

all." Poland, Hungary and Bohemia were dismembered.

Alliances may save weak nations for a time. The Nether-

lands and the seven Provinces of Holland, Norway and Swe-

den have their unions.

Spain, before the middle of the eleventh century, was
divided among a number of independent sovereigns, whose

history became less important in proportion to the increase of

the number of kingdoms. Ultimately the small states of the

Spanish Peninsula united, and Spain became a great power,
whose dominion extended over Gibraltar, the Netherlands, the

Two Sicilies, and an immense empire in America. Her boast

was that
" when Spain moves the whole world trembles."

Through a conjuncture of events, however, she lost nearly
all her distant possessions. The few feeble nations that

remain seem to be mere reservations until the great powers
are ready to change their political destiny.

The effect of the consolidation of the world into great

powers can hardly fail to be salutary. The number of dispu-

tants, and consequently the number of national disputes are
19
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decreasing. Those nations long at war with the aspirations
of freedom arc greatly changed, and higher aspirations, mo-
tives and ideas a higher standard of moral and intellectual

progress more becoming the manhood of nations, is assumed.

The dissolution of church and state and the gradual adapta-
tion of national constitutions to the wants of society are taking

place among the great powers. Greater freedom of con-

science, of discussion, and of the press, is leading to a more

peaceful development of the resources of each nation than

existed among the small nations of the past. Consequently
we arc enabled with much les^ difficulty than formerly to

assign the positions, and outline the future of nations. No
limit has been set to the extent of empire, number of people,
and variety of interests which may be governed by one execu-

tive head. The world has long had the experience of govern-
ment by absolute and despotic monarchs whose will had the

force of law. Such were the governments of China, Russia,

Austria, Spain, Turkey, France, and other nations.

At the time of the discovery of America by Columbus, and

long after, the moral tone and intellectual character of the

most enlightened nations of Europe were at a low ebb.

Even in the British Islands civilization was low, and liberty

of conscience was looking abroad for a safe resting place.
" The liberties of our country," says Macaulay,

" wore in the

greatest peril. The opponents of the government began to

despair of the destiny of their country, and many looked to

the American wilderness as the only asylum in which they
could enjoy civil and spiritual freedom. There a few reso-

lute Puritans who, in the cause of their religion, feared nei-

ther the rage of the ocean nor the hardships of uncivilized

life, neither of savage beasts nor the tomahawks of more

savage man, had built amidst the primeval forests villages

which are now great and opulent cities, but which have,

through change, retained some trace of the character derived

from their founders. The government regarded these inf-int

colonies with aversion, but could not prevent the population
of New England from being largely recruited by stout hearted

and God-fearing men from every part of the old England."
The great powers of that age were unstable and the small

nations were very numerous, and both small and great were

almost continually at war.
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The doctrine we purposed to establish is, that "the future

is one of great empires." Great Britain, France, Prussia,

Russia, Austria and Italy, on the other side of the ocean, and

the United States iu America may be said to control the des-

tinies of the other nations.

And never was the doctrine here propounded that small

and weak nations are powerless, more fully verified than by
(In iv-:ues of the Berlin Congress of 1378. The small powers
were not allowed a voice in its deliberations. Koumania,
Servia, Montenegro and Greece were viewed by the great

powers as mere geographical expressions, and Turkey has

enough to do to live. In a word, the feeble nations must sub-

mit to the decrees of the great powers.
The most successful power in Europe in the art of

government is Britain. The head of this ancient land of

many nations governs upwards of thirty millions of people
at home; fifty colonies scattered over the world, and about

ninety sovereigns in India, who themselves rule about one

hundred and eighty millions of people.

From this brief review of the political consolidations of

some of the old states of the world, we purpose to glance at

the past and present state of America.

The discovery of America in 1492 marks one of the most

important eras in history. By that discovery a vast conti-

nent was made known to the old world. Though peopled by
millions though organized and comparatively enlightened
nations existed in Mexico, Peru, and other places near the

centre of the continent, hut little is known of the primitive

history of America. And much of its history during the first

century after its discovery by Columbus is obscure. Still,

enough is known of that period to stamp on America and

Europe some of the darkest deeds in their history.

As soon as it was known in Europe that this continent was
rich in the production of wheat, corn, rice, tobacco, and other

precious fruits; that its forests were immense and contained

timber of the most valuable kinds; that its water teemed
with all kinds of useful fish; that indigo, chocolate, coffee,

quinia, sugar, tar and pitch, were abundant; that the hides

of its innumerable wild cattle were valuable; but more espe-

cially when it was known that there was gold in Mexico,
silver in Peru, diamonds in Bra/.il, and rich furs in the north,

then America became a battle field on which Europeans and

the natives of the country became the sanguinary actors.
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The continent north and south, east and west, was inha-

bited by pagan tribes. In Mexico, Peru, and other places

near the centre, the native population numbered many mil-

lions, and they possessed numerous monuments of civiliza-

tion; magnificent palaces and temples, highly cultivated

fields, gold and silver utensils of the richest kinds, and many
other marks of civilization. Mexico and Peru could each

look back to a long line of emperors. But all this was

doomed to change. In the division of the American conti-

nent Great Britain, France, Portugal and Spain became the

chief proprietors. Spain, however, claimed the largest and

most wealthy sections.

In 1521, the whole Mexican nation was compelled to sub-

mit to the arms of Spain, and in 1532 the last of the emperors
of Peru was cruelly murdered in the name of Spain, and his

subjects were enslaved. Indeed, the early history of Spain
and Portugal in America must forever stand out pre-eminent

in the records of human wickedness. They dragged the

natives from home and kindred to serve in the mines. It is

recorded that eight millions of them perished in the mines of

Peru alone. James A. Freaehs A. M., says: "It is the re-

finement of the Spaniard's cruelty in the settled and con-

quered provinces excused by no danger, and provoked by no

resistance, the details of which witness to the infernal cool-

ness with which it wras perpetrated, and the great bearing of

the Indians themselves under an oppression which they de-

spaired of resisting, raises the whole history to the rank of a

world-wide tragedy, in which the^ nobler but weaker nature

was crushed under a malignant force Avhich was stronger and

yet meaner than itself. Gold hunting and lust were the two

passions for which the Spaniards cared, and the fate of the

Indian women was only more dreadful than that of the men,

who were ganged and chained to a labour in the mines which

was only to cease with their lives, in a land where but a little

before they had lived a free contented people, more innocent

of crime than perhaps any people on earth."

Thus did Spain continue for three centuries to sacrifice and

degrade the nature of millions of the inhabitants of these

regions, in order to replenish her coffers ai home with gold,

silver and diamonds. The following extract from a letter

from Christopher Columbus to King Ferdinand, bears the

stamp of the age and country to which the writer belonged,



" Gold is a thing so much the more necessary to your Majt-' \ .

because in order to fulfil the ancient prediction. Jerusalem is

to be rebuilt by a prince of the Spanish monarchy. Gold is

the most excellent of metals. What becomes of those pre-

cious stones which are sought for at the extremities of the

globe? They are sold and finally converted into gold. With

gold we not only do whatsoever we please in this world, but

we can even employ it to snatch souls from purgatory and

people ParadUc."

Shortly after the date of her acquisitions in America. Spain

began to decline. The vast stores of wealth obtained from

her American possessions had been the means of corrupting
all ranks of her people and enervating the spirit of the nation.

After a time this source of wealth failed. The chief part of

her colonies revolted, and established nationalities for them-

selves. Mexico, Peru, and other sections became independent ;

Louisiana and Florida she lost by treaty, and the chief part of

her West India Islands by conquest. Out of all her vast pos-

sessions in America. Spain holds only Cuba and some adjacent
islands, and that by a feeble tenure. Both Spain and Cuba

have recently been in the throes of bloody revolutions. In

the Imperial State two parties fought for the crown; and

Cuba has been fighting to be free from the Spanish yoke.
Thus the political power of Spain ceased on the American

main, but not so with regard to her vices. Wherever the

kindred tongues of Spain and Portugal prevail, as in Mexico,

South America and Cuba, revolutions and vice in their worst

forms prevail also. Spain has entailed a dark blot on Mexi-

can civilization. The dregs of Spanish rule, Spanish ignor-

ance and vice continue to curse that country. Mexico -for

half a century has had no repose from sanguinary revolutions.

There seems to be but little hope at present for moral reform.

And looking at the vast resources of the country, extent and

fertility of domain, mineral wealth, and the genial character

of its climate, this is the more to be regretted.

And Spain has been repeating her Mexican history in Cuba.

This beautiful and fertile island, situate in a fine climate, and

justly named the Queen of the Antilles, contains an area of

4s. 4:'.'.' >qiiare miles, equal to the aggregate area of Xova
Scotia and Xe\v Brunswick. In 1870 it contained a million

and a half inhabitants, half of whom are white. Of the

colored race about four hundred thousand are slaves. The
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Cubans have been powerless in the civil matters of the Island.

They are heavily taxed in order to enrich the parent State.

The revenue is larger than that of the Dominion of Canada.

How much longer Spain will be able to govern, or rather mis-

govern Cuba, it is impossible to foresee. After spending the

last five or six years in the most bloody and cruel war, the

Cubans have failed to free themselves from Spanisli domination.

Spain and Portugal only saw in their colonial revolutions

the loss of vast revenues; and, says Huuiboldt, "the loss of

their slaves, the spoliation of the clergy, and the introduction

of religious toleration, which they believe to be incompatible
with the purity of the established worship.''

Portugal held possessions in America second in value only
to those of Spain. In 1832 the great Brazilian Empire revolted

against Portugal, proclaimed its independence, and conferred

the Imperial crown on Dom Pedro, the son of John VI. of

Portugal. Thus a monarchy was established on the American
continent.

Brazil contains an area of three million square miles. It is

nearly fourteen times larger than France. The whole of

Britain's Indian Empire would not cover its surface. The
soil of Brazil is of unrivalled fertility, and its produce of the

soil, mine and sea is varied and rich. Its mountains and val-

leys are clothed with rich forests. The face of the country is

not disfigured by deserts of any great extent. Her rivers, in-

cluding the great Amazon and La Plata, are large enough to

irrigate a continent. Her seaboard, six thousand miles in

length, affords great scope for commerce; and, together with

her river system, has an ameliorating influence on the colder

regions of the country.

Though
" discovered by chance," says Southey,

" and long
left to chance," Bra/.il is destined to hold an important place

in the family of great powers. Governed since her inde-

pendence by judicious laws, administered by enlightened

statesmen, Brazil has far eclipsed Portugal in real progress.

This American nation is capable of sustaining hundreds of

millions of the human family.

Brazil is the only nation in America whose chief magistrate

and his descendants may claim the "right divine" to reign.

Whether that right may be considered indefeasible in the

future remains to be seen. In North America the people

generally believe that the blood of the humblest peasants,
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who do justice, love mercy, and walk humbly with God,
is as royal as that which has coursed the veins of royalty
for ages.

The present ruler of Brazil is one of the most enlightened
and progressive monarchs of the age ; and whether a liberal

and limited monarchy, like that of the present, will be con-

tinued in Brazil, or whether a republican form of govern-
ment will take the place of the present, or whether a great

monarchical power will prevail in the south, and a great repub-
lican power, the United States, in the north, remains for the

future to direct.

And France, out of all her vast possessions in North

America embracing the Dominion of Canada And the region

lying west of the Mississippi liiver, now only claims St.

Pierre and Miquelon, two insignificant and rocky islands,

situate near Newfoundland, and some unimportant islands in

the West India group.
French government in America was mild and conciliatory

compared to either that of Spain or Portugal. The best ex-

ample of the progress of French colonization was to be found
on the banks of the St. Lawrence. Still, in some respects
it was not a fair test. The country near the city of Quebec,
where the chief settlements were formed, is far north, and

comprised in a narrow valley between the Laurent ian and

Alleghany mountains. Although this colony was under

France for 220 years, and the fertile valley of Ontario was

unoccupied, French settlement did not extend. The French

people were satisfied to remain where and as they were.

In language, customs, religion, and church and state com-

binations. Quebec is a type of old France of a century ago.

Though adjoining Ontario and New England though under

British rule for more than a century, the progress of assimi-

lation has been remarkably slow.

France and Great Britain fought long and hard with eaeli

other in order to obtain and hold possessions in North

America. The human life and treasure wasted by these two

nations must have been immense. Probably France in the

end gained largely by the loss of her American colonies.

France is a great power with but few colonies to protect.

Great Britain is the only European nation which has per-

petuated its power with any degree of success on the Amer-
ican continent. By conquest and otherwise, Britain claimed
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the whole Atlantic frontier from the Gulf of St. Lawrence to

Florida, including Newfoundland and some West India

Islands, and also the French possessions in the north in all

an immense empire. But there is a tide in the affairs of

nations. The colonies of Britain, like those of Spain and

Portugal, complained of being misgoverned by the parent state.

The Imperial government refused redress a refusal which

caused thirteen of her colonies to revolt and erect themselves

into a nation. France, pleased to see Great Britain humbled

through her own impolicy in America, at once aeknowL
the independence of the new Republic as one in the family
of nations. Britain, after a series of sanguinary conflicts

with the young nation, in which the former was generally the

loser, also acknowledged the independence of the United

States. Thus Britain lost three hundred and forty thousand

square miles of the richest part of her American possesMons.
The question might here be asked, why the other British

possessions adjoining did not revolt also?

Though a century has passed since the old colonies assumed

their independence, the reasons why Quebec did not join the

Republic are not without interest to the student of American

history. This subject recalls events during which two
nationalities were established on this part of the continent;

and also the nature of the forces then employed to prevent
Canada from becoming a part of the Anglo-American nation,

then being established on her southern border.

When the two houses of the British Parliament passed an

act, declaring that "the King and Parliament had, and of

right ought to have, full power and authority to make laws

and statutes of sufficient force to bind the colonies, and His

Majesty's subjects in them, in all cases whatsoever;" when

stamp duties were imposed on a multitude of articles in the

colonies, in order to raise the Imperial revenue at home, the

colonies remonstrated by petitions, delegations, and other

lawful means.

Agnin.xt this act of the parent State the inhabitants of Que-
bec were also opposed. But having fought long and hard,

and endured privations of the most serious nature, in order to

secure their possessions to France, and failed, it was only
natural that the French people would be willing to remain

passive, and let the Anglo Saxons right against each other.

Besides, says the French historian, Garncau,
"
They ever
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preserved in their hearts that hatred for the British race,

wherever born or located, which they had contracted during

long wars; they thus made no distinction in their minds be-

tween those of it mingled with themselves, in Canada, and

; men of kindred blood dwelling beyond, viewing both alike as

|
one body of turbulent and ambitious oppressors."
As time passed their indifference to the sanguinary struggle

raging on their southern border gradually subsided, and they

strongly sympathized with the other colonists in their opposi-

tion to the Imperial demands.

The new republic, however, in its declaration of the rights

of man, gave great offence to the Roman Catholic clergy of

Quebec. In the declaration Britain was blamed for setting
"
up civil and spiritual tyranny in Canada, to the great danger

of the neighboring Provinces."

Notwithstanding this strong declaration against the civil

and religious institutions of Quebec, the sympathy of the

French laity continued with the other colonists, and when
France acknowledged the independence of the republic their

sympathies became still stronger in favor of the New England
States.

At the conquest. Great Britain secured to the French colony
on the St. Lawrence their religion, language, laws, customs

and other institutions. These were held sacred, especially by
their clergy, who, when solicited to join the Republic,

replied:
" The British government has left us nothing to wish

for. All our monasteries are nowr in full possession of their

own; our missions are in a flourishing state," and " the mili-

tary authorities are ordered to do honor to our religious out-

door ceremonies." Believing that their peculiar institutions

would be protected and better respected by Britain than by
the republic, "the Bishop of Quebec addressed an encyclical
letter to his flock, exhorting the faithful to be true to British

allegiance, and to repel the American invaders. He strove to

prove at the time that their religion would not be respected

by Puritans and independents if these obtained the mastery
in the struggle going on, and that it would be folly to join

them." " These sentiments," continues Garueau,
" were more

widely developed by him afterwards in a lengthy pastoral

letter, published next year. Meantime neither the proclama-
tion nor the encyclical were able to move the Canadians from

their state of apathy." Notwithstanding the sympathies of
20
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the laity with the revolutionists, the
"
clergy and seignors re-

solved to resist every assault of the Anglo-Americans, and re-

tain their county for monarchical Britain, 3,000 miles distant,

a patroness all the less likely for that remoteness to become

perilously inimical to Canadian institutions." However,

through the influence of the clergy, the Canadian people be-

came "
gradually cooling in their republican tendencies, and

continuously influenced by the calming and efficacious advice

of the clergy and burgesses the latter of monarchic senti-

ment," the laity changed their policy and fought against the

republic; and, says the historian, "it may be fairly assumed,

then, that to the clergy of Canada at this juncture was Britain

indebted for the conservation of the dependency.''
Thus Canada was to remain monarchical, and the French

people a cold abstraction. Had Quebec joined the United

States in 1775, Canada would have obtained the rights and

liberties which she rebelled in order to obtain in 1837;

and Great Britain would have been preserved from American

complications, which have caused her much trouble, and

from wars and war debts of immense magnitude
In the political division of North America, Great Britian

has been singularly unfortunate. Out of the wreck of her

valuable colonies only a few isolated patches of habitable

country remained to her lot, and even what remained has not

all been retained. It would transcend our limits to give a

full historical retrospect of the boundary and other disputes

which have arisen between Britain and the United States;

suffice it to say, that the territory which history lias cast to

the lot of the Dominion of Canada is not the old French

empire unimpaired. Many millions of acres of lands claimed

by the Provinces, besides other valuable resources, have been

given by Great Britain to the United States against the pro-

tests of the Provinces. The residue is totally unlike any
other country in the world.

After the revolt of the "Old Colonies," Great Britain

made no effort to extend or strengthen the southern frontier

of her possessions; but on the contrary, in her boundary dis-

putes she gave piece after piece to the Republic, amounting
in the whole to forty or fifty millions of acres. Indeed, see-

ing the inferior character of her remaining possessions in

North America, it is doubtful if her leading statesmen felt a

strong desire to retain them.
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Great Britain allowed the great empire of Louisiana, on her

southern border, to be ceded and receded down to the begin-

ning of the present century without making an effort to claim

any part of it, France claimed this region by right of dis-

covery in 1618. It was ceded to Spain, and receded in 1800,

and sold by France to the United States in 1803, for the in-

significant, sum of fifteen millions of dollars. Out of this

region the Republic has erected Arkansas, Missouri, Wiscon-

sin, Iowa, and the territories lying west of these States.

The United States continued to add largely to her national

domain. In 1819, in the settlement of her disputes with

Spain, the latter ceded Florida to the Republic. About the

middle of the present century she obtained by conquest and

purchase from Mexico, the present States of Texas, Nevada,
California, and the Utah, New Mexico and Arizona territo-

ries; and in 1867 she purchased Alaska from Russia for

about seven millions of dollars.

Thus the Republic comprises a great cluster of States, the

greater part of which is inaccessible to a menacing and de-

structive invasion. If such growing power existed in Europe
it would be viewed with great suspicion by neighboring

nations, but being in America no nation interferes. The

only recent instance of European interference in the affairs of

America was the effort made by France to establish a branch

of the Royal family of Austria on the throne of Mexico.

But the effort failed in the most disastrous and melancholy
manner; and Mexico is still feasting on bloody revolutions,

and will probably continue to do so until annexed to the

United States.

It was long believed that the slavery question would be

the means of rending the United States; that at the close of

the rebellion the union would be disunited, and that several

powers would spring out of the wreck of states, when a Ca-

nadian nationality might have a fair chance to live and breathe

more freely. After the rebellion was suppressed, and the

States set free, and the nation reconstructed on a more per-

manent foundation, public opinion changed. It changed
also in regard to the relations of British North America to

the empire and to the United States. Immediately after the

close of the civil war in the States, Great Britain, by means
of treaties, got her chief disputes with the Union settled, and

then made a safe retreat from North America, taking her
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nada to the Canadians she gave the United States the free

navigation of the Iliver St. Lawrence forever; also the com-
mand of the San Juan navigation, and the use of the Cana-

dian fisheries. But the United Slates government refused to

refund to Canada the cost of the Fenian raids, which
amounted to a million and a half dollars.

As already stated, the policy of the world is the unification

of feehle nations into great powers. By this law of develop-
ment the treaty alliances guaranteeing the integrity of small

powers have heen disregarded; and the small and feeble

states of the world arc being encompassed by great powers;
and thus a more enlarged concentration of power and autho-

rity is placed in the hands of a few great powers, instead of

being divided among a host of feeble nations.

With the exception of Great Britain but few nations have

colonial possessions. Indeed, there is not the same desire as

formerly to acquire distant regions. And the opinion is fast

gaining ground in Britain that her colonies, especially those

of North America, would be a source of weakness to the

nation in the event of a general war.

The Anglo-Saxon mind of the British Islands, whether at

home or abroad, whether under monarchical or republican

institutions, is peculiarly adapted to govern large masses of

the human family, and according to diversified requirements.

In North America a century ago, in opposition to the
"
right

divine of kings," this race laid deep and broad the founda-

tions of a great, Republic; indeed, a greater Britain than

Britain itself, and free from thy mediaeval element which

shaped the structure of European society church and state,

monarchs, popes and aristocracy, \vith free and unscctarian

schools, and an open Bible as the key to the structure. And
in British North America the same mind under different cir-

cumstances has made great progress, indeed a remarkable

progress when the two obstacles are considered. While the

States governed themselves the Provinces were governed by
a power which is three thousand miles off, and which for a

long time claimed a monopoly in colonial trade. Besides, the

progress of Canada proper was retarded by intestine troubles,

arising out of conflicting races and interests.

Wherever groups of Anglo-Saxon communities exist, poli-

tical union of some kind generally takes place. It was so in
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and in British North America. The Australian colonies ah-o

are in favor of union.

But there is no part of the world in which the Anglo-Saxon
' mind prevails, where their separation is so unnatural and in-

convenient as it is in the United States and Canadian Prov-

inces. Geographically these two countries belong, so to

speak, to each other. The habitable parts of C'anada are

separated from each other by immense regions of infertile

country. The settlements of the Dominion east of Lake

~f Superior are connected to those of the States in front by
roads, railroads, telegraph lines, canals, rivers and lakes,

while the only connection between the Upper and Lower
Provinces is a long stretch of worthless lands, through which
a railroad passes. The vital and varied interests of the States

and Provinces are so blended, and their natural, social and

moral ties are so closely united, that the political union of

these two branches of the same famity cannot be long delayed.

Indeed, in conformity with the antecedents of the Anglo-
Saxou race, and in accordance with the spirit of the age, a

strong union sentiment has prevailed on both sides of the

international boundary. And, as events unfold themselves

and the true position and relations of the habitable parts of

the Dominion become better known, the united destiny of

the States and Provinces become more and more manifest.

No matter what policy the Dominion may pursue, her

scattered settlements are confronted on all sides by almost

insurmountable barriers Her natural markets, as we have

shown, are not within her own boundaries nor in Great

Britain, but in the United States. Large numbers of the

population of the Dominion are continually emigrating to

the States, thxis binding the kindred ties of the two nation-

alties still closer as time passes, and thus a permanent con-

federation of minds is being established.

In the union of 18G7 each Province sacrificed some long
cherished notions with a view to the general advantage of the

whole
;
so it is in all voluntary unions, whether of states or

of churches. In Scotland and Ireland, at the time of their

unions with England, many were opposed to the abolition of

their local parliaments. That objection would not arise

against a union of these States and Provinces, as each would
retain, its local legislature. Aiid if the Dominion Parliament,
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with all its costly machinery was abolished, no one need,
and probably very few, would be sorry.

Obliterate the unnatural boundary which divides the Prov-

inces from the States -remove the custom houses from the

boundary Hue, and give these two countries free and unfet-

tered trade with each other; give the Dominion unrestricted

trade with the forty-five millions of progressive people on.Ujg

front, and both countries would soon have proof positive as

to where their true interests lie. The kindred and geographi-
cal ties, and the commercial relations which bind the British

Islands so closely together to-day, are not more binding than

those which nature has established between these American
branches of the same family. Indeed, no one has yet been

able to show how either Canada, Britain or the States can be

benefited by the political separation of these American
nationalities. There may be some whose monarchical predi-

lections lead them to see in vision the rise of a monarchy
among the mountains of Canada, under the fcgls of which

they may hope to be the recipients of greater honors and

emoluments of office than under republican institutions.

Having viewed the position and relations of these adjoin-

ing nationalities with all the care and impartiality we are

able to command, we are unable to see how it is possible.

under existing circumstances, for the Dominion to develop
its own resources unless in a commercial union with the

United States. And how, in the event of war, the Dominion
can be defended against the United States in force is more
than we can divine. It is however to be hoped that before

war come, able advocates of the union of those two coun-

tries will rise to the dignity and importance of the subject,

and show throughout the length and breadth of these States

and Provinces, that the union of the whole is a necessity.

Then the dangers which confront the Dominion will vanish,

and the happiness of leaving to our children the heritage of

an honorable citizenship in a united and prosperous nation

will be a grout reward.
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INDEPENDENCE OF CANADA.

There is much in the early history of America which re-

minds us of what the historian Robertson says of the begin-

ning of most all commonwealths: " Nations as well as men
arrive at maturity by degrees, and the events which happened

during their infancy or early youth cannot be recollected and

deserve not to be remembered."

It is only as lights, casting their shadows upon the future,

that man}' of the events in the history of this country deserve

to be remembered. The nations of Europe holding colonies

on this continent claimed to have a divine and indefeasible

right to exercise regal power over them. And the power was

generally used with a strong arm. " The doctrine," said Lord

Macaulay, "that the parent State has supreme power over the

colonies is not only borne out by authority and precedent, but

will appear when examined to be in entire accordance with

justice and with policy. During the feeble infancy of colonies,

independence would be pernicious or rather fatal to them.

... .There cannot really be more than one supreme power in

a society. . . .There ought to be complete incorporation, if in-

corporation be possible. If not, there ought to be complete

reparation. Very few propositions in politics can be so per-

fectly demonstrated as this, that parliamentary government
cannot be carried on by two really equal and independent

parliaments in one empire."
After the revolt of the "old thirteen colonies," one of the

most perplexing questions of a colonial nature Great Britain

had was, howr to govern and protect the fragments of habitable

country that remained to her lot in North America.

During the early history of this country Great Britain held

a monopoly of the trade of her colonies, and this monopoly,

tuys Adam Smith in his II 'caUJiof Nation*, was "
the principal,

or more properly perhaps the sole end and purpose of the

dominion which Great Britain assumed over her colonies."

At the same time the colonies had the piivilege of under-

selling foreign countries in the British markets at home.
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Long ago this was changed. By degrees Great Britain has

relaxed her control of the legislation of the colonies. The
latter buy and sell where they please. And the commercial

relations between Britain and her colonies is on a par with that

between either of them and foreign countries, except that the

trade system between the colonies and foreign countries is

subject to changing legislation, while that between the parent
state and foreign nations is generally based on treaty obliga-

tions. Consequently Britain's roinimTcial advantages arising

out of the colonial relations are but few. When, the mono-

poly ceased her colonial policy may be said to hare changed,
and her control of the colonies became more and more relaxed,

cspcciall}' with regard to British North America. Her avowed

policy is to let the Dominion of Canada shape her own desti-

nies as she may think best.

/ It cannot be doubted that the power and policy of the

United States had much to do in giving force to tbe present

colonial policy of Great Britain. Her almost ceaseless troubles

with that power, arising out of her political connection with

these Provinces, lias given rise to a strong feeling in the

British isles to get rid of these Provinces altogether. In the last

century and early part of the present, Great Britain was engaged
in many of the wars which devastated large sect ions of the world.

She made vast territorial acquisitions, which were then con-

sidered conducive to the power and prestige of the nation.

The colonies now make their own laws, and trade where they

please without giving the mother country any preference.

Hence, the chief voice in the British isles is in favor of a sepa-

ration of the colonies, or the greater part of them, from Great

Britain. It is asserted that the colonies yield no tribute to

the support of the nation; they cost much, give great trouble,

and in the event of a general war, they would be mere hos-

tages to the enemy.
There is another and not less important point connected

with the colonial question. That is, as the number of great

powers increase in Europe, the necessity increases for each

power to concentrate its forces at home. France, Prussia,

Kussia, Austria, Turkey and Italy have but few, and some of

them no distant possessions. Each of these nations keep im-

mense forces within the home domain, and are always ready
for war, and always watching each other; and Great Britain

has enough to do in watching them all, and keeping the road
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open to India, without being burdened with the Government

and protection of colonies which render no service to the

empire, but are a source of danger in the event of war.

Hence in the Crimean and Abyssinian wars Great Britain

made no territorial acquisitions; and she ceded the Ionian

Islands to Greece, and Canada to the Canadians. Indeed, any
territorial acquisitions she has recently made have been caused

more by the exigencies of the occasion than from any apparent
desire to acquire more colonies.

In pursuance of her colonial policy Great Britain has, step

by step, made these Provinces more free, and now virtually

independent.

In 1867 the chief Provinces of British North America

framed a Constitution for themselves; they fixed the limits of

their own jurisdiction, which the British Commons, Lords

and Queen with great pleasure stamped with the force of law.

Hence Canada has started with a written constitution, under

which she has assumed national responsibilities. This consti-

tution is not legislative like that which binds the British

Islands politically together; but as a preparatory step to

Canada's manifest destiny. We live under a Federal constitu-

tion, framed, as near as monarchical principles admit, after that

of the United States.

There was, however, a two-fold interest involved in the

union question. Great Britain urged the unification of the

Provinces as the only feasible means of relieving her from

further liabilities in regard to their defence; and the two
Canadas urged the union as the only means of securing the

adjustment of their sectional and party differences differences

which had for many years made government almost impos-
sible. However, in uniting the Provinces adopted the course

which impels weak communities throughout the world to

pursue.

Nearly all the feeble States whose integrity Great Britain

guaranteed have disappeared as such from the map of Europe,
and are now incorporated with great powers. Indeed it is

almost impossible to secure respect for the frontiers of weak
and isolated communities, especially when such communities

are contiguous to a great power.
How long the Dominion may remain a safe resting place for

the Canadian people we cannot predict. Certainly it is not a

convenient one. The only political tie which connects Canada
31
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with the Empire is the Governor-General, and that tie, in con-

sequence of its vice-regal pageantry, which renders it unsuit-

able for American society, and its great cost to the Canadian

people, is being weakened and may soon be severed. Since

the union of the Provinces nearly all the old ties which con-

nected each Province with the Empire have been dissolved.

In fact a radical change has passed over the whole system of

colonial government in North America. Canadians may well

ask, what about the future of the Dominion?
The following citations and deductions from the public

speeches of leading British and Colonial statesmen, and from

the leading press of the British Isles show that Britain's

colonial policy, especially as regards British North America,
has been undergoing remarkable changes.
As far back as 1828 Mr. Huskisson, then Colonial Secretary,

said: "He thought the time had Come for the separation of

Canada from the mother country, and her assumption of an

independent state." And in the debate on the ordnance

estimates he said:
"
If he could be positive that the amount of

the present vote was to be expended with the positive cer-

tainty that in fifty years to come the Canadas were to be free

and independent, he would not hesitate, but would as heartily

give his vote under such circumstances as he would give it

now." The fifty years are now expired, and Canada is

virtually free.

On the same occasion Lord Howick said:
" There could be

no doubt that in time all our foreign colonies would become

independent of the mother country. Such an event was cer-

tain, and we ought in time to prepare for the separation, not

by fortifying the Canadas, but by preparing them to become

independent."

Twenty years after this policy was announced Mr. Richard

Cobden, in a letter to Mr. Sumner of the United States, said :

" I can assure you that there will be no repetition of the policy
of 1776 on our part to prevent our North American colonies

from pursuing their interests in their own way." The Earl of

Ellenborough, in 1854, said in the House of Lords: " He hoped
the Government would communicate with the North American

colonies with the view to separation." On the latter occasion

Lord Brougham said: "He was one of those who desired a

separation of Canada from the mother country. The idea,'
1

he said, "was not novel; it had been entertained and
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by Lord Ashburton and Lord St. Vincent." A member in the

House of Commons on a recent occasion declared ' '

that the

relation between Canada and Britain was rotten and mutually

deceptive;" while another, a Cabinet Minister, said: "He
looked forward without apprehension and without regret to the

separation of Canada from England." In 1864 Lord Derby,
a former leader of the great Conservative party in England,

said: "In British North America there is a strong movement

in progress in favor of federation, or rather union of some

shape We know that these countries must before long be

independent States."

And nearer to the present time we find the foregoing policy

fully confirmed by many of the leading statesmen of the day.

Mr. W. E. Gladstone, one of England's great statesmen one,

too, whose influence was fully exerted, and indeed was power-
ful ia saving the British nation in 1877 and 1878 from being

involved in a war with Russia when leader of the British

Government in 1870, in advocating the separation of these

colonies from th'e Empire, said that
"
the present Government

do not claim the credit of adopting or introducing any new

policy, persons of authority of every shade of politics have

adopted [it. When," as he said, ".we see a country like the

United States, that sign of immense human energy, extending
itself continuously over that v.ast continent," Mr. Gladstone

was no doubt convinced that the tie which connects these

colonies to the Empire is but feeble. And during the discus-

sion in Parliament on the Imperial guarantee in aid of the

construction of the Intercolonial railroad, said he "should

find it impossible to justify
"

the guarantee, "except on the

conditions that England would be free from responsibilities aa

to the defence of Canada It cannot be too distinctly stated

that the defence of the British North American colonies is a

very heavy charge indeed, and it is our duty in every way to

get rid of it. .. .It is in this view that we look upon the plan
of uniting them." And again, in the debate on the bill guaran-

teeing a Canadian loan of five and a half millions of dollars

in aid of the erection of fortresses in the Dominion, he said :

" This guarantee was part of the price England paid for being
relieved of the obligation to protect Canada by military force.

England had now arrived at the state of things in which

Canada was to undertake almost entirely its own defence;. , . ,
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in which England would be relieved from all demands upon her

exchequer on account of Canada.
"

Mr. Lowe, in a recent speech in Parliament, said we should

represent to Canada "that it is perfectly open to her to

establish herself as an independent republic ; it is our duty,

too, to represent to her that if after well-weighed considera-

tion she thinks it more to her interest to join the great Ameri-

can republic itself, it is the duty of Canada to deliberate for

her own interests and happiness.

As soon as the chief Provinces united Great Britain with-

drew her troops and military stores from the Dominion of

Canada. This is the first time in her history of abnegating
her right to occupy and hold fortifications which she had con-

structed at great cost. But times have changed; that "sign of

immense human energy" has extended itself continuously
across the American continent, and consequently the British

people at home have concluded to let Canada shape her own
destiny. On the withdrawal of the troops Earl Granville said :

'

I quite admit that the general tendency of our policy is to

leave to a country like Canada. . . .the duty of self-defence."

It would require superhuman bravery indeed for four mil-

lions of people, scattered here and there along thousands of

miles of a defenceless frontier, to defend themselves against
more than ten times that number. " The practical effect

would be," as Earl Carnarvon said,
"
that the North American

colonies would be left to the mercy of any set of privateers in

the case of a war breaking out with the United States."

In the House of Lords in 1870 Lord Grey said that "
the

principles laid down by successive Colonial Secretaries must

necessarily lead to a dissolution of our Colonial Empire." In

the same debate Lord Northbrook pointed out "
the necessity

of a greater concentration of troops at home for the security

of the Empire."
Lord Russell, who had a strong desire to see a closer union

of the colonies with the Empire, frequently expressed doubt

as to the future of Canada. He said: "If it should ever be

their wish to separate from this country, we may be ready to

listen to their requests and to concede to their wishes in any

way they may choose." Or "
if the North American Colonies

felt themselves able to stand alone, and showed their anxiety

either to form themselves into an independent country, or even

to amalgamate with the United States, he did not think it
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would be wise to resist that desire." Lord Normanby said:
"
England desired no pecuniary benefits from the colonies."

The Hon. Joseph Howe, when in England, during the dis-

cussion on the union of the Provinces, said he heard a noble

Marquis say that "those British Americans may go and set

up for themselves when they please;" and further, "that we

might annex ourselves to the United States if we pleased, and

no power would be used to prevent us." He said: "The

Marquis made the statement, and not a man rose to contradict

him."

But few, however, had greater opportunities than Lord

Monck of knowing the position, resources and defences of

Canada. He was Governor General of British North America

during the protracted discussion on the union of the Pro-

vinces, and was the first Governor General of the Dominion
of Canada. After bis return to his place in the House of

Lords he said:
"

It is in the interests of the mother country
that" these Provinces " should be taught to look forward to

independence. . . .He believed the policy of Government tended

towards such independence, and it was on that account he

gave the Government his support." He alleged that the tie

which connects Canada writh Britain was a mere sentimental

one. that the connection had ceased its uses, and that the

colonial relations to Britain were dissolved when Confedera-

tion was consummated, and that the true mission of Canada was
to proclaim its independence.
And Sir George Campbell, formerly Governor General of

India, said:
" Canada has grown to maturity I would let

it go free without more delay, and would relieve this country
of the many embarrassments to which the connection may
give rise. Canada I believe to be, under present arrange-

ments, a burden and a risk to us."

In his work, Greater Britain, p. 379-380, Sir C. "W. Dilke

says: Canada "draws from us some three millions (sterling)

annually for her defence; she makes no contribution toward

the cost, she relies mainly on us to defend a frontier of 4,000

miles, and she excludes our goods by prohibitive duties at her

ports. In short, colonial expenses which, rightly or wrongly,
our fathers bore (and that not ungrudgingly) when they

enjoyed a monopoly of colonial trade, are borne by us in the

face of colonial prohibition. What the true cost to us of

Canada may be is unfortunately an open question, and the
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computing. . . .We cannot but admit that we pay at least
'

three millions a year for the hatred that the Canadians profess
to bear toward the United States."

Since the union of the Provinces England's cost for their

defence is comparatively small, but in the event of war with

the United States would be immense.

Among the advocates of a closer union of the colonies with

the mother country the Right Honorable W. E. Forster

is foremost. In a public speech in 1875 he expressed a

hope that some practicable plan might be devised, but could

not then name a plan. He said "that the common belief was
that the colonies must some day become independent, and this

common idea would, he feared, become one of those which
realize themselves." After combating the arguments of

separationists, he said the arguments from the difficulties of

colonial connection in time of war, however, he regarded as

much more important and less easy to meet. It applied only,

however, to Canada. Her disputes with the United States

might, he admitted, involve Britain in war, and her border

line would evidently be a source of great weakness during
hostilities with the great Republic.

"
Many plans, "said Lord Derby in 1876, "have been proposed

for connecting Australia and Canada more closely with this

country, but never yet one that looked as if it would work."

Lord Russell at one time proposed that the British Parliament

should guarantee the security of the colonies, and that the

latter should buy British protection by contributing three or

four millions sterling to the army and navy estimates of Bri-

tain, and undertake not to charge more than ten per cent, ad
valorem on British produce. Evidently the colonial system
has passed the stage of growth to which such a scheme would
have been appropriate. And the scheme of colonial represen-
tation in the Imperial Parliament was pronounced by Mr.

Gladstone as "altogether visionary. "We cannot," he said,
" overlook the countless miles of ocean rolling between them
and us." And the press has frequently reiterated the same
views as to the future of these Provinces.

The London Times, the great exponent of public opinion in

the British Islands, has repeatedly called on Canada to assume
her independence or join the United States. In a review of

Lord Monck's speech made at the opening of the first Parliament
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of the Dominion of Canada, in 1867, the Times said:
"
Empire never spoke with so small and still a voice as when

England humbly suggested and greatly aided the idea of a

Canadian Confederation. She could say little for it, except
that there the colonies were, they had a common origin and

allegiance, they had common dangers, and inasmuch as they
had diversity of conditions and interests, they had matters to

settle. There was a sort of moral unity; it had better be

made political. . . .LordMonck trusts and believes that the new

nationality will extend from the Atlantic to the Pacific, but

political faith overreaches itself in a conception so vast and so

loose, in frontiers so extensive, and in conditions so infinitely

various. It supposes a nationality able to command the two

oceans it touches, and to raise a barrier of law and moral force

extending near three thousand miles between itself and the

most powerful and aggressive state in the new world. "VVe

look in vain for the body, the vital organs, the circulation,

and the muscular force that are to give adequate power to

those widespread limbs. . . .However, there it is; and, as we

say both at the first and at the last scene of human existence,

where there is life there is hope. There is a strength in weak-

ness. . . .The weakness of the immense frontier is confessed by
those who ask defences, and proclaimed by those who think

all defences vain, and have no wish they should be otherwise."

And the occasion of Lord Dufferin's departure for Canada
led the Londen Times to remark: "

It is useful to call to mind
now and then the strange and anomalous character of institu-

tions of which Lord Dufferin is the embodiment. A depend-

ency which in no way depends; an administration conducted

in the name of the British Crown and under the authority of

the British Parliament, but yet controlled in everything, great
and small, by the votes of the Provincials; a liability of the

Dominion to be engaged in war and subjected to invasion for any
dispute of British origin, even though it may have begun in

China or on the shores of the Mediterranean ;
a liability of

Groat Britain, on the other hand, to defend a frontier of many
hundreds of miles, on which she has not now a single soldier,

and to which, during a long part of the j'ear, she could not

send reinforcements
;
an integral part of an Empire from which

the same Empire derives neither financial support, nor military

strength, nor diplomatic influence, but by which it is, on the

contrary, sensibly weakened and hampered. Such are the
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phenomena which the British authority over the Dominion

presents. We cannot but feel that a state of things so out of

accord with any theory of government, and so apparently un-

suitable, requires very delicate treatment. The question is

whether a statesman should seek to divine and anticipate the

course of events, or whether he should trust that the Do-

minion will, by some spontaneous action, work out its own

destiny in the fulness of time. The latter seems to be the

policy which recommends itself to British statesmen."

Again the Times, referring to the heavy taxation which the

vast armaments of Europe impose, said: "The new world is

now to all expectations free from the war feud. One govern-
ment possesses a preponderant influence over the Northern

Continent, and will probably within our time absorb the feeble

Mexican Republic. . . .The Canadian Dominion may or may
not have a similar destiny, but in any case the people who

occupy it need never feel the burdens of a military system."
The Examiner, in its review of the San Juan award, said:

"The North American Federation is quickly preparing itself

to be an independent nation, and, after that, if it joins the

older federation of the United States English statesmen need

not be surprised, and perhaps no one need be sorry." The
Westminister Review said:

" Canada has been deliberately and

officially warned that the days of British connection are num-

bered, and that she must determine on a new state of existence.
"

And the Edinburgh Review said, that the separation of Canada

from the Empire
"

is not a thing of yesterday, and is not due

entirely to the action of the Ministers of the day;" and describes

[Canadians
as "retainers who will neither give nor accept

notice to quit."

And in Canada we find the leading statesmen and press pre-

paring the public mind for the inevitable crisis which is step

by step closing on the Dominion.

Mr. Mackenzie, the late premier of Canada, in a public

speech in Sarnia in 1875, said:
" We have long ago passed the

bounds of an ordinary colony of Great Britain; we have

assumed the proportions of a nation."

In regard to treaties, he said: "I have no idea that any
British statesman will think after this of interfering. . . .to pro-

cure treaties with the United States or any other power we are

dealing with when a treaty is to be made purely in Canadian

interests. , , .The responsibility of doing it will be technically
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With the Imperial Government, but with the Canadian Go-

vernment will rest the responsibility to the people of Canada,
and the management of such affairs through Imperial
officers."

Thus it appears British Ministers at foreign courts are simply

agents of the Dominion when Canadian interests are the

question.

Mr. Mackenzie, with whom faith indeed is the evidence of

things unseen, further says, that "it is decreed as inevitable

that there shall be at least two systems of political government
upon this continent."

And Lord Dufferin saw in vision the rise of a Canadian

nationally. When in England in 1875, he asserted that

Canada believes she "is destined to move within her own

separate and individual orbit;" that Canadians "have exube-

rant confidence in their ability to shape their own destinies to

their appointed issues;" and that "
they desire to claim their

part in the future fortunes of the British Empire, and to sustain

all the obligations such a position may imply."
The Hon. Mr. Blake, a member of the last Dominion Go-

vernment, in a public speech in 1877, made some pointed
remarks with regard to Canada's present and future relations

with the Empire.

Believing that the Dominion of Canada is
"
quite competent

to determine what laws should regulate our maritime concerns,

and to interpret and administer the laws we make, without

resorting to the British Parliament for legislation," and be-

lieving that the Governor General's commission and instruc-

tions from the Imperial Government "are no longer suited

to our circumstances," Mr. Blake was charged to discuss these

and other subjects, and if possible obtain a "
fuller measure

of self-government.
" The British Government readily acceded

to his wishes.

It appears that a special code of maritime laws has prevailed
for many years on the United States side of the great lakes,

by which that power could take " a lien on the ship in re-

spect of certain classes of wrongs and contracts." Canada has

since inaugurated a system of maritime laws with regard to

the lakes, and probably will before long extend her "
legisla-

tion to the maritime concerns of the sea-board."

The Governor General's commission and instructions were

to be recast in a Canadian mould.
IN
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With regard to the future of Canada, Mr. Blake, in the

speech referred to, said: "The present form of connection is

not destined to be perpetual. My opinion is, that the

day must come when we shall cease to be dependents."
In the event of such a change, he preferred some kind of

partnership with Great Britain in which the Dominion would
be bound to pay her share of the costs of maintaining the

Empire.
To one who has carefully studied the conditions and rela-

tions of the Dominion, it must require a wonderful stretch of

imagination to see in the future of Canada a national founda-

tion. In no part of the world claiming national existence are

there to be found so many anomalous conditions united in

one country. Here is a confederation stretching from ocean

to ocean at the widest part of the continent, without the least

possibility of having a territorial consolidation of settlements.

The settlements in the Dominion are scattered here and there,

and far apart, along side of one of the most powerful and ag-

gressive nations in the world.

And to rest our hopes of protection on a power which is

3,000 miles from our shores, even sxippose such guarantee
could be obtained and maintained against the United States,

which in a short time will possess double the population of

the British Isles and Canada together, shows a marvellous

amount of faith.

It is obvious that Canada is at liberty to raise an army,
build a navy, and erect fortifications, borrow money, or unite

with the States, ordo none of these things. Whatever shape the

future of the Dominion may assume, it will be American and
not European in its tendencies.

The inhabitants of the States and Provinces are drawing
closer and closer to each other in all that pertains to the social

relations of life. Their educational, currency and postal sys-

tems, have been assimilated. Even the railroad gauge of the

Dominion has been changed to suit that of the States; and

their legislative systems have been assimilated in many re-

spects. Each country is a confederation, the one of States, the

other of Provinces.

Still, so long as there is an international boundary between

these two countries, criminals will cross it and escape justice;

debtors will cross it, and creditors will suffer; and the revenues

of both countries will suffer by illicit trade, notwithstanding
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two costly lines of custom houses. Indeed the ways arg

many in which annoyances arise.

In fact the disfiguration of the Canadian Dominion will

always give rise to trouble between these nationalities in

North America. There is no political division n the world

where a union is so absolutely necessary as between these two
countries. Though unions are the order of the age, the union

of the Provinces, arising out of the peculiar situation of the

country, has been of comparatively little service to the

Dominion. Since the union the Dominion has been building

upon a false capital. A balance of trade amounting to two
hundred and thirty millions of dollars has been incurred

against the country; the public debt of the Dominion has been

doubled since Confederation, and is in a fair way to be

doubled again before long; and the public revenue has been on

the decline for some years.

At the time of the union many in the Provinces preferred a

union with the United States, but the time was unfavorable.

The Republic had just c^fme
out of great tribulation. Her

commerce was prostrate, and her political machinery out

of joint. In a word, a great crisis had transpired, dur-

ing which the United States incurred an immense debt, and

a large public debt at that time was viewed by the Provinces

as a great calamity. Hence the feeling in the Provinces in

favor of union with the States was not half as strong as it

would have been under more favorable circumstances. The
last ten years, however, have produced great changes. The
United States is now a great consolidated power, slavery is

abolished, peace restored, and the public debt greatly reduced.

That a higher destiny awaits the Canadian Dominion than

that of being a petty nation, without a possible consolidation,

without national advantages, we do not doubt. That the

union of these two countries would place both on the high
road to a mighty destiny, which would far eclipse that of any
other country in the world, is obvious.
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The defence of these Provinces has long been a subject of

deep interest to Great Britain as well as to the Provinces

themselves. And in recent years as time passed the interest

felt became more intense. The Provinces began, as it were,
to see how one Province looked in the light of another; and
in what relations they stood to the mother country and the

United States. And after the close of the rebellion in the

States, when the latter became consolidated, Great Britain

urged the Provinces to unite; and when united, she withdrew
her military forces, guns and stores.

Previous to the union Great Britain maintained strong gar-

risons at Quebec, Halifax and Kingston; and small forces at

each of the other chief cities of the Provinces ;
at what cost

we have no means of knowing. It must have been great.

Previous to that date, the despatches from England urging
these colonies to prepare for war would fill a respectable
volume. The latter declined, or did not feel able to do more
than organize a few battalions of militia. Indeed, their chief

dependence for protection was upon Great Britain.

The withdrawal of the troops, together with the cessation

in the construction of fortifications by Great Britain, has, in

a pecuniary point of view, been a great loss to these Prov-

inces
; while, no doubt, it has been a gain to the tax payers of

the British Islands.

Great Britain has ceased pleading with these Provinces as

formerly to prepare for war, and the latter are fast losing

sight of the question of defence. Indeed, with the exception
of some small expenditures by the Dominion, but little atten-

tion has been paid to the quest ion. The fortifications, especially

those of "Quebec City and District," says the Minister of

Militia,
"
are rapidly going to destruction from want of atten-

tion and repair.
"

However, when we consider the peculiar formation and

relative position of the chief settlements of the Dominion,

the prejudices and institutions of the people, the indefensible
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latter and the United States, the facilities for transit between

these two countries, and the absolute necessity for such inter-

course, and above all, the kindred relations of these two

nationalities, it is not probable that the Canadian Dominion
will ever become a military and naval power, and it is doubt-

ful if the resources of the Provinces could be made fully

available in the event of war with the United States. There

are but few families in the Provinces but what have kindred

in the States, while there are many millions in the States who
have no kindred in the Provinces; hence the latter are not so

fully bound by ties of kindred to abstain from hostilities

against the Dominion.

Whether Canadians are willing or not to entertain the ques-
tion of defences, we cannot in justice to ourselves ignore it.

We are shut up to facts. Indeed, if there is any one thing
connected with the future of this country more clearly de-

fined than another, it is this: The Dominion cannot defend

itself against the United States in force. Then follows the

important question: Will Great Britain attempt to defend it?

In the answer to this question every Canadian has a deep
interest.

Great Britain is unquestionably a great power in Europe.
She has long occupied a highly important position in the

family of European nations. Her territorial isolation at home,
her powerful navy, vast commerce and enlightened states-

manship, have aided in securing for her great power and in-

fluence in Europe and other parts of the world. In North

America, however, her power has been, in a measure, im-

paired. Out of her most valuable possessions of a century

ago, a hostile power has taken root, and since that time

spread itself far into Mexico on the south, west to the Pacific

Ocean; and north, by continual abstractions from British

territory, nearly as far into the arctic regions as the continent

is habitable.

A century ago, four millions of people, organized into a

Republic, began creating a nation. Now forty-five millions

are giving dignity and force to national life. The situation

and vast extent of the United States in the most favorable

part of the continent; her enormous stores of natural and

developed wealth her extensive seaboard and inland naviga-

tion, and the rapid increase of her population, representing
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all nationalities, are combined in developing the most cxteii-

sive agricultural, commercial and manufacturing industries

to be found in the world. And the amazing prosperity which
has attended her policy eloquently points to a great and pros-

perous future. Indeed, no country having so many discord-

ant elements in ker population has done more in so short a

time to secure the civil liberty and education of her people
than the United States. The increase and diffusion of wealth,

free and unsectarian schools, absolute freedom of religious

worship, without an established church, and above all an open

Bible, has given great effect to the moral sentiment and energy
of the nation. At the present rate of increase, the United

States may, before another generation of our able men pass

away, contain one hundred millions of people. Already she

holds a proud position among the great powers of the world.

Thus situated and endowed, the United States will always
command great influence both in Europe and America. In a

war with Mexico or Canada, or even with both together, she

cannot fail to be a great power. And no nation has learned

better how to make war pay. It was only in the recent rebel-

lion that she suffered to any great extent. That was a struggle,

however, on which great issues depended; the suppression of

slavery, the unity of the Republic, and the shaping of the

destinies of North America.

That the United States is desirous of extending her frontiers

to the outskirts of North America there is but little doubt;

and in the event of her doing so will any European nation

interfere with her aspirations? The United States policy, as

enunciated, is not to interfere in European complications,

while she considers any attempt on the part of European
Governments "to extend their system to any portion of this

hemisphere as dangerous to her peace and safety.
1 '

However, the desire on the part of the United States to ex-

tend her boundaries may not be the immediate cause of war.

The peculiar configuration of Canada will alwa}
rs tend to com-

plicate her movements, and make her dependent upon the

Republic for vitality and even existence as a separate

nationality.

The habitable parts of the Dominion are scattered far apart

along a frontier of nearly four thousand miles. Between

the chief settlements there are immense areas of infertile lands,

and the total population is comparatively small and utterly

unprotected,
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However, no settlements in the world are so completely

protected as are those of the Dominion, on the north, which lie

between the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the Pacific Ocean. The
untrodden solitudes which comprise the arctic slope of this con-

tinent are a complete defence against invasion. Nowhere does

desolation reign so completely. This is the battle-field which

the opposing forces of heat and cold have selected. But tffe

south side of the Dominion, as Lord Derby said,
"

is peculiarly

open to aggression."

(
The settled sections of Ontario and Quebec lie in a long

narrow strip, completely protected on the north bythelauren-
tide mountains. On the south they are entirely unprotected.
Near the lower part of the Province of Quebec the United

States, for a distance of sixty miles, is within from twenty-
five to thirty miles of the river St. Lawrence. Hence the

hour-glass shape of the geographical tie which connects Que-
bec to New Brunswick will render the Intercolonial railroad

peculiarly open to destruction in the event of war with the

United States.

This railroad was built chiefly for military purposes, but

its proximity to the international boundary will render it

almost useless as a means of defence.

The frontier line of New Brunswick, Quebec and Ontario for

a distance of about 1,500 miles is undefended, and we may say

indefensible; while the United States has first-class fortifica-

tions at Rouse's Point, on the shores of Lake Champlain,
within a short distance of Canada's chief city, Montreal,

capable of holding large forces.

No one has yet devist-d a plan by which the southern side

of these three Provinces can be defended. Some time pre-

vious to their union Colonel Jarvis, an Imperial officer, made
a report on the defences of Canada. He recommended the

construction of some works in the Province of Quebec, and

said: "unless these works are constructed it is worse than

useless to continue any British force in Canada.'' The works

recommended have not been constructed, and England has

withdrawn her forces.

Since Colonel Jarvis made his report the United States has

added greatly to her strength in the event of war, while

Canada has done but little to strengthen her position
And the Canadian plains, known as the North-west terri-

tories, in which the Province of Manitoba and the district of
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Keewatin lie, arc, if possible, still more exposed to United
States forces than the eastern Provinces. These territories

are an extension northward of the great desert and prairie

regions of the United States. In Canada they lie nearly in the

form of a semicircle, having the international boundary line,

the parallel of 49, for a length of eight hundred miles, as their

cord. On the east the Canadian plains are separated from
Ottawa by a thousand miles of laurentian mountain region,
and on the west a "

sea of mountains "
five hundred miles in

breadth lie between them and the Pacific. In another part of

this work we have more fully described these three sections

of the Dominion, through which Canada purposes construct-

ing a railroad.

Thus a door is open 800 miles wide, through which the

armies of the Mississippi and Missouri valleys could freely

pass to the Canadian settlements in the plains. There are no
natural barriers between the prairie settlements in the States

and those of Canada to prevent the ingress of United States

troops; nor are there any rallying points on the plains where

troops could take refuge. For a distance of 2,000 miles from
the Atlantic westward the international boundary is close to

the laurentian region. The chief part of the great lakes is in

the United States. The latter owns Lake Michigan, two-thirds

of Lake Superior, and half of Lakes Huron, Erie and Ontario,
and their connecting rivers; and by the Washington treaty
the free navigation of the River St. Lawrence to the ocean is

ceded to that power forever. Hence the main line of railroad

from Halifax westward, through the Provinces, is in many
places close to the international boundary; and the Canadian

Pacific railroad, if ever built, will be of but little benefit to

the Dominion in the event of war. In the region of the great
lakes it will in places be close to the frontier. In the Red
River valley and great plains generally it will be peculiarly

exposed to destruction. Indeed, the chief lines of Canadian

railroad are liable to be destroyed in many places in a few

days or even hours after a declaration of war.

And by the San Juan award the United States may prevent
Canadian shipping entering the Strait of Georgia. This sub-

ject has recently engaged the serious attention of the Cana-

dian Government and the Chief Engineer of the Pacific rail-

road. Application was made to the British naval officers

who had been stationed at this part of the Pacific coast for
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information as to the character of the harbours in a nautical

point of view, and also in regard to defence." From the naval

testimony furnished, taken in conjunction with the admiralty

charts, the following are some of the deductions drawn by
Mr. Fleming in his report of 1877:

" That as far as known, Burrard Inlet, an arm of the Strait

of Georgia, is the best harbour and the easiest of approach
from the ocean.

" That the Strait of Georgia is separated from the ocean by
two archipelagos, one to the north, the other to the south of

Vancouver Island.
" That the approach by the north of Vancouver Island to

the Strait of Georgia is hazardous and objectionable.
" That the approach by the south of Vancouver Island is

through passages more or less intricate, between or at no great
distanco from islands known as the San Juan group.
"That the most important islands of the San Juan group are

in the territory of a foreign power, and that from their posi-

tion they hold the power of assuming a threatening attitude

towards passing commerce."
This group, known as San Juan, Stuart, Patos, Lopez,

Fidalgo, and other islands, lie between Vancouver Island and
the main land on the south. " All the naval authorities," says
Mr. Fleming,

" admit that vessels on their course to Burrard

Inlet, Howe Sound, or Bute Inlet, would be exposed to the

.
' guns of the United States in the event of hostilities, and that

the navigation of the channel would greatly depend on the

force of the United States in the locality."

In a subsequent report, Rear Admiral A. De Horsey, who
made a nautical survey of the approaches to the inner termi-

nus of the Canadian Pacific railroad, says that the San Juan
and Stuart islands "form the key of the navigation inside

Vancouver Island. In case of war with the United States that

power might readily stop our trade through Haro Strait." He
says San Juan was visited in September, 1877, by General

Sherman, of the United States, with a view to its fortification,

and further remarks that "the possession of San Juan might
enable that country in case of war to cut off our supply from the

coal mines by sea." And the Victoria Colonial says that "a single

battery erected on Lopez Island would command Rosaro Straits,

and a speedy end would be put to Canadian commerce on the

Pacific should hostilities between Great Britain, and the United
States ever occur."
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There are some good harbors on the outer coast of Van-
couver Island, but "

the surveys have clearly shown," says
Mr. Fleming, "that the bridging from the main shore to

Vancouver would be unprecedented in magnitude, and that

its cost would be indeed enormous." Besides, the extension

of the Pacific railway to the outer coast of Vancouver would
involve the construction of 234 miles of additional railroad,

the greater part of it passing through mountainous regions,
besides the bridging of Seymour Narrows, which is all but

impossible. And the selection of Burrard Inlet as the Pacific

terminus of the Canadian Pacific railroad renders that end of

this road peculiarly exposed to destruction in the event of war
with the United States.

Thus the unfortunate decision of the international boundary
so far north from beginning to end, together with the isolation

of her chief settlements, \vill ever denationalize the Dominion
of Canada. "With such frontiers integrity of territory could

not be maintained in any other part of the world.

We know that there is promulgated in the United States a

policy of territorial extension of her frontiers. And remem-

bering the hostile attitude she has assumed towards Great

Britain and these Provinces in the past, and viewing the

public questions between the States and Provinces still un-

settled, and the ceaseless intercourse which necessity compels
Canadians to hold with them, we have, it must be confessed,

but little confidence in the permanence of peace. The posi-

tion of these adjoining countries is not like that of two equally

powerful nations whose fear of war might be mutual. Peace

with a more powerful nation, according to the teachings of

history, is secure only so long as the interests or the ambition

of that nation permit it to last. Immediately after assuming
her independence, the United States began, after the fashion

of the nations of Europe, to extend her boundaries. At no

period in history was there a stronger desire among the nations

of Europe and America than at present to enlarge the home
domains. Nearly all the feeble nations whose independence
Britain guaranteed have become Incorporated, as we have seen,

with great powers. Such appears to be the manifest destiny of

feeble communities throughout the world. Britain, France,

the United States, Prussia, Russia, Austria and Italy, are each

the unification of a number of other nations or communities,

combining under the influence of the same general law.
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The continental nations of Europe, who, by reason of their

close geographical contiguity, are compelled to keep immense

forces under training, and strong fortifications on the salient

points of their frontiers.
" The great questions of our time,"

said Count Bismarck,
"
are to be decided not by speeches and

resolutions but by blood and iron." Such concentrations of

power preclude the possibility of any one nation being able to

defend a number of isolated colonies, or even prevent the

absorption of feeble nations by great powers. It is therefore

no particular disgrace to any power, however great, not to be

able to control the destinies of colonies and nations as formerly.
Xevcr did such vast preparations for war exist as at present.

Every nation in Europe maintains its forces on a war scale

even in time of peace. And the form and power of war are

very different from what they were in the days of Wolfe and

Montcalm, or even from what they were half a century ago.

Large concentrated populations, with powerful armies and

navies, strong fortifications, aided by all the advantages
secured by modern inventions, long experience, and immense

revenues, make war terrible indeed, and highly destructive to

feeble powers. Though the British army is comparatively
small, her navy is powerful.

It is to be regretted that even the most civilized nations are

not to be trusted when interest inclines them otherwise. In

the recent war between France and Prussia the latter declared

that she only made war against the Emperor, and not against

France, but at the close of the war she made France pay an
immense indemnity in gold, and retained two valuable Pro-

vinces as a forfeit. And even in the war between Christian

Britain and pagan China, in 1839, a leading British statesman

said: "That justice was on the side of the pagan."
In a previous article we have shown that according to the

enunciations of British and Canadian statesmen, the tie which
binds Canada to the Empire is a mere nominal one, the

Governor General being the only connecting link, and conse-

quently Canada is virtually independent.

As a general rule the real independence of a country
depends upon the exclusion of outside influence. Wherever
the spirit of freedom exists it resents the intrusion of another

power into its concerns at home as a violation of its freedom.

How far Canadian independence comports with this principle
is a question.
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It would be well for Canadians to look at the question of

defences fairly; it would be well to know whether Britain has

given any guarantee that she will protect Canada; and in the

next place it would be well to consider whether all the forces

that Britain could spare and Canada could muster would be

able to keep these Provinces from being overrun by the forces

of the United States, and finally subjected to that power.
It is difficult to avoid the conclusion, considering the terri-

torial and other valuable resources which Great Britain has

ceded to the United States, and looking at the immense em-

pire adjoining the Dominion which the Union has acquired
from other nations, without an effort on the part of Britain to

obtain even a part of these valuable territories, that the

mother country did not set much value on her possessions in

North America. And since the report of Capt. Palliser on the

Northwest territories, that of Col. Jarvis on the defences of

Canada proper, and Major Robinson's report of the Inter-

colonial railroad route, were laid before the Imperial Parlia-

ment, this view of the subject received a strong impulse.

During the civil war in the United States the defenceless state

of Canada was fully acknowledged. At the close of that war

Great Britain urged these colonies to unite, and when united

she withdrew her forces, and told the Dominion to defend

itself. Britain's annual expenditure in defence of the Pro-

vinces, said Mr. Gladstone,
"

is a very heavy charge, and it is

our duty in every way to get rid of it."

And Sir Charles Adderley, a distinguished member of the

Conservative party in England, referring to the colonial sys-

tem, said: "I believe the Canadians arc much more likely to

involve us in a war than we are to inflict one upon them;" and

that Great Britain cannot undertake to defend the colonies
" for the sake of the Canadians."

The Duke of Newcastle in a dispatch to Sir George Grey,

Governor of New Zealand, said:
" The cost of all war should

be borne by those for whose benefit it is curried on."

And, referring to what is termed the glory Great Britain

derives from an extensive colonial empire, Sir George Lev,- is

remarked,
"
that a nation derives no true glory from any pos-

session which produces no assignable advantage to itself or to

other communities. If a country possesses a dependency from

which it derives no public revenue, no military or naval

Strength, and no commercial advantages or facilities for
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emigration which it would not equally enjoy though the

dependency were independent, such a possession cannot justly

be called glorious."

Adam Smith, in his work on "The Wealth of Nations,"

shows at great length that "
if any of the Provinces of the

British Empire cannot be made to contribute towards the sup-

port of the whole Empire, it is surely time that Great Britain

; should free herself from the expense of defending those Pro-

vinces in time of war and of supporting any part of their civil

and military establishments in time of peace."

The Right Hon. John Bright, formerly a member of the

British Cabinet, in his place in Parliament, asserted that
' '

there is no statesman in England who will venture to bring

about the shedding of one drop of blood "
in defence of British

North America. And in his Rochdale speech he was still

more explicit on this subject. He said :

"
If a man had a great

heart within him, he might cherish the hope that, from the

point of land which is habitable nearest the Pole, to the

shores of the great Gulf, the whole of that vast continent

might become one great confederation of States, without a

great army and without a great navy; not mixing itself

up with the entanglements of European politics; without a

custom house inside through the whole length and breadth

of the territory, and with freedom everywhere; such a

confederation would afford at least some hope that man is

not forsaken of heaven, and that the future of our race may
be better than the past."

In the discussion of the British North America Act in the

British Parliament, Mr. Aytoun said: "He never had met

with any man not a member of the Government who consid-

ered that it was possible to defend Canada against an attack in

force by the United Stales."

Sir C. W. Dilke, in his work " Greater Britain," referring

to his visit to the chief places in Canada, says, p. 382: "As for

our so-called defence of the colonies, in war time we defend

ourselves; we defend the colonies only during peace. In war
time they are ever left to shift for themselves. . . .The present

system weakens us and them, us by taxes and by the with-

drawal of our men and ships." And, "were the Americans

as fully convinced as we ourselves arc of our total inability

to carry on a land war with the United States on the western

side of the continent, the bolder spirits among them would
cease to feel themselves under an assumed necessity to show
us our own weakness and their own strength."
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In 1871 Mr. Cardwell, in laying his scheme for defending
the British Islands before Parliament, said:

"
It is an almost

universally accepted principle of English policy, that in these

days it is no longer desirable to maintain at the expense of the

British tax-payer a standing army to defend our distant

colonies."

Sir Charles Adderley contends that "on English colonies

with representative government of their own there can be no

doubt about the mischief of intruding either home govern-
ment or protection."

And this view of Britain's colonial policy has been reiterated

by her leading press. We only have space for a few citations.

When the decision by the Emperor of Germany in relation

to the Pacific end of the international boundary was published,

the London Time* reminded Canada of its relations to the

Empire.
" The San Juan difficulty is settled," said the Times.

"There are, however, certain considerations connected with

the question which merit attention. It must always be re-

membered that this is a Canadian matter."

Referring to the Washington treaty the Canadian Govern-

ment, in a dispatch to the Secretary of the Colonies, said:

"The principal cause of difference between Canada and the

United States has not been removed but remains a subject

for anxiety. That a cession of territorial rights of great value

has been made to the United States, not only without the pre-

vious assent of Canada, but contrary to the expressed wishes

of the Canadian Government." In the article above referred

to the Times says the British Commissioners " acted under the

direction and control of the Government at London, who were

consulted at every step of the negotiations The men of the

Dominion say that they were sacrificed at every stage by
agents who were as ignorant as they were incompetent to

defend their interests. The British Columbia boundary is

gone. The claims for compensation for the Fenian raids

claims which, according to the principles laid down by the

arbitrators at Geneva, could not be disputed were given \ip on

the least show of resistance. Their fisheries have been sold

for a sum of money which remains to be fixed by a cumbrous

machinery very slow to be set in motion, and to be paid at

some distant day when the House of Representatives may vote

the sum which may be awarded. We know that 'he indigna-

tion of the inhabitants of Canada last summer was such that
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we had to bribe the Legislature of the Dominion with a

guarantee of 2,500,000 before its assent to the treaty of

Washington could be procured."
The limes of course did not anticipate so early a settlement

of the fishery claims as has since taken place; but the force of

the great journal's remarks is hardly if at all weakened by the

payment of the Commissioners' award.

It is true that the San Juan boundary, the fisheries, and the

Fenian raids, are Canadian affairs, but it is equally true that Ca-

nadians had but a feeble voice in their settlement. Canadians

might say to Britain, in the language of the Times : "You have

abandoned our fisheries; you have sacrificed our frontier; you
have not given us open trade with the States; you have not

secured any satisfaction of our claims for wanton injuries."

The writer concludes that all was done for Canada that could

be done. That both Britain and the Dominion are
" now in

a false position, and the time has arrived when we should be

relieved from it."

In another article, referring to the forces of the United

States, the Times said that that country, containing "forty
millions of people, rich, industrious, energetic and intrepid,

must comprise resources which no enemy could venture to

despise. The Americans had no army in 1860, but in 1802

they had hundreds of thousands in the field. They had no

navy, and yet in a few months time they had produced a

powerful fleet of new and formidable fighting ships. In the

course of years they raised and spent upward of 600,000,000,

and such is the magnitude of their national resources that what

they did in the civil war they could certainly, on a similar

impulse, do over again. . . .Their exposed points are compara-

tively few, their resources are unbounded, and, though they
do not desire war, they would not be slow to accept a

challenge."
It was this view of the resources of the States that led the

Times to say:
" We are quite aware that in the event of war

we should not be able to render effectual aid to our Canadian

Dominion, and that our fellow subjects out there would either

have to fight at a terrible disadvantage, or mortify our pride

by anticipating defeat and yielding to terms. In a national

point of view that would be no loss to this country."
After a careful review of the utterances of Britain's states-

men and press in regard to British North America, we find it
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difficult to avoid the conclusion that the Confederation Act,
the Washington Treaty, and the recent money guarantees,
were the full development of Britain's policy in regard to

these Provinces. She was thus enabled to cover an honorable

retreat from the political concerns of this country. She found
a fair excuse for withdrawing her "

troops," which the London
Post said "have been left too long in such dependencies

already. The transitional condition of affairs is the only
excuse for the delay that has occurred. The colonies have,

as it were, been setting up house for themselves, and in the

completion of their arrangements they have been permitted to

avail themselves temporarily of the paternal resources."

However, in leaving the Dominion of Canada to itself,

it must be obvious to those who have carefully watched
the progress of events, that in the settlement of disputes
matters purely Canadian only occupied a secondary place in

the councils of Great Britain. By the Washington Treaty
Britain's own disputes with the States were fully settled,

while "
the principal cause of difference between Canada and

the United States has not been removed, ... .but remains a

subject for anxiety." At the close of Britain's political life in

this part of the American continent her disputes with the

States had assumed a threatening character, which created

much uneasiness on both sides of the ocean. However, hav-

ing territorial rights of great value adjoining the United

States, which she had the legal right to cede, and which the

latter desired to have, Great Britain was enabled to get all her

disputes, except those affecting the Dominion, fully settled.

Thus Great Britain was pleased to get the Alabama and other

disputes so easily settled, and the United States was fully

satisfied; but not so with Canadians, who declared that their

interests had been sacrificed.

But few of the claims of Canada were maintained. Neither

Britain nor the States would pay Canada's claims for Fenian

raids. Hence the Canadian Government declined to recom-

mend the Legislature to sanction the Treaty of Washington.
At this stage Canadian weakness developed itself. On being

told that the Imperial Government "would deeply deplore"

such a course the Dominion accepted what the London Times

was pleased to call a bribe; that is, England's name to a loan

of two millions and a half sterling as the only compensation
for the loss of vast resources. The old colonies revolted for
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reasons of much less importance. A century ago an entirely

different sentiment prevailed both in Britain and her colonies

from that which now exists between her and the Dominion of

Canada. Then the old colonies fought for their independence.
Since that time England has been ceding to the same countiy

large sections of what she had left, and urging the Canadians

to take the residue and do what they please with it. By the

AVashington Treaty the manifest destiny doctrine evidently
received a powerful impulse.

During the rebellion in the United States the public senti-

ment in Great Britain, France, and in these Provinces

was chiefly in favour of the independence of the southern

States; it was indeed in favor of the balance of power on this

continent being more evenly adjusted. It was believed by
man}' that the States would be permanently disunited; that

they would be formed into several independent nations.
"
I

cannot believe," said a leading English statesman, "that we
shall see the same society and form of Government as

existed before the civil war.''

Canadians would not have objected to a reconstruction of

frontiers. They would not have objected to the doctrine pro-

pounded in the Canadian Legislature by Colonel Rankin, who
said: "No force we can bring into the field, no line of forts

we can construct, nor indeed any course that could be

adopted would so effectually protect us, so absolutely guaran-
tee the inviolability of our soil as the recognition of the

southern States by Great Britain."

It is impossible, however, to foresee what might have been

the full effect of such recognition upon the future of America.

We might premise that if England and France had recognized
the southern confederacy, the States would have been divided

into two or more nations. France might have established a

monarchy in Mexico; Canada might, in case the French

Emperor did not reconquer Quebec, have been able to shape
a national course, and thus keep the balance of power on this

continent more evenly adjusted. In these events, however,
Canada would have had a slave power of the worst stamp for

an ally, and the northern Union as an inveterate enemy. The

great ruler of nations has otherwise directed.

No two parts of the world are so capable of being free from

warlike complications with each other as Europe and North

America. Europe for the Europeans, and America for the

34
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Americans, seems to be fair for both. Europe comprises a

cluster of nations, each of which feels it necessary to be always

ready for war. Any one of its great powers in the east may
at any time, and on the most paltry pretext, disturb the peace
of the whole. In North America, Mexicp has enough and

more than enough to do in governing her own people. If

the United States and Canada would unite and become the

head of a peace policy, an aVmed peace in North America

would not be necessary. By such an honorable course both

countries would avoid war and enormous war debts. But if

history is to repeat itself, if the burdens of a military system
are to be imposed upon the scattered settlements of the

Dominion, if she has to fly to arms whenever the United

States casts dark shadows, the future of Canada will be

precarious.

The Canadian Minister of Militia in his report for 1875

forecasts the policy of the future. He says:
" A small stand-

ing army this country, like all other countries desiring to hold

a position in the family of nations, eventually in the nature

of things will have." And the reason assigned for this war-

like attitude of the Dominion is that "a nation without being

backed by physical power would have but small influence, if

any, in the politics and councils of the nations of the world."

It is difficult to see what a small standing army could do to

make the voice of Canada heard and respected in the councils

and politics of the United States. What Sir Brenton Hali-

burton said half a century ago is equally true to-day: "The

present colonies in North America are differently situated from

those formerly possessed by Great Britain, which now com-

prise the United States. When disputes arose between them

and the parent state the popular leaders were animated by the

prospect of erecting the country into an independent nation;

but no reasonable man in these colonies can ever entertain any
such view. We can never become sufficiently strong to stand

alone, and must therefore continue our connection with Great

Britain or form one with America." Since Sir Brenton wrote

these words the Provinces have only added three millions to

their population, while the States have increased more than

thirty millions.

During the rebellion in the States the Government of the

two Canadas took a similar view to that in the above citations.

The English Government continued to impress
" on Canada
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the necessity of making greater preparations as regards her

defence." The Canadian Government replied:
" That no

probable combination of regular troops and militia would

preserve our soil from invading armies; and no fortune which

the most sanguine dare hope for would prevent our most

flourishing districts from being the battle-field of the war."

And "since the war of 1812 the United States have covered

their country with a network of railroads, and that seven of

these lines run directly in upon the Canadian frontier, while

others traverse or reach the shores of the great lakes com-

manding the chief entrepots of Canadian commerce, and

others again extend to the sea-board cities directly fronting
the Province of Nova Scotia, or through the State of Maine,
to within eighty miles of the borders of New Brunswick. . . .

By the aid of these railroads it is obvious that the United

States could at any time within a week concentrate upon their

termini a hundred thousand men or more."

Since the date of these dispatches the population of the United

States has increased in a ratio about fourteen times as great as

that of the Dominion. And in no country are the means of

transit more efficient than in the States. The extent of interior

navigation has no parallel anywhere ; the country is traversed

by seventy-four thousand miles of railroad; telegraph lines

are in all directions. Twenty lines of railroad connect with

the Provinces, and others are being constructed.

All the chief settlements of the Dominion are contiguous to

United States settlements. The former has no country out of

which she can erect another tier of Provinces north of the

i present, and her chief settlements are disconnected by
;
immense regions of uninhabitable country. Hence the facili-

ties for sending United States troops into all parts of the Pro-

vinces are complete, while the geographical ties connecting
the chief settlements in the Dominion might be severed in a

few days after a declaration of war.

In the event of war the Dominion would have to depend
upon Britain's army, navy and money. In return for British

protection the Dominion might be willing to provide a regi-

ment for service abroad, as on a former occasion. But as the

cost, transport and armament of the regiment raised in Canada
for service in the Crimea "was borne," says the Edinburgh
Review,

"
by the mother country, it turned out in the end to

be the most costly regiment in the service."
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Britain's cost in sending troops to these colonies was very

heavy. And the cost of transit and maintenance of a suffi-

cient force to defend Canada against the United States would

be enormous. The article of food alone would be a costly

one. Great Britain depends for a large part of her food at

home upon the Western States. Ontario is the only Province

in British North America which produces more than sufficient

food for its own inhabitants. Manitoba may at times produce
more than enough for its own people. Consequently the

Provinces are large purchasers of breadstuffs from the United

States. Hence no war would entail more suffering, especially

in these Provinces, than a war with the Republic.
The Dominion is the only country in America which offers

to send troops to fight in Europe. In view of the United

States policy of non-interference in the wars and political

complications in Europe, a question might arise whether

Canada's course in sending troops to fight in Europe might
not give rise to complications in America.

"With two countries situated like the United States and

Canada, it is the easiest thing in the world to raise disputes,

to revive international quarrels, especially Avhile old grievances

are not forgotten, while disputes remain unsettled, and new
ones are continually arising. Indeed, it might not be difficult

at almost any time to find a plea for Avar fully as strong as

France had against Prussia in 1870, or Russia had against

Turkey in 1877.

We may be told that Canadians will not do any act. or utter

a word that will tend to disturb the present peace ;
that the

United States is large enough already; that it is "decreed"

that Canada shall be one of the nationalities in North America,
and that if war come Great Britain will defend the Dominion.

Those who take this view of the future of Canada do so

regardless of the teachings of history.

Such is the state of Europe that no nation on that conti-

nent could fight against the United States without weakening
its power and influence in Europe. America is a good country
for European nations to trade with, but, as in the past, it is

not a safe one for any of them to fight in. Great Britain is

the most powerful nation in the world, yet if she had been

at war with the United States in 1878 when Russia was set-

tling her war account with Turkey, she might have been the

weakest. Indeed, the signs of the times point to Europe and
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not to America as the future theatre on which European
nations will do the most fighting. It is in India, and not in

C'anada, where Britain's true interests lie. This conclusion

was foreshadowed 1)}* Great Britain's recent policy with regard
to Russia and the East. It is difficult to avoid the conclusion

that the recent money guarantees, the union of the Provinces,

the withdrawal of her troops and military stores, and her

ceasing to fortify these Provinces, fully show the chief end of

Great Britain's Canadian policy of the future. They show,

too, that the Dominion is independent and free to shape its

own destiny.

It is no part of Britain's policy to hold a country she intends

to protect in an utterly defenceless state until the actual occur-

rence of war, especially a country situated as Canada is with

regard to the United States. Great Britain is fully aware that

the Dominion cannot possibly defend itself. Then if she

intends to defend it why delay the erection of fortifications.

In her recent schemes for defence she seems to ignore all

responsibility for the defence of the Dominion. And the

Dominion itself has done comparatively nothing for its own
defence; consequently if defence be attempted, when war
breaks out it must be done in the presence of the enemy, with

endless perplexity and confusion.

From all the facts at command we might fairly premise that

Great Britain will not destroy her vast commerce with the

United States, she will not close her great flour market on this

side of the ocean by sending her forces to defend a defenceless

frontier in the heart of North America, especially when no

gain would result to her arms. In whatever light we view
the position and relations of the Dominion the future is not

reassuring. Britain has not the teeming millions and vast

resources here such as she has in the east to fight for. Her

fighting for Canada would be a forlorn hope indeed.

If Canada docs not wish to follow the example of the feeble

nations of Europe whose close geographical contiguity to great

powers has caused the most of them to be incorporated with

the latter, it is absolutely necessary that she maintain friendly
relations with the United States[instead of appealing to Britain

to protect her against that power. This is the only way to

secure the integrity of the Dominion of Canada. The ques-
tion is, in the face of many conflicting interests, how is friend-

ship to be maintained?
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As a step in the right direction, both countries might follow

the example of the British isles, which have ceased boasting
of victories over an alien people on the plains of Abraham
and of Waterloo. The United States and Canada might cease

boasting of victories over each other in the long past cease

wasting their resources in preparing to shed each other's blood

in the future ; and thus pave the way for a united destiny a

future in repose and prosperity, without mingling in the

complications and politics of other countries. That a union

of these two countries on fair and equitable terms should be

consummated is, no doubt, the desire of millions on this con-

tinent, and especially the prayer of hundreds of thousands

in the States and Provinces who are united by the dearest ties

of kindred.

It is possible that the present peace may continue beyond
the province of all reasonable predictions. But peace may be

environed with many of the attributes of war. If Canada

shall be compelled to maintain an army, as her Minister of

Militia recently said, if she has to build fortifications and

maintain a navy, if a system of hostile tariffs is to be con-

tinued, and also two chief Legislatures, one at Washington
and the other at Ottawa, each crippling the functions of the

other, it is difficult to foresee how peace can be maintained.

In order to exist as a nation Canada must expend the chief

part of her revenue in preparations for defence, which, in

view of her large and increasing debt, she cannot do. She

must have powerful alliances which can be relied upon in

time of need. In a word, if Canada cannot meet national

responsibilities she may as well leave all preparations for war

out of her calculations altogether; since in this age of steam,

electricity, iron and money, the only safety is a constant and

powerful preparedness for war.

In his recent report on the State of the militia of the

Dominion, Lieutenant General Smythe says :

' ' The broad

experience of the world's history. . . .has never failed to prove
that military protection is an indispensable though it may be

costly insurance for the safety and independence of every

nation." That "
if any one thinks that good rule alone will

restrain the hands of either foreign or domestic foes, or

unaided make a nation respected in its sway, he has not

advanced far in the study of human nature."

No doubt "
public opinion

"
in the Dominion, as General
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Smythe says, declares that "the militia vote is that most

easily reduced." Indeed, appropriations for defence by the

Parliament of Canada are generally viewed by the inhabitants

of this country as money wasted, especially in the face of

"hard times" and a large and increasing public debt. We
act on the principle that our weakness is our greatest strength,

and adhere to the vain delusion that nobody will interfere

with us.
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ERRATA.

Page 11, 2nd line from top, for "coast, "read "east."
"

73, 3rd " " "
for "east," read "west."

"
95, 2nd " " "

for "78,686,756," read "75,728,641."
"

96, 18th
" " "

for "last year,"read "in 1877."
"

96, 23rd " " "
for "last two fiscal years," read "end-

ing in 1877."
"

101,33rd
" " "

for
"
1861," read " the latter year."

"
140,30th

" " " omit "St. Thomas.... 2,145."
"

144, for
"
78,000,000," read

"
7,870,000."

"
148, for

"
French," read

"
Froude."

"
155,36th

" " "
for "states,"read "slaves."

"
156,35th

" '" " omit "two."
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